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S U M M A RY

The hand is one of the most important instruments of our body. Its versatility
enables the execution of a wide range of tasks that ask for a powerful, precise
or gentle approach. Measuring hand and finger movements, and interaction
forces, is therefore important for the assessment of tasks in daily life. However,
measuring on-body kinematic and kinetic quantities is a delicate procedure
due to the dexterity of the hand, and moreover, the little and complex shaped
skin places for sensor attachment. This thesis proposes a new on-body assess-
ment system that allows the measurement of movements and interaction forces
of the hand, fingers and thumb.

The first objective, the development, evaluation and validation of an inertial
and magnetic sensing system for the measurement of hand and finger kine-
matics is the topic of chapters 2 to 5. The second objective, assessment of the
dynamic interaction between human hand and environment using combined
force and movement sensing, is the topic of chapter 6.

Chapter 2 describes the hardware and algorithms for a sensing system which
can be attached to the hand, fingers and the thumb. The hardware consists of
multiple inertial and magnetic sensors to measure angular velocities, accelera-
tions and the magnetic field. Each individual finger and the thumb is modelled
as a kinematic chain where the bones correspond to the linkages and each joint
is considered as an ideal ball-socket joint. Segmental lengths were determined
by manual measurement, whereas the inertial sensors provided the input for
a Kalman filter to estimate the 3D orientation of the corresponding segment.
Hereafter, the orientation and tip position of each finger was estimated by ap-
plying forward kinematics. To our knowledge, it is the first system that uses
inertial sensors for estimating finger kinematics. The estimation quality was
expressed in terms of static and dynamic accuracy, dynamic range and repeata-
bility. Differences with an active optical reference system were found to be a
maximum of 13 mm for the finger tip distance difference during circular point-
ing movements. A standardized test protocol for instrumented gloves showed
very good repeatability results compared to other datagloves, proven by the
mean angle difference of < 2 degrees. Finally, a dynamic range was specified
as a measure of how well the system is able to reconstruct joint angles when
experiencing large angular velocities. The system showed accurate reconstruc-
tion up to 116 full index finger flex- extension movements per minute.

Chapter 3 reports an extensive comparison of our inertial sensing system
against a passive opto-electronic marker system. It aims on typical hand-function
tasks, including tapping, (fast) finger flexion, hand opening/closing, ab- ad-
duction and circular pointing, which are used to quantify various motor symp-
toms for clinical diagnosis. Three subjects were included and instrumented
with both systems. Differences in position, Range of Motion (RoM) and 3D
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joint angles were noted of which the largest were found in fast and circular
pointing tasks (between 3.3 deg and 8.4 deg). The differences between both
measurement systems were attributed to three sources: optical marker move-
ments, inertial sensor range and the anatomical calibration. First, despite ad-
equate fastenings, relative marker displacements up to 8.4 mm were found
during fast movements of rigid segments, indicating a limitation of the opto-
electronic system. This relative displacement can result in segment orientation
errors of 10 deg for typical adult finger dimensions. Secondly, a consistency
investigation of the inertial sensor system revealed that the angular veloci-
ties estimated by the sensor fusion algorithm, taking the biomechanical model
into account, were different compared to the angular velocities measured by
the rate gyroscopes. Largest difference were found in fast tasks and pointing
tasks which could be explained by either skin artifacts or sensor drift effects.
Latter is possible when the filter cannot rely on the accelerometer inclination
updates because the inertial accelerations, especially at the very distal ends, are
too large or when rotations take place about a joint axis directed parallel to the
global vertical. Thirdly, the anatomical calibration is of utmost importance for
both the assessment of 3D joint angles as well as for a proper determination
of the forward kinematics. Unfortunately, the anatomical calibration of both
systems was not based on the same measurement set due to marker visibil-
ity issues during the inertial sensor hardware calibration procedure. Although
the same helical axis definition had been used, the performance of both proce-
dures could have large effects on the calibration quality. Chapter 3 concludes
that the inertial measurement hardware can be used in a clinical setting but
requires awareness of its limitations.

Chapter 4 describes a new method to ease the typical anatomical segment
and sensor calibration procedures by estimating these parameters implicitly
along with the estimation of the state variables. An optimization approach
was presented by a set of stochastic equations for the description of inertial
sensor readings, as well as, the kinematic relations applicable for the hand and
fingers. Next, a general objective function was formulated and subsequently
used to solve for different calibration parameters. These parameters include
the sensor biases, the pose of sensor modules with respect to the segment to
which it has been attached to, and the lengths of the proximal and medial
segments. The method aims for simplifying the calibration procedure by esti-
mating these parameters from simple voluntary hand movements. Traditional
orientation estimators use the magnetometer for a drift free heading estimate,
which is valid for a homogenous magnetic field, but could result in large dete-
riorated orientation estimates if the field is disturbed. Our approach estimates
the relative poses solely using inertial sensors and is therefore invulnerable
for hazardous magnetic environments. Different experiments were performed
using similar hardware as described in chapters 2 and 3. The results demon-
strate the potential of the approach taken as the estimation error of various
parameter values were within 1 percent.
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Chapter 5 presents a solution to estimate the full pose (3D position and 3D
orientation) of the hand with respect to the sternum of the body using inertial
sensors, magnetometers and a permanent magnet. Contrary to the previous
chapter, magnetometers are used but not for estimating the heading from the
earth magnetic field. We inferred the position of a permanent neodymium
magnet by associating the magnetometer output to the static field induced
by the magnet, which are in close vicinity to each other. The magnetic field
strength, which is proportional to the dimensions of the magnet, is chosen
such that magnetometers were able to pick up the field at distances up to
30 cm away from the permanent magnet. The human body is permeable for
magnetic fields, which is very beneficial for measuring the kinematics of artic-
ulated structures, such as the arm, the hand and fingers. Furthermore, the use
of a permanent magnet instead of an electromagnet provides the freedom of
attaching it to small and poorly accessible spots as no external interfacing or
powering is required. Experiments were performed by instrumenting the trunk
with Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and magnetometers and attaching an
IMU and a permanent magnet to the subject’s hand. A complex task in which
simultaneous movements of both trunk and hand was performed, resulted in
an average Root Mean Square (RMS) position difference of 19.4± 2.2 mm with
respect to an optical reference system, whereas the relative trunk-hand and
global trunk orientation error was 2.3± 0.9 and 8.6± 8.7 deg respectively.

Chapter 6 concerns the second research objective which is about the assess-
ment of the physical interaction between the human hand and environmental
objects. Dedicated sensors have been applied to measure 3D interaction forces
for biomedical purposes. This hardware has been combined with the inertial
hardware presented in the previous chapters and attached to the finger and
thumb tips to measure interaction forces and finger motions simultaneously.
The system is a first attempt to quantify the interactions of the hand with
the environment without instrumenting the environment itself. A specific con-
dition has been investigated in which the subject applied forces to different
passive environmental objects and manipulated and moved these objects at
the same time. The force and motion measurements enabled the estimation
of the most dominant object characteristics. Experiments were conducted in
which the weight of two mass like objects and the stiffness of a spring like
object were estimated with an accuracy of 19.7± 10.6% and 29.3± 18.9% for a
small (0.28 kg) and larger weight (0.44 kg) respectively, and 14.8± 9.6% for the
spring object.
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S A M E N VAT T I N G

De hand is een van de meest belangrijke instrumenten van ons lichaam. Zijn
veelzijdigheid maakt het mogelijk om een brede selectie van taken uit te voe-
ren die vragen om een krachtige, precieze of fijne aanpak. Het meten van hand
en vinger bewegingen is daarom van belang voor de beoordeling van taken in
het dagelijks leven. Vanwege de veelzijdigheid van de hand, en de beperkte
mogelijkheden om meetinstrumentatie te bevestigen, is echter het meten van
kinematische en kinetische grootheden niet gemakkelijk. Dit proefschrift pre-
senteert een nieuw analysesysteem voor het meten van interactie krachten en
bewegingen tussen de menselijke hand en zijn omgeving door gebruik te ma-
ken van sensoren die op de hand, vingers en duim geplaatst zijn.

Het eerste doel, de ontwikkeling, evaluatie en validatie van een een inertieel
en magnetisch meetsysteem voor de kinematica metingen van hand en vin-
gers is het onderwerp van de hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 5. Het tweede doel,
de beoordeling van de dynamische interactie tussen de menselijke hand en
omgeving, door gebruik te maken van zowel kracht als bewegingsmetingen, is
het onderwerp van hoofdtuk 6.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de hardware en algoritmen voor een meetsysteem
dat op hand, vingers en duim geplaatst kan worden. De hardware bestaat uit
meerdere inertiële en magnetische sensoren om de hoeksnelheden, versnellin-
gen en het magnetisch veld te meten. Iedere vinger is gemodelleerd als een
kinematische keten waarvan de kootjes corresponderen met de segmenten, en
elk fysisch gewricht als een ideaal bol gewricht beschouwd wordt. De leng-
ten van segmenten zijn handmatig bepaald, daar waar de inertiële sensoren
het Kalman filter voeden om 3D oriëntaties te schatten van het desbetreffende
segment. Vervolgens zijn de oriëntatie en positie van de vingertoppen geschat
door het toepassen van de voorwaartse kinematica. Bij ons weten is dit het
eerste systeem dat gebruik maakt van inertiële sensoren voor het afschatten
van vinger kinematica. De kwaliteit van het afschatten is uitgedrukt in termen
van statische en dynamische nauwkeurigheid, het dynamisch bereik en de
herhaalbaarheid. Het maximum verschil in vingertop afstand ten opzichte van
een actief optisch referentiesysteem werd vastgesteld op 13 mm tijdens circu-
laire vingerbewegingen. Een gestandaardiseerd testprotocol voor geïnstrumen-
teerde handschoenen resulteerde in een zeer goede herhaalbaarheid (gemid-
deld verschil in hoek < 2 graden) in vergelijking met andere datagloves. Als
laatst is er een dynamische test gespecificeerd als zijnde een maat hoe goed
het systeem in staat is om hoeken te reconstrueren onder invloed van grote
hoekveranderingen. Het systeem bleek in staat om accurate reconstructies te
genereren bij 116 volledige wijsvinger flex/extensie bewegingen per minuut.

Hoofdstuk 3 rapporteert een uitgebreidere vergelijking tussen het ontwik-
kelde inertiële meetsysteem en een passief opto-elektrisch meetsysteem. De
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vergelijking is gericht op typische handfunctie taken, waaronder tikken, (snelle)
vinger flexie, openen en dichtknijpen van de hand, ab- en adduceren en het
maken van circulaire vingerbewegingen welk gebruikt worden voor de kwan-
tificatie van verschillende motorsymptomen in de klinische diagnostiek. Drie
proefpersonen werden geïncludeerd en uitgerust met beide hardware syste-
men. De verschillen in positie, bewegingsbereik (RoM) en 3D gewrichtshoe-
ken werden geregistreerd waarvan de grootste verschillen werden gevonden
in de snelle en de circulaire bewegingstaken (tussen de 3.3 graden en 8.4 gra-
den). De verschillen in beide meetsystemen zijn toegewijd aan drie oorzaken:
verplaatsing van de optische markers, het bereik van de inertiële sensoren en
de anatomische kalibratie. Allereerst, ondanks het adequaat bevestigingen van
markers, werden relatieve marker verplaatsingen tot 8.4 mm bevonden tijdens
de uitvoering snelle bewegingen. Dit zou een beperking van meten met een
optisch systeem impliceren. Deze relatieve markerbeweging kan resulteren in
een oriëntatie fout van 10 deg in het geval van een volwassen vingermaat. Ten
tweede, uit een consistentie onderzoek van het inertiële sensor systeem kwam
naar voren dat de hoeksnelheden geschat door het sensorfusie algoritme ver-
schilden ten opzichte van de hoeksnelheden zoals gemeten met de gyroscoop
sensoren. De grootste verschillen werden gevonden in de snelle- en wijstaken
en kunnen verklaard worden door, dan wel de huid artefacten, dan wel een
drift effect van het sensor systeem. Dit laatste is mogelijk doordat het filter niet
kan vertrouwen op inclinatie updates van de accelerometer doordate de iner-
tiële versnellingen, vooral gemeten op de meest distale punten, te groot zijn
of wanneer de rotaties plaats vinden om de as die parallel staat met de glo-
bale verticaal. Ten derde, de anatomische kalibratie is van uiterst belang voor
zowel de bepaling van 3D gewrichtshoeken alsmede een goede bepaling van
de voorwaartse kinematica. Helaas was de anatomische kalibratie van beide
meetsystemen niet gebaseerd op één zelfde dataset doordat het zicht van de
optische markers onvoldoende was tijdens het uitvoeren van de inertiële sen-
sor kalibratie. Ondanks dat dezelfde helische as definitie is gebruikt zou de
uitvoering van beide procedures grote effecten kunnen hebben op de uitein-
delijke kwaliteit van de kalibratie. Hoofdstuk 3 concludeert dat het inertiële
sensorsysteem gebruikt zou kunnen in een klinische omgeving maar dat men
wel rekening moet houden met de limitaties van het systeem.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een nieuwe methode om de typische anatomische
kalibratie en sensor kalibratie procedures eenvoudiger te maken door deze pa-
rameters tegelijk met de toestandsvariabelen te schatten. Een optimalisatiefra-
mewerk is gepresenteerd door een set van stochastische vergelijkingen op te
stellen voor zowel de beschrijvingen van sensor uitgangen, alsmede de kine-
matische relaties zoals men die in hand en vingers aantreft. Vervolgens is er
een algemene kostfunctie geformuleerd die, na het oplossen, de verschillende
kalibratieparameters oplevert. Deze parameter betreffen de sensor biases, de
oriëntatie en positie van de sensoren ten opzichte van segmenten waar ze zich
op bevinden, en de lengte van zowel het proximale en mediale vingersegment.
De methode doelt op het vergemakkelijken van de kalibratie procedure door
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de desbetreffende parameters te schatten uit data verkregen tijdens het uit-
voeren van eenvoudige en willekeurige handbewegingen. Traditionele oriënta-
tie schatters gebruiken de magnetometer voor een drift vrije schatting van de
koershoek, wat valide is voor homogene velden maar tot grote oriëntatiefouten
kan leiden indien het veld verstoord is. In onze aanpak worden de oriëntaties
enkel door gebruikmaking van de inertiële sensoren geschat en is dus onge-
voelig voor magneetveld verstoringen. Verschillende experimenten zijn uitge-
voerd met dezelfde hardware die gebruikt is in 2 en 3. De resultaten hebben
de potentie van de aanpak aangetoond daar de verschillen met verschillende,
onafhankelijk, bepaalde parameterwaarden binnen de 1 % bedroegen.

Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert een oplossing om de volledige 3D positie en ori-
ëntatie van een menselijke hand ten opzichte het sternum te schatten door
gebruik te maken van inertiële sensoren, magnetometers en een permanente
magneet. In tegenstelling tot het vorige hoofdstuk worden magnetometers nu
expliciet gebruikt, echter niet voor de schatting van de koershoek. We hebben
de positie van een permanente neodymium magneet afgeschat door de mag-
netometer signalen te associeren met het statisch magnetisch veld wat door de
permanente magneet geïnduceerd wordt op het moment dat de magneet en
de magnetometer dicht bij elkaar in de buurt zijn. De magnetische veldsterkte,
waarvan de grootte proportioneel is met de afmetingen van de magneet, is zo
gekozen dat de magnetometers is staat waren om het velden tot een afstand
van 30 cm tot de magneet op te pikken. Daar magnetische velden het mense-
lijk lichaam gemakkelijke doordringen, maakt het een geschikt middel voor het
metingen aan kinematische structuren als de arm, hand en vingers. Bovendien
heeft een permanente magneet het voordeel ten opzichte van een electromag-
neet dat het geen elektrische voeding nodig heeft en het daardoor geschikt is
om op moeilijk toegankelijke plekken geplaatst te worden. Experimenten zijn
uitgevoerd waarbij de borstkas van een proefpersoon met verschillende Iner-
tial Measurement Units (IMUs) en magnetometers is uitgerust en waarbij een
enkele IMU plus een permanente magneet op de hand zijn bevestigd. Een com-
plexe taak waarbij simultane bewegingen met het bovenlichaam en de hand
uitgevoerd zijn resulteerde in een gemiddeld Root Mean Square (RMS) posi-
tieverschil van 19.4± 2.2 mm ten opzichte van een optisch referentiesysteem,
waarbij de relatieve borstkas-hand en de globale borstkas oriëntatie fout res-
pectievelijk 2.3± 0.9 and 8.6± 8.7 graden bedroegen.

Hoofdstuk 6 houdt zich bezig met de tweede onderzoeksdoelstelling welk
over de bepaling van fysische interactie tussen een menselijke hand en ob-
jecten uit de omgeving gaat. Specifiek ontwikkelde krachtsensoren zijn toege-
past om 3D interactie krachten te meten in biomedische toepassingen. Deze
hardware is gecombineerd met de inertiële hardware, zoals die in de vorige
hoofdstukken gepresenteerd is, en vastgezet op de toppen van de wijsvinger
en duim om de interactiekrachten krachten en vingerbewegingen simultaan te
kunnen meten. Dit systeem is een eerste poging om de interacties tussen de
menselijke hand en zijn omgevingen te kwantificeren zonder dat de omgeving
zelf met sensoriek uitgerust hoeft te worden. Een specifieke conditie is onder-
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zocht waarin een proefpersoon krachten uitoefent op verschillende passieve
omgevingslasten en daarbij, tegelijkertijd, het object verplaatst en manipuleert.
De kracht- en bewegingsmetingen maakten het mogelijk om de meest domi-
nante karakteristieke eigenschappen van het object te schatten. Experimenten
zijn uitgevoerd waarin het gewicht van twee massaobjecten en de stijfheid
van een veerobject zijn geschat met een nauwkeurigheid van 19.7± 10.6% en
29.3± 18.9% voor een klein (0.28 kg) en groot (0.44 kg) gewicht van de massa-
objecten respectievelijk, en 14.8± 9.6% voor de stijfheid van het veerobject.
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1

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 assessment of interactions between body and environment

Physical interactions between the human body and its environment are essen-
tial in many fields. Monitoring of these interactions can lead to quantitative
assessments and, subsequently, optimization of specific movements and tasks:

• In physical labor, interactions with the environment need to be performed
within safe body loading limits [79, 88, 89].

• In rehabilitation, people need to relearn functional motor tasks [33, 102,
202] and interact with mobility support devices like wheelchairs or hand-
cycling units [72, 215].

• In sports, motor tasks are trained to the ultimate, maximizing force and/or
endurance and optimizing coordination [67, 73, 82]. In many sports, the
athlete exercises in conjunction with objects like balls, rackets, bats - etcetera
and ultimately wants to optimize the forces and motion applied to this
sports equipment.

• In robotics, the versatility, dexterity and collaboration quality of a robot
with other dynamical systems are increasingly important for the speci-
fications of the robot. Haptic cyberphysical systems are able to execute
tasks in direct conjunction with the human body, resulting in a vast set
of training programs used, for example, by patients to relearn various
upper and lower extremity motor tasks [98, 111, 123, 198]. These systems
are characterized by the physical interaction between human body and
environment, where it is the dynamic interaction that has be improved or
optimized.

For this purpose, it is essential to assess this interaction quantitatively in
terms of force and movement at the interface, power transfer and timing, work
performed, and effective dynamics of the engaged bodies during the perfor-
mance of functional tasks, preferably in the actual daily life setting. Such a
quantitative assessment, possibly combined with electrophysiological meas-
urements of muscle activation and biomechanical analysis, results in a better
functional understanding of the neuromuscular system under healthy and dis-
eased conditions during realistic dynamic interactions encountered in daily
life. It should be noted that measuring at the interface of the human body and
environment is actually a closed loop measurement where cause and conse-
quence of forces and movements may be ambiguous.

This chapter is partly based on P.H. Veltink, H.G. Kortier, and H.M. Schepers, "Sensing Power Transfer
Between the Human Body and the Environment" Biomedical Engineering, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 56,
no. 6, pp. 1711-1718, 2009. [194]
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The following sections outline the historical perspectives on interactions via
the human hand, kinematic and kinetic sensing on the human body, and even-
tually the assessment of simultaneous force and movement sensing applied on
the human hand.

1.2 historical perspective on assessing human hand interac-
tions

The human hand has always intrigued mankind because of its ability to per-
form a wide range of dexterous tasks. Only a few mammal species have the
ability to use their frontal or, in case of a human, upper limbs with such preci-
sion. These limbs are weaker than the lower ones but allow much more flexibil-
ity in range of both distance and joint angles. A humorous, yet insightful way
to visualise the contours of the human body related to brain capacity is called
a homunculus, see Fig. 1.1. Body parts depicted relatively large correspond to
a relatively large region of the, either sensory or motor, cortex. As one can see,
hand and fingers require more cortical space whilst body parts that involve
less dexterous movement, like the trunk, require less cortical space. Fingers
are provided with some of the densest areas of nerve endings on the body. Tac-
tile feedback from the hand, combined with the great positioning capability,
make the hand intimately associated with the ’sense of touch’.

Figure 1.1: Homunculus. Reflection of the brain capacity for various limbs. Sensory
input is depicted left and the area dedicated to motor control right. Adapted
from [120].
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(a) A pentograph, an archaic surveying tool.
From ”Nesbit’s Practical Land Surveying”,
London, (1870).

(b) Ray Goertz with his master-slave manip-
ulator (1947) [59].

Figure 1.2: Historical examples of hand interaction devices.

Grasping an object requires information about the object to be grasped, such
as shape, weight and intended use. Eventually this information determines
how the hand and fingers are positioned and how forces by the fingers are
exerted [39]. For almost one century researchers investigate different grasps
and try to classify them into various postures. One popular method is based
on the description in terms of forces that are applied to the opposed faces of
the object to be grasped [81]. Three different postures were classified, opposing
pads (pick up a pencil), opposing palm (hammer use), opposing side (turning
a key in a lock). In literature two grasp approaches are distinguished, precision
and power grasp. It depends on the user’s task and object’s shape which grasp
strategy is chosen.

The importance of using hands in daily life led to widespread research in
many fields, like tele-operations, diagnostics and treatment for impaired per-
sons, or just as an input for computer devices. Capturing hand movements,
either mechanically or electronically, started back in the renaissance by the in-
vention of the pentograph [180] see Fig. 1.2a. After WWII, Ray Goertz from
Argonne National Laboratory developed the first ’master-slave manipulator’
and was able to perform lab operations remotely, see Fig. 1.2b. Using mechani-
cal linkages, this master-slave manipulator offered some kind of force feedback
to perform, rough, interactions with glass objects without destroying them.

Technological advances resulted in the development of robots that medi-
ate within the rehabilitation process for patients following stroke. Different
haptic robots, either end-effector (MIT-manus [74], HapticMASTER [193]) or
exoskeleton based (ARMIN [130]) were used in different clinical studies and
demonstrated neurorehabilitation as a significant emerging field in clinical
medicine [115, 121].
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Development of hand tracking devices, aside from the famous computer
mouse, started at the MIT about four decades ago [180]. MIT researchers used
the commercialised hardware from Polhemus to directly translate hand mo-
tion into a computer based input. The principle is based upon transmitting a
pulsed magnetic field which is picked up by a sensing coil that can be placed
anywhere on the body, for instance the hand. The difference between trans-
mitted and received signal encodes the position and orientation information.
This study initiated the development of tracking devices with different sens-
ing modalities under different conditions. A summary will be outlined in the
following section.

1.3 kinematic sensing and analysis

Analysis of human body motions can be performed with a variety of sensing
modalities. The most common sensing modalities, with respect to the amount
of journal publications, are optical, magnetic, acoustic, radio and inertial. De-
pending on the application, a suitable sensor is selected that meets the partic-
ular demands of the user. Obviously, each sensing method has its advantage
and disadvantages with respect to: sensing range, stability, accuracy, ease of
use, sensitivity to external disturbances, etcetera.

Biomechanical analysis requires the combination of sensors with a biome-
chanical model of the human body to map sensor readings to kinematics of
human body linkages. The kinematic accuracy, number of body parts to be
tracked, robustness with respect to environmental changes, ease of use and re-
altime usage are some indicators that led to the development of many human
body tracking systems. Some major contributions with respect to hand and
arm tracking will be outlined in the following paragraphs.

1.3.1 Traditional hand finger tracking systems

Traditionally, a mechanical serial linkage strapped to hand and fingers was
used for direct joint angle measurements. An exoskeleton which uses two links
per joint allows deformations of the finger without the need to align with the
biomechanical joint axis and hindering the natural movements. A rotational
encoder or potentiometer attached to the mechanical hinge joints is directly re-
lated to the actual joint angle [42]. Soon, non-contact tracking became available
to avoid the procedure to align the system and finger joints that was necessary
and, obviously, a cumbersome procedure to perform.

From the 1970’s, glove based systems were introduced in different designs
and based on various sensing techniques. Two categories can be distinguished:
a sensor placed across the joint with its output directly related to the actual
joint angle, and transmitter-receiver systems with sensors placed on the rigid
segments.

Optical fibers and stretchable materials can be classified to the first group,
see Fig. 1.3. The sensors are attached along the phalanges and cross one or
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(a) Resistive strain sensing: Cyberglove II [41] (b) Optical fiber sensing: 5DT DataGlove [1]

Figure 1.3: Instrumented glove examples.

more joints. The amount of refracted light, or measured resistance is depen-
dent on bending of the material and therefore directly related to the joint an-
gle [14, 131]. State-of-the-art sensing modalities within this field can be found
in biological sensors, e.g. strain sensors based on carbon nanotubes’ [222] and
microfluidic strain sensing [31].

Electromagnetic acoustic and optical transceiver systems belong to the sec-
ond category. The hand or forearm is equipped with an active transmitter
and used in combination with passive trackers attached to the more distal seg-
ments, like finger tips [42]. The transmission medium could be either laserlight,
ultrasonic or electromagnetic waves. Especially electromagnetic fields are eas-
ily generated in perpendicular directions which enables the reconstruction of
the relative 3D position and 3D orientation [49].

In both categories, sensing systems are physically attached to the hand itself.
Alternatively, the environment can be instrumented to capture body motions.
Among a wide variety of sensing modalities, the marker-based Motion Cap-
ture (MoCap) systems are the most popular ones.

Cameras pick up light from passive marker reflections or direct light from
active markers that are attached to body segments [138, 199, 200]. Clusters
of rigid markers combined with a biomechanical model allow for accurate
reconstructions of body poses. Especially for locomotion, these systems have a
superior reputation and may be seen as the golden standard.

Marker based camera systems for hand tracking purposes never got popu-
lar due to the line of sight violations and limited space for marker attachment,
especially during the performance of functional tasks. However, marker free
camera solutions became increasingly popular since the emerge of computer
vision systems [48]. Those systems use the contours of the hand in combination
with colour or contrast encodings. Alternative systems project a point cloud
of infrared light onto a body part which is captured by a sensitive camera
situated in the same housing as the light source. The processing power of com-
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puters and quality of cameras allow for accurate and fast reconstruction of the
hand’s pose. Various systems have been designed of which the LEAP device
is probably, due to its small form factor, the most popular one nowadays [63,
106]. However, the biggest disadvantage of these systems is the need for ex-
ternal cameras which increases the chance of occluding images and therefore
limits the trackable movements substantially.

In contrast to the above mentioned systems, which are limited to a specific
measurement space and therefore not suitable for proper analysis of motion
in daily life tasks, inertial sensors are not restricted to such environmental
factors.

1.3.2 Rotation Kinematics and Inertial Sensors

Inertial sensors contain an accelerometer and a gyroscope which enable 3D
measurements of object kinematics in an inertial reference frame. Tradition-
ally, they have been used for aerospace applications, but gained popularity
in movement analysis since Micro Electrical Mechanical System (MEMS) tech-
nology enabled the fabrication of inertial sensors on a much smaller footprint
compared to the tactical grade inertial sensors, see Fig.1.4. The accuracy of
MEMS inertial sensors was initially poor, but has significantly been improved
over the last years. Moreover, MEMS based inertial sensors are bulk fabricated,
embodied in tiny chip packages (millimeter scale), are low-cost and have low
power consumption compared to tactical grade sensors.

Before briefly explaining the different sensors and typical models being
used, it is necessary to explain the different coordinate frames: First, the in-
ertial coordinate frame, Ψi, is static with the origin positioned at the center of
the earth and its orientation is determined by the constellation of stars. Iner-
tial sensors measure accelerations and angular velocities with respect to this
frame. Second, a global navigation frame Ψn (in chapter 2 denoted as ΨG and
in chapter 4 denoted as ΨL), is a local frame at an arbitrary static position
and orientation on earth. This frame is generally used for navigation purposes
and therefore stationary to earth. Third, the sensor body frame Ψb is defined
statically with respect to the sensor’s casing with the origin positioned at the
center of the accelerometer. Inertial sensor readings are always expressed in
this coordinate frame.

Rotating a 3D vector from one coordinate frame to another coordinate frame
can be performed using the operators of different orientation parameteriza-
tions. Throughout this thesis we used both the rotation matrix and quaternion
parameterization.

A rotation matrix (e.g. Rnb) is a member of the special orthogonal group
SO(3). Rotating a 3D vector vb expressed in frame Ψb to frame Ψn is a linear
operation and performed by a matrix multiplication:

vn = Rnbvb (1.1)
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Alternatively, one can use a unit quaternion which relates as follows to the
rotation matrix [100]:

R(qnb) = qnbqnb,T +
(
qnb0

)2
I3 + 2qnb0

[
qnb

]
×
+
[
qnb

]2
×

(1.2)

where qnb is a unit quaternion describing the rotation from frame Ψb to Ψn,
qnb0 is the scalar part and qnb the vector part of the quaternion respectively, T

is the vector transpose operator, and []× the skew symmetric matrix operator.
Transforming a vector using the unit quaternion representation is performed

by:

vn = qnb � vb � q̄nb (1.3)

where vn and vb are the quaternion equivalents of vn and vb, � is the quater-
nion product operator, and q̄ is known as the quaternion conjugate. The quater-
nion equivalent of a vector is defined as

v= [0, v] , (1.4)

whereas the quaternion conjugate is defined as

q̄= [q0, −q] . (1.5)

The quaternion product operator qa � qb is defined (see also Hol [77]) as:

qa � qb =
[
qa0q

b
0 −q

a,Tqb, qa0q
b + qb0q

a +qa ×qb
]

=

[
qa0 −qa,T

qa qa0 I3 + [qa]×

][
qb0

qb

]
=

[
qb0 −qb,T

qb qb0 I3 −
[
qb
]
×

][
qa0

qa

]
(1.6)

Lastly, we frequently make use of the quaternion logarithm and exponential
which are defined as:

log q=
q

||q||2
arccosq0 (1.7)

exp v=
[

cos ||v||2,
v

||v||2
sin ||v||2

]
. (1.8)

The rotation dynamics of a rigid body is provided by the derivative of a
rotation (a derivation can be found in Hol [77]) and is given by:

q̇bn =
1

2
ωbbnq

bn =
1

2
ωnnbq

nb (1.9)

where, for example, ωbbn is the angular velocity of the body to which it has
been attached to, with respect to the global frame.
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A gyroscope measures the sensor’s angular velocity using the Coriolis effect,
i.e. the rate of change of the sensor’s orientation. A typical linear model for the
gyroscope is given by:

ybg =ωbbn +bbg + eg (1.10)

where bbg is a bias term and eg is an independent identically distributed (iid)
white Gaussian noise source.

An accelerometer measures the external specific force acting on the sensor.
The specific force consists of both the sensor’s acceleration an and the earth’s
gravity gn. An accelerometer can be modeled as:

yba = Rbn (an −gn) +bba + ea (1.11)

where Rbn is the rotation matrix describing the orientation difference between
the global and the sensor frame, bba is a bias term, ea is an iid Gaussian noise
source.

Figure 1.4: Xsens MTi-1 (1.2x1.2 cm) IMMU. Visible are the chips containing the acceler-
ometer and gyroscope, a magnetometer and micro-controller for data pro-
cessing and sensor fusion. Adapted from [221].

1.3.3 Magnetometers

Magnetometers measure the local magnetic field, which is composed of both
the earth magnetic field as well as any induced field by a magnetic source in
the environment. Such a magnetic source is either a passive material, for in-
stance a ferromagnetic alloy, or actively induced by moving currents in some
conductive material. Traditionally, as in a mechanical compass, the magnetic
field was measured with a magnetised object which could rotate freely. The
dominant magnetic force resulted in an unique position of the object, see
Fig. 1.5a.
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Different operating principles exist to measure the magnetic field electron-
ically, among which the Hall effect, Lorentz force and Anisotropic Magneto
Resistance (AMR) are the most popular.

(a) Si (Pointing to) Nan (The south). One
of the earliest compasses developed during
the Han dynasty (2000 years ago), adapted
from [172].

(b) Dip needle for measuring the vertical as-
pect of the Earth’s magnetic field, by W. Wil-
son, London, (1900), adapted from [36].

Figure 1.5: Historical examples of compass devices

If two magnetometers are constellated orthogonally and both are positioned
tangential to the earth’s surface, the sensor can be used as a compass. However,
to do so, it is necessary that the earth magnetic field is measured exclusively.
Disturbances from other magnetic source could cause a deviation in the esti-
mated heading of the magnetic poles.

Nowadays, 3D Hall and AMR magnetometers are widely available since they
can be fabricated on tiny footprints by integrating the hall plates or magne-
toresistive material in silicon [27]. They have three orthogonal sensitive axes,
which make them suitable to measure the field in all directions. That enables
us to measure the direction of the magnetic north, which is the horizontal
component at that location, as well as the magnetic inclination (or dip) angle,
which is the vertical component at that location, see 1.5b.

The output of a 3D magnetometer can be modeled as:

ybm = Rbnmn +bbm + em (1.12)

where Rbn is the rotation matrix describing the orientation from navigation to
sensor frame, mn the total magnetic field, bbm a bias, and em an iid Gaussian
noise source.
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The total magnetic fieldmn is composed of the earth magnetic field and any
superimposed field. Latter is often unwanted and therefore filtered out using
sensor fusion filtering strategies. This will be outlined in the next sections.

However, if the strength of the additional source is known it might be possi-
ble to extract position and orientation information of this source. For example,
the magnetic field generated by an active magnetic transducer system can be
described accurately. This information, possibly with additional inertial infor-
mation, can be used for the estimation of position and orientation differences
between source and receiver [147, 154, 166].

1.3.4 Sensor Fusion

Sensor fusion is the foundation for extracting new, or obtaining more reli-
able, information by fusing different sensor outputs and combining them with
knowledge about dynamics or physical relations. Optimal fusion is possible by
expressing these different information sources as probabilistic models. Next,
the aim is to deduce relevant information, or states x, from these modelled
measurements y, which is referred to as probabilistic inference.

Within this field, one can distinguish between two common posterior Probability
density functions (PDFs), namely a smoothing p(x1:N|y1:N) and a filtering
p(xt|y1:t) distribution. The smoothing PDF provides the desired states, x, given
all measurements, y1:N, whereas the filtering PDF provides the current state, xt,
given the measurements up to the current sample y1:t. The filtering approach
is often more interesting as one does not have to wait until all measurements
are finished before an estimate can be calculated.

Using Bayes’ formula one can write the posterior smoothing distribution as:

p(x1:N|y1:N) =
p(y1:N,x1:N)

p(y1:N)
=
p(y1:N|x1:N)p(x1:N)

p(y1:N)
(1.13)

where p(y1:N|x1:N), p(x1:N) and p(y1:N) are known as the likelihood, prior
and measurement distribution respectively.

Maximizing the smoothing distribution gives us the so called point estimate
of the state, x̂1:N, and is referred to as the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate:

x̂1:N = argmax
x1:N

p(x1:N|y1:N) (1.14)

= argmax
x1:N

p(y1:N|x1:N)p(x1:N)

In a similar fashion, and applying the Markov property for the conditional
densities, one could expand the filtering distribution p(xt|y1:t) [64]. An ana-
lytic closed form solution of the filtering problem exists, under the condition
that the PDFs are Gaussian distributed, and is well known as the widely used
Kalman filter [64, 84].
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1.3.5 Sensor fusion for inertial and magnetic sensors

A typical sensor fusion example is the combination of triaxial accelerometer,
gyroscope and magnetometer output signals for drift-free estimation of 3D
orientations. Such a device is commonly referred to as an IMMU, see Fig. 1.4.

As the estimation problems are nonlinear and different parameterizations
of the orientation need to be considered, much scientific literature exist in this
field [38, 62].

A wide range of products do contain an IMMU these days, for example smart-
phones, controllers for gaming devices, television remotes and virtual headset
devices. Moreover, a diverse and ever growing number of applications have
embraced inertial sensors and IMMUs, including robotics, biomechanics and
sports [6, 68, 77]. As a consequence, extensive literature exists on the use of
inertial sensors for position and orientation estimation [69, 117, 225]

Chaining multiple IMMUs resulted in the development of systems that enable
the estimation of anatomical joint angles [112]. Eventually those developments
resulted in full body MoCap systems which appear to be a full-fledged alterna-
tive to traditional optical markers systems, see Fig. 1.6.

(a) Xsens MVN [221] (b) MotionNode [127]

Figure 1.6: Example inertial sensor MoCap systems.

1.4 force sensors

Tiny force sensors, smaller than one centimeter squared, are widely available
and applied in various areas like robotics, rehabilitation, automotive and other
industries.

Typically, those sensors have a small measurement range (<10 N) and offer a
high sensitivity (< 1 · 10−3 N). However, force sensors operating in the desired
range of contact forces (up to 100 N) are either too big considering placement
on finger tips, or do not offer the sensitivity desired for haptic applications [19].
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top part

bottom partpillar

silicon oxide isolation layer

bond-padcapacitor

(a)

15 mm

1 mm

(b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Schematic cross-section of the previously developed 1D force sensor
presented in [34, 37] for loads up to 10 000N. (b) Photo of the realized force sensor.

only 1mm a force of up to 10 000N can be measured [34, 37]. This sensor, shown
in figure 1.3 consists of an array of spring elements formed by silicon pillars. The
pillars carry the applied load of the sensor, in between the pillars an array of
electrodes is placed. When the pillars are compressed, a change in capacitance
occurs between the array and the top part of the sensor which is a measure for
the applied force. This sensor has been chosen as starting point for the research
presented in this thesis, because of its robustness, high sensitivity, scalability to
lower force ranges by changing the diameter of the pillars and the possibility to
extend the sensor for measuring forces and moments in three dimensions.

1.5 Thesis outline

In chapter 2 the design, fabrication and characterization of a force-torque sensor
based on [34, 37] is presented. The sensor is adapted to a force range of 50N in
normal direction and 10N in shear direction. The sensor contains silicon pillars
as spring element. It is shown that the dimensions of the pillars can be chosen
such that they are compliant in shear directions and provide in-plane guidance.
To measure shear-forces, comb-structures are integrated in the top and bottom
part of the sensor.

In chapter 3 an improved version of the force sensor in chapter 2 is presented.
The operating principle is similar to the sensor in chapter 2, but the range,
robustness and shear sensitivity are significantly improved. To increase the shear

(a) Schematic cross-section of a 1D miniature
force sensor

(b) New developed tri-axial force sensor for
biomedical applications.

Figure 1.7: MEMS based multi-axial force sensor for biomedical applications being de-
veloped by Brookhuis et.al. [22].

A force sensor requires a spring and a sensing element. Traditionally, two
approaches, resistive and capacitive, are used for measuring the deformation
of the spring element. Resistive based force sensors use a strain gauge that
is directly attached to the spring element. Material deformations due to any
applied load results in a strain which the gauge subsequently transforms to
an electrical signal. Alternatively, the deflection or distance, between two sus-
pended structures can be measured by capacitive means when each structure is
equipped with an electrode. Especially, when a capacitive sensor is fabricated
in silicon much freedom to the design process is offered while still accounting
for a high measurement range and large sensitivity. Hence, capacitive sensing
is favourable over resistive sensing when a small form factor is required and
sensitivity in multiple directions is desired.

Brookhuis et.al. developed a new MEMS based force sensor for biomedical
purposes, see Fig. 1.7. The sensor is small and offers a large sensitivity, yet it
is able to measure the relatively large contact forces between the human hand
and its environment [18].

1.5 movement and force sensing : the powersensor

Traditionally, the analysis of human body movements and interaction forces
of both feet and hands is performed in instrumented environments. Examples
can be found in studies of human performance in sports [73, 82] and physi-
cal rehabilitation training [34, 72, 99, 111, 215]. Lumbar loading during lifting
has been analyzed using force plates and an optical 3D movement analysis
system in combination with biomechanical models [35, 89, 177]. More recently,
a combination of Electromyography (EMG), inertial sensor measurements of
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body movements and biomechanical modeling, was proposed for estimating
lumbar loading, without actually measuring the mechanical interaction with
the load or the ground [87].

Little scientific literature exists on the assessment of the dynamic interac-
tions between the human body and its environment during a specific activity.
Research about the power transfer between the human body and its environ-
ment has only been performed during restrained movements in a restricted
environment, for example, based on a measured crank moment and pedal fre-
quency during cycling [215] or using instrumented ergometers [82].

Power transfer and assessment of dynamic interactions between the human
body and the environment, during free movements at arbitrary locations, have
to our knowledge, never been assessed by measuring forces and movements
at the interface of both. However, assessment of this information is certainly
relevant since energy flows between interacting bodies contains information
about the dynamical characteristics of both bodies, the synergies between both
bodies, and quality of interaction, see Fig. 1.8 [17].

Human body Environment

ω

F M

v

Figure 1.8: A bondgraph description of the dynamic interactions expressed in terms of
kinematic and kinetic quantities measured at the interface. Power transfer
is described by the product of flow variables force (F) and velocity (v) and
moment (M) and angular velocity (ω). The relation between the force and
movement entities determine the mechanical impedance.

Particularly, power at any time (Pt) transferred between human body and
environment, is defined as the product of translational force F and velocity v
vectors, and the product of moment M and angular velocity ω vectors mea-
sured at the interface of contact. This description is mathematically given by
the following equation:

Pt = F
T
t vt +M

T
tωt (1.15)

Secondly, the coupled dynamics of interacting systems are given by the impedance
or admittance and therefore directly relate to force and movement quantities.
Hence, signals from a combined force and movement sensor at the contact
interface might provide rich information about the dynamic interaction.

The idea of combined force and movement sensing is referred to as ’Power
Sensing’. Despite the name, it means the simultaneous measurement of forces
and movements of two bodies and information deduced from these quantities
which is generally referred to as dynamic interaction. An illustrative draw-
ing of such a ’PowerSensor’ attached to the human hand and a glove with a
distributed set of ’PowerSensors’ embodied in a ’PowerGlove’ is depicted in
Fig. 1.9.
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F

vforce sensors

motion sensor

(a) PowerSensor: combined force and motion
sensing.

force and motion sensors

(b) PowerGlove: PowerSensors distributed
along the hand and fingers.

Figure 1.9: Conceptual drawings of the PowerSensor (left) and PowerGlove (right),
adapted from [22].

Full estimates of force and movement signals would require 3D measure-
ments of translational forces and velocities and rotational torques and angular
velocities. In clinical research, the perpendicular component of the interaction
forces between body and environment is commonly measured using matrices
of pressure sensitive resistors [52]. However, this approach does not provide
shear force measurements which are of utmost importance during the manip-
ulation of objects with the hands. So far, no 3D stress sensors are available
that could be used at the interface between the human body and the environ-
ment, despite studies, that have used either piezoelectric or optical transduc-
tion methods [116, 151].

Three dimensional velocity can be adequately estimated from inertial and
magnetic sensors placed on the human body. In recent years, many studies
have developed methods to derive orientation, velocity, and change of position
from such sensors [113, 156, 167].

Recently, combined inertial and force sensing is proposed in the analysis of
the ground reaction forces during the stance and swing phase of gait [165, 195,
196]. It should be noted, however, that power transfer has no viable meaning
under this condition, since the velocities are approximately zero during stance
phase and thus no power is transferred during ambulation.
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1.6 the powersensor project

The ’PowerSensor’ project is initiated at the University of Twente and granted
by the ’Stichting Technische Wetenschappen’ (STW). It is the objective of the
PowerSensor project to develop modalities for quantitative assessment of dy-
namic interactions in daily life of the human body or robot and its environ-
ment. The University of Twente facilitated the project in two research groups,
Transducer Science and Technology (TST) and Biomedical Signals and Sys-
tems (BSS). In addition, various business, research and medical parties were
involved.

The realisation of a miniaturised, multi Degrees of Freedom (DoF), force sen-
sor that could be applied on the hand and fingers was assigned to the TST

group [22]. The BSS group was responsible for the development of various al-
gorithms that incorporate those force sensors in combination with inertial sen-
sors. Specifically, the development of optimal algorithms to calculate power,
work, 3D kinematics (3D acceleration, velocity and position as a function of
time), and 3D forces from the signals derived from the PowerSensor and to
characterise the dynamics of the interacting bodies [197]. In addition, the BSS
group conducted research in potential applications like rehabilitation and er-
gonomics [135].

(a) Nintendo’s PowerGlove. (b) PowerSensor project hardware.

Figure 1.10: The hardware developed in the PowerSensor project contain force sensors
on finger and thumb tips and inertial sensors that have been attached to
the dorsal side of the index finger, thumb and hand.

Eventually, the development of the PowerSensor, should result in a new but
completely different version of Nintendo’s ’PowerGlove’, see Fig. 1.10b, as the
Nintendo version was only able to detect a change of finger joint angles with
a resolution of a single bit and had nothing to do with measuring mechanical
power. The new system should be able to measure forces and movements in
different directions such that the information required for the assessment of
3D dynamic interactions is obtained.
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1.7 research objectives

This thesis has two objectives which have been formulated within the Pow-
erSensor project.

1. Develop, evaluate and validate a sensing system that is able to recon-
struct the pose, that is position and orientation, of the hand, and the joint
angles of fingers and thumb using a non-obtrusive, on-body sensing sys-
tem.

2. Assess the dynamic interaction between human hand and environment
using combined force and movement sensing.
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1.8 thesis outline

Based on the two research objectives, the following chapters are included in
this thesis of which each of them will be outlined briefly.

2. Initial system and algorithm design (published in [97]), related to re-
search objective 1. This chapter introduces the concepts of measuring
hand kinematics using inertial sensors attached to fingers and thumb.
Initial non-functional measurements and validations using an optical sys-
tem are performed.

3. Comparison with an opto-electronic marker system (published in [192]),
related to research objective 1. The kinematic hardware being developed
has been applied to different subjects and tested under various condi-
tions against an optical system.

4. Simultaneous calibration and pose estimation (submitted), related to
research objective 1. The initial version of the kinematic filters have var-
ious drawbacks that have been addressed in this chapter. A general op-
timization framework has been designed that allowed the estimation of
calibration parameters and joint angles simultaneously. In addition, it is
able to use movement information to correct for heading drifts.

5. Hand pose estimation by using a permanent magnet (published in
[95]), related to research objective 1. In various applications it is neces-
sary to have translational position and velocity information of the hand
with respect to other body parts. This chapter uses a constellation of mag-
netometers fused with inertial sensors and a permanent magnet attached
to the hand to obtain a drift free position estimate of the hand.

6. Identification of object dynamics (published in [96]), related to research
objective 2. Ultimately tiny 3 DoF, fingertip size, force sensors were used
and applied to the finger and thumb tips. Custom made cuffs were de-
signed to align them with the inertial sensors. This is the first prototype
of the powerglove. It demonstrates the possibilities of millimeter size
3 DoF force sensors being attached to a human’s hand and serve a sens-
ing layer between the finger tips and an object that can be manipulated.
Movement and force information is used to assess the interaction by esti-
mating the object’s dynamics.

7. General discussion. This final chapter concludes and discusses the re-
sults obtained during this project and mentions some future research
directions.
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abstract

Assessment of hand kinematics is important when evaluating hand function-
ing. Major drawbacks of current sensing glove systems are lack of rotational ob-
servability in particular directions, labour intensive calibration methods which
are sensitive to wear, and lack of an absolute hand orientation estimate.

We propose an ambulatory system using inertial sensors that can be placed
on the hand, fingers and thumb. It allows a full 3D reconstruction of all finger
and thumb joints as well as the absolute orientation of the hand. The system
was experimentally evaluated for the static accuracy, dynamic range and re-
peatability.

The RMS position norm difference of the fingertip compared to an optical
system was 5 ± 0.5 mm (mean ± standard deviation) for flexion-extension
and 12.4± 3.0 mm for combined flexion-extension abduction-adduction move-
ments of the index finger. The difference between index and thumb tips during
a pinching movement was 6.5± 2.1 mm. The dynamic range of the sensing sys-
tem and filter was adequate to reconstruct full 80 degrees movements of the
index finger performed at 116 times per minute, which was limited by the
range of the gyroscope. Finally, the reliability study showed a mean range dif-
ference over five subjects of 1.1± 0.4 deg for a flat hand test and 1.8± 0.6 deg
for a plastic mold clenching test, which is smaller than other reported data
gloves.

Compared to existing data gloves, this research showed that inertial and
magnetic sensors are of interest for ambulatory analysis of the human hand
and finger kinematics in terms of static accuracy, dynamic range and repeata-
bility. It allows for estimation of multi-degree of freedom joint movements
using low-cost sensors.

Published as:
H. G. Kortier, V. I. Sluiter, D. Roetenberg, and P. H. Veltink, “Assessment of hand kinematics using inertial
and magnetic sensors” J NeuroEngineering Rehabil, vol. 11, no. 1, p. 70, Apr. 2014. [97]
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2.1 introduction

Analysis of hand kinematics is important in several application areas, such as
rehabilitation, sports, ergonomics and animation industry. In particular, ambu-
latory tracking of the whole hand configuration is valuable for kinematic as-
sessment under daily life conditions. This chapter describes a new kinematic
tracking system for the human hand which is based on inertial and magnetic
sensors and offers various benefits compared to existing systems.

Current hand capturing systems can be divided into two categories, namely
camera-based systems and datagloves.

Camera-based systems either use the contours of the hand or are guided by
markers attached to the finger segments. The major drawback of camera based-
systems is that the measurements are restricted to the volume in which the
cameras are placed. In addition, occlusion of the hand-segments or markers
result in a non-observable situation, inducing a poor estimate of the hand
pose [48, 179].

Datagloves form a large group of sensing devices that are worn on the hand.
They differ in the way kinematic information is obtained. Two popular sensing
methods are resistive-bend sensors and optical fiber sensors, with the latter
one giving the highest accuracy (< 1 deg), [42].

Disadvantages of both methods are related to sensor placement. Both mea-
sure the relative orientation of articulated segments by mounting the sensor
across the joint of interest. This requires an accurate alignment of sensors with
the particular joint. Often, re-calibration during utilisation is necessary to mit-
igate estimation errors due to sensor displacements.

A third sensing method used in datagloves is based on local magnetic actu-
ation. Those sensors provide a high resolution without crossing finger joints.
However, the cost of such a system rapidly increases as the degrees-of-freedom
required increases. In addition, a magnetic actuator is required and manipu-
lating ferromagnetic objects could interfere with the actuation signals [43, 49].
An exception are passive magnetic systems, which are low cost and easy to
wear [5, 158]. However, they only allow to estimate a reduced set of kinematic
finger variables.

A general disadvantage of datagloves is the lack of user customisation for
individual subjects’ hands and obstruction of tactile sensing from the palmar
surface of the hand. Often this inherently goes with mounting space required
for embedding the sensors in clothing.

Inertial and Magnetic Measurement System (IMMS), containing inertial and
magnetic sensors, have proven to be accurate in estimating body segment ori-
entations without the need for external actuators or cameras [152]. The avail-
ability of MEMS technology resulted in tiny and low-cost IMMS devices that can
be implemented in textile clothing easily without impairing the freedom of
movement and tactile sensation.

A glove system using accelerometers was presented by Hernandez-Rebollar
et.al. [70]. The system uses six dual axis accelerometers placed on the back of
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the hand and fingers. It was able to detect different static postures of the hand,
which is useful for sign recognition. An extended version using triaxial accel-
erometers was presented, which was able to recognise more complex postures
and simple gestures as well [86]. However heading observation was not exam-
ined and only a limited number of joints could be measured independently.
Often, existing glove systems have been extended with a single IMMS placed
on the back of the hand providing 3D orientation of the hand.

A glove instrumented with multiple IMMS’s has never been proposed to our
knowledge. We propose a novel data glove that uses inertial combined with
magnetic sensors placed on various hand and finger segments which is able
to accurately assess full 3D hand and finger kinematics. Multiple Extended
Kalman Filters (EKFs) are designed to estimate the optimal orientation trajec-
tories of hand and fingers. Change in hand position can be measured during
short movement intervals.

In addition to presenting the instrumented glove, including sensor fusion
methods, we evaluate the static accuracy, dynamic range and reproducibility
of the system.

2.2 methods

The kinematics of each finger and thumb are treated individually and calcu-
lated using forward kinematics outlined in the next section. Subsequently, four
sections exploit an EKF for the calculations of optimal relative finger, and abso-
lute hand kinematics. Finally the experimental methods will be elucidated.

2.2.1 Determination of phalangeal joint angles and finger tip position

The articulated finger configuration can be modeled as a kinematic chain, orig-
inating from the hand coordinate frame ΨH, see Fig. 2.1. For the left hand
this frame is defined by the y-axis pointing to the Metacarpophalangeal (MCP)
joint of the middle finger (distal), the x-axis pointing outwards with respect
to the back of the palm (dorsal) and the z-axis is defined according the right-
handed coordinate frame (radial). The proximal, medial and distal phalanges
are modeled as rigid bodies of which the local coordinate frame is defined such
that the z-axis is aligned with the functional flexion-extension axis (radial) of
the joint and x-axis pointed dorsally. This definition is in accordance with the
International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) [217] recommendations with posi-
tive angles for flexion (z-axis), abduction (x-axis) and pronation (y-axis).

The position of the finger tip pHE , expressed in the hand coordinate frame,
see Fig. 2.1, can be derived using forward kinematics:[

pHE

1

]
= HHPHPMHMD

[
pDE

1

]
= HHD

[
pDE

1

]
(2.1)
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Where, the transformation between two consecutive bodies is expressed by
HHP, HPM and HMD. The superscript denotes the two coordinate frames of
which the transformation is described: Hand (H), Proximal (P), Medial (M)
and Distal (D). The total transformation HHD is given by the product of each
consecutive contribution:

HHD =

[
R(qHD) pHD

0T3 1

]
(2.2)

where R(qHD) is the orientation of the distal phalanx with respect to the hand,
and pHD is the position of the distal frame expressed in the hand frame. The
rotation matrix is defined by a unit quaternion, described in the general intro-
duction 1.2, because they require a minimal set of parameters and have some
appealing mathematical properties [100].

DIP

PIP
MCP

Wrist

ΨH ΨP

ΨM

ΨD

ΨG
pDE

pHE

y

x

y

x

ΨSH

ΨSP

ΨSM

ΨSD

Figure 2.1: Sagital view of the left index finger. Given are the coordinate frame defini-
tions for hand (ΨH), proximal (ΨP), medial (ΨM), distal (ΨD) segment, and
corresponding joints: Meta Carpal Phalangeal (MCP), Proximal Inter Pha-
langeal (PIP) and Distal Inter Phalangeal (DIP). To all segments a triaxial
gyroscope-accelerometer combination was attached. In addition the hand
and distal segment include a magnetometer as well. The coordinate frame
of various sensors is indicated with an S placed in front of the letter that
indicates the segment. The position of the finger tip pE expressed in the
hand frame ΨH can be calculated using the joint positions pij and relative
orientations Rij, were i, j are two connected segments. Figure modified from
Wu et al. [217].

The relative orientation between two bodies can be obtained by solving the
following differential equation [100]:

q̇ij = qij � 12ω
j
ij (2.3)
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where qij is the unit quaternion describing the orientation of frame Ψj with
respect to frame Ψi, � is the quaternion multiplication operator [100], andωjij
is the relative angular velocity of body j with respect to Ψi expressed in frame
Ψj.

The relative angular velocity ωjij is obtained by subtracting the absolute an-
gular velocities of two articulated bodies. The angular velocity of a single body
is measured using an 3D rate gyroscope, whose output yΩ can be modeled as:

ybΩ =ωbGb +b
b
Ω + eΩ (2.4)

where ωbGb is the angular velocity of the body with respect to a global frame
expressed in the body frame, bbΩ a slowly varying sensor bias and eΩ iid white
Gaussian noise. Subsequently, the relative angular velocity between two linked
bodies (i and j) can be modeled as:

ω
j
ij =

(
y
j
Ω −bjΩ − ejΩ

)
− Rji

(
yiΩ −biΩ − eiΩ

)
(2.5)

2.2.2 Filter design: relative finger orientation

An EKF structure is designed for optimal estimation of phalangeal orientations.
The filter operates on the error of the actual state. This method has an excel-
lent reputation in navigation purposes for airplanes and satellites [38] and,
more recently, for MEMS based IMMS tracking as well [113, 154, 161, 225]. It
is advantageous to ordinary extended Kalman filtering because differences in
estimated and true orientation is assumed to be much smaller than the actual
orientation difference, which eventually result in a smaller linearization error.
In addition, it is an appropriate method to circumvent the constraint in orienta-
tion descriptions. We will use the multiplicative error quaternion method [38],
where the filter operates on the error quaternion which can be expressed as
a non-constrained vector. Parameterization of the true quaternion qij by the
nominal quaternion q̄ij and error quaternion δq is given by:

qij = q̄ij � δq (2.6)

Subsequently the error quaternion can be approximated using helical angles
δθij:

δq≈
[
1 1

2δθ
ij
]T

(2.7)

where θij is the unit vector indicating a rotation axis and δ is the magnitude
of the rotation around that axis. For each finger and thumb a single EKF is
deployed of which the structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

The filter uses a general state space model for dynamics xk+1 and measure-
ments yk:

xk+1 = f(xk) + v (2.8)

yk = h(xk) + e (2.9)
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Where f(xk) and h(xk), denote the transition and measurement function re-
spectively. Process and measurement noise contributions are given by v and e.
The state x is defined as:

x=
[
pHE qHP qPM qMD bbΩ,l

]T
(2.10)

where pHE is the finger tip position, qij are the relative orientations between
phalangeal segments. Because MEMS based rate gyroscopes have a low bias
stability which would result in erroneous estimates of the orientation when
the gyro output is integrated over long periods, gyro bias (bbΩ,l, l= 1..4) has to
be estimated over time, and therefore included in the state vector.

The filter operates on the error state which is defined as:

δx=
[
δθHP δθPM δθMD δbbΩ,l

]T
(2.11)

which include the error angles of various relative orientations and the error
bias estimates of gyroscopes.

After state initialisation, the filter is fed with information from various sen-
sors and performs, every iteration, multiple measurement updates, a state up-
date and time update. We distinguish measurement updates from accelerom-
eter and magnetometer, both denoted by yvector and biomechanical informa-
tion, denoted by ybiomech.

During each measurement update step, the Kalman gain is calculated and
the error state with its covariance is updated according to [64]:

Kk = P
−
kH

T
k

[
HkP

−
kH

T
k + Rk

]−1
(2.12)

P+k = [I−KkHk]P
−
k (2.13)

δx̂+k = δx̂−k +K
[
δy−h(δx−k )

]
(2.14)

Where, the minus and plus sign denote the a-priori and a-posteriori estimate
respectively,H denote the linearized (or sensitivity) matrix of the measurement
equation h(δx), I is an identity matrix, R is the measurement covariance corre-
sponding to the measurement uncertainty and δy the difference in estimated
and measured sensory input.

During the state update, nominal states are updated accordingly to:

q
ij
k = q̄ijk � exp(12δθ

ij) (2.15)

bk = b̄k + δb

where exp denotes the quaternion exponential, given in the general introduc-
tion 1.8. In addition, the tip position pHE is updated according to equation 2.1.

Finally, during the time update, error states are set to zero and the corre-
sponding covariance P, is propagated according the discretized process model
F (described in the next section) and process noise Q.

Pk+1 = FdPkF
T
d +Qd (2.16)
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INITIALIZE

ACC

MAG

DIM.

STATE UPDATE

k= k+ 1

TIME UPDATE

MEAS UPDATE

x+k

yB1..4
a,k

y
B1,2
m,k

yB1..4
Ω,k

δx+k

pij

δx+0x+0

Figure 2.2: Filter topology for each finger. After initialization of both the state x and
error state δx, a measurement update of error states according the mea-
sured acceleration and magnetometer signals (ya, ym) and biomechanical
dimensionality information (DIM) can be performed. Thereafter states are
updated, which are the relative orientations, finger tip positions and gyro
bias estimates. Subsequently gyroscope information yΩ is used as an in-
put to perform an update of the process (time update). Finally signals are
propagated (k= k+ 1), and the described procedure is repeated.

Relative orientation filter: Process model

The estimated angular velocity (see also equation 2.5) is given by :

ω̂
j
ij =

(
y
j
Ω − b̂

j
Ω

)
− R̂ji

(
yiΩ − b̂

i
Ω

)
(2.17)
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The true orientation is derived using a rotation matrix approximation of equa-
tion 2.6 where the nominal orientation is given by the actual estimate:

Rij ≈ R̂ij
[

I +
[
δθij

]
×

]
(2.18)

where []× denotes a skew-symmetric matrix. Finally, one can deduce the fol-
lowing equations to describe the error propagation process Fd (a detailed
derivation of the equation is given in the Appendix 2.5):

δθ̇
ij
=−

[
ω̂
j
ij

]
×
δθij + δωjij (2.19)

˙δbΩ = eb (2.20)

using equation 2.5, 2.17 and 2.18 yields the difference angular velocity:

δω
j
ij =ω

j
ij − ω̂

j
ij (2.21)

= R̂ji
[
yiΩ −biΩ

]
×
δθji

+R̂jiδbiΩ − δbjΩ − ejΩ + RjieiΩ

and difference in gyro bias with:

δb= b− b̂ (2.22)
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2.2.3 Relative orientation filter: Measurement equations

Acceleration and Magnetic field update

Each phalanx contains a 3D accelerometer that provides information of both
inclination and experienced inertial acceleration. The output of a 3D acceler-
ometer can be modeled by:

yba = RbG(aG −gG) +bba + ea (2.23)

where aG and gG are the inertial and gravitational acceleration respectively,
both expressed in global coordinate frame, RbG is the orientation from global
to body coordinates, bba is a slowly varying sensor bias and ea is iid Gaussian
noise. The difference in accelerations experienced by two consecutive rigid
bodies provides information about the relative orientation. In a pseudo static
situation (aG ≈ 0) the difference in inclination can be obtained. During move-
ments the contribution of inertial accelerations is not negligible with respect
to the gravitational acceleration. However, if the rotational acceleration part is
significantly smaller than the translational part, it is assumed that both bodies
undergo the same acceleration. In this particular situation the 3D accelerome-
ter pair might provide both inclination and heading information.

On the hand and finger tips a 3D magnetometer is deployed. The output
ybm can be modeled (in absence of ferromagnetic materials) as

ybm = RbGmG + em (2.24)

wheremG is the local static magnetic field, and em is iid white Gaussian noise.
The magnetometer gives information about the heading difference between
various bodies.

A general equation for both accelerometer and magnetometer vector outputs
yvector is used as a measurement update in our filter. Consider two vectors, ri

and rj, which are either an accelerometer or magnetometer output, measured
in frame Ψi and Ψj respectively. Now the estimate of rj given in frame i is
determined by the estimated orientation R̂ij:

r̂i = R̂ijrj (2.25)

The difference between the true and estimated vector should be related to the
error angle δθ and obtained by equation 2.18 and 2.25:

δyvector = r
i − r̂i (2.26)

= R̂ij
(

I3 +
[
δθij

]
×

)
rj − R̂ijrj + er

=−R̂ij
[
rj
]
×
δθij + er

Where er is iid white Gaussian noise of the particular vector measurement.
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As being mentioned before, two assumptions according the accelerometer
and magnetometer measurements are made:

1. Only inertial accelerations due to translational movements are to be ex-
pected

2. The local static magnetic field is homogeneous throughout the whole
hand

Obviously these conditions are easily violated during daily life tasks and
would therefore deteriorate the kinematic estimates. It is therefore necessary
that the validity of relevant signals is tested before being handled by the
Kalman filter. A decision algorithm is used that either accepts or rejects ac-
celerometer or magnetometer measurements using the following conditions:

• The absolute difference in magnitude of both the magnetometer and ac-
celerometer output pairs is approximately equal:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣yi{a,m}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
−
∣∣∣∣∣∣yj{a,m}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

∣∣∣< εa (2.27)

• Accelerometer information is only accepted if the angular acceleration is
negligible compared to the linear acceleration. This can be tested by the
absolute angular velocities of both consecutive bodies which should be
significantly small:∣∣∣∣∣∣y{i,j}Ω

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
< εb (2.28)

Where εa,b are chosen according the desired movement complexity. In addi-
tion, the measurement covariance of er can be modified each Kalman iteration
such that it scales with the error of above equations.

Joint dimensionality constraint

In addition to sensory input measurements, biomechanical model constraints
imposed by the morphology of the hand are enforced by considering the joint
constraint as an artificial measurement. The limited degrees of freedom of
phalangeal joints highly constrain the relative orientation between segments.
In general pronation-supination is not permitted within all phalangeal joints.
In addition, only the MCP joint allows abduction-adduction. The pronation-
supination angle (γMCP) can be described as the angle between the z-axis of
the hand and x-axis of the proximal finger frame minus 90 degrees, which can
be modeled as [113]:

γMCP = uPHz ·u
H
Px

+ eγ (2.29)

where · is the inner product operator, eγ is iid white Gaussian measurement
noise, and u denotes a unit vector which is projected onto a second body
frame:

uPHz = R̂PH
(

I3 −
[
δθHP

]
×

)
uz, uz =

[
0 0 1

]T
(2.30)

uHPx = R̂HP
(

I3 +
[
δθHP

]
×

)
ux, ux =

[
1 0 0

]T
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Neglecting the error product terms, and assuming that γ̂MCP = 0, yields the
estimated error pronation-supination angle (δγ) as a function of estimated er-
ror angles (δθ):

δybiomech = γMCP − γ̂MCP (2.31)

=
(
uPHz ·u

H
Px

)
−
(
ûPHz · û

H
Px

)
+ eγ

≈−
[
R̂PHuz

]T
R̂HP [δθ]×ux +

[
R̂PH [δθ]×uz

]T
R̂HPux + eγ

≈ uTz R̂HPR̂HP [ux]× δθ−
[
[uz]× δθ

]T R̂HPR̂HPux + eγ
≈ uTz R̂HPR̂HP [ux]× δθ−uTx R̂PHR̂PH [uz]× δθ+ eγ

≈
(
uPHzR̂HP [ux]× −uHPx R̂PH [uz]×

)
δθ+ eγ

The finger’s Proximal interphalangeal (PIP), Distal interphalangeal (DIP) and
thumb’s Interphalangeal (IP) joint constraints can be modeled in a similar fash-
ion, only now the abduction-adduction angle β is constrained as well:

βPIP = uMPy ·u
P
Mz

+ eβ ; γPIP = eMPz ·u
P
Mz

+ eγ (2.32)

βDIP = eDMy
·uMDx + eβ ; γDIP = eDMz

·uMDx + eγ

2.2.4 Filter design: Absolute hand filter

The absolute hand orientation is calculated in a similar fashion as the relative
orientations except that the orientation of the hand is calculated with respect
to the global navigation frame ΨG, see Fig. 2.1. An additional Kalman filter de-
rived from Roetenberg et al. [152] is exploited to estimate the optimal absolute
hand kinematics. The filter state

[
p v δθ

]
equations are given by:

ṗG = vG (2.33)

v̇G = RGHaH +gG

δθ̇
GH

=−
[
ω̂HGH

]
×
δθGH − δbΩ

where aH is given by equation 2.23 after rotation from sensor frame ΨSH to
hand frame ΨH. The position pG and velocity vG are obtained by strapdown
integration [15], and ωHGH is the angular velocity of the hand with respect to
the global frame expressed in the hand coordinate frame.

Orientation drift is prevented by applying a measurement update using the
accelerometer and magnetometer pair positioned on the hand, where the sen-
sor outputs are projected onto the gravitational acceleration and earth mag-
netic field respectively.

Without additional position information, integration drift immediately oc-
curs. Therefore, the position estimate is only acceptable for a couple of sec-
onds. In order to reduce drifting errors, an additional zero velocity detector
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is implemented to detect no-movement situations in which the integrators are
set to zero [176].

2.2.5 Experimental methods

The instrumentation hardware of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 2.3.
The system contains multiple strings of flexible-rigid Printed Circuit Board
(PCB) which are mounted on the dorsal side of the hand, fingers and thumb us-
ing double sided adhesive tape (experiment 1,2,3) or mounted on an polyamide/e-
lastane fabricated glove (Falke) (experiment 4,5). Each string deploys three
triaxial gyroscope and accelerometer pairs (ST LSM330DLC), one for each
finger or thumb segment. In addition, a triaxial magnetometer (Honeywell
HMC5983) is placed on the finger’s tip and on the back of the hand. Sensor
data is sampled (@200 Hz for the gyroscope and @100 Hz for the accelerometer
and magnetometer) by a microcontroller (Atmel XMEGA), collected by a mas-
ter microcontroller (Atmel XMEGA) and subsequently transmitted via USB to
the computer. Online sensor acquisition and filter execution is performed us-
ing MATLAB®. Parameters of process and sensor noise distributions is given
in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Standard deviation values of accelerometer, magnetometer, angular rate, gyro
bias stability and biomechanical constraints noise. Given values are deter-
mined empirically using allan variances or obtained from datasheets.

ea em eΩ eb eγ eβ

(m/s2) (mG) (rad/s) (rad/s) (deg) (deg)

σ 4 · 10−2 10−3 5 · 10−4 10−4 10−5 10−5

The medical ethics committee acknowledged that medical ethical approval
was not required for all experiments described in the next subsections, because
the intent of this study is assessment of the proposed system and not the
subject’s task performance.

The following subsections describe, first the sensor to segment calibration,
and, a study with an optical reference system with one subject (experiments
1,2), subsequently, a second study with one subject without optical reference
(experiments 3,4), and finally in a third study the repeatability of the system
which was performed by 5 subjects. It should be noted that in all experiment
the subject was seated at a table.

Sensor-to-segment calibration

Assessment of hand and finger kinematics, and thus all described experiments,
requires a mapping from sensor coordinate frames to the corresponding seg-
ment frames. In this typical calibration problem we seek for the transformation
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Figure 2.3: Glove hardware consisting of multiple PCB strings which are attached to
each finger segment. Every segment contains a triaxial gyroscope acceler-
ometer pair which are connected using a flexible PCB structure. In addition,
the finger tips and the back of the hand contain a triaxial magnetometer.

matrix from sensor frame to segment body frame. First a coordinate frame
should be defined within the particular segment of the hand, which is given
in the first methods section. Next, after attachment of the sensor PCB to the fin-
ger segment, one should determine the orientation between both frames, for
example between ΨSH and ΨH, see Fig. 2.1.

In order to construct this relative orientation, subjects were asked to perform
the following procedure:

1. Place the hand on a flat surface with the back of the palm pointing up.
This defines the abduction-adduction axis (x), given by the accelerometer
output: eSegx = ya

||ya||2
2. Raise the hand and flex the MCP, PIP and DIP joint of all fingers. During

movement avoid abduction and adduction of the MCP joint. This defines
the flexion-extension axis given by the gyroscope output: eSegz = yΩ

||yΩ||2
.

The sensor to segment orientation is given by:

RSegSen =
[
e
Seg
x

(
e
Seg
z × eSegx

)
e
Seg
z

]
(2.34)

The phalangeal segment lengths pij were approximated by first palpation of
various joints and subsequently measuring the positions using a ruler. Alterna-
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tively or as a first guess, segmental lengths can be estimated using a regression
model of the hand and a measure of hand width and length [24], [16].

Finger tip position comparison relative to an optical system

In the first experiment the accuracy in terms of finger tip position of one sub-
ject was analysed. Two tests were performed, in which the subject started and
finished with his hand flat on a table top and repeated each movement se-
quence 10 times with an interval of 1 minute.

In the first test, the subject was asked to repeatedly flex the index finger
up to maximum flexion angle of MCP, PIP and DIP joint respectively, while
having the arm horizontally stretched such that the back of the hand’s palm is
directed upwards. The cyclical movement has to be performed five times with
a duration of approximately one second.

In a second test, the subject made circular-like movements with an out-
stretched index finger while the hand maintained a static posture such that
the ab-adduction angle of the MCP joint was maximised each repetition. Sim-
ilar to the first test, the cyclical movement was performed five times with a
duration of approximately one second.

The estimated finger tip position was compared to the measurement output
of an optical tracking system VZ-4000 (PTI VisualEyez). Both hand and index
finger were instrumented with active optical markers placed on top of the
inertial sensors, see Fig. 2.4. An additional marker was placed on the index
finger’s tip. The position of the tip is expressed in a common hand coordinate
frame defined by the hand markers and aligned with the hand frame of the
inertial sensor placed on the hand.

Figure 2.4: Hand and index finger instrumented with both inertial sensors and active
optical markers. Four markers on the back of the hand define the hand
coordinate frame.
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Index finger and thumb pinching motion

During the second experiment, the subject was asked to perform cyclical pinch-
ing movements of the thumb and index finger in which the tips of index finger
and thumb touched each other at the end of the pinching movement. A spot
was drawn on both tips and the subject was asked to coincide the spots dur-
ing pinching as accurate as possible. The movement was performed 10 times in
which each trial contains 10 cyclical pinching motions. The subject kept contact
during the touching phase for about one second in which the hand could be
oriented in any direction. During the touch phase, the position of both index
finger and thumb tip was estimated.

Dynamic range

In order to illustrate the ability to keep track of rapid finger movements a
test was performed in which 30 repeated flexion-extension movements with
all fingers joints were made. The subject was asked to start with the hand flat
on a tabletop, raise the forearm and perform full hand opening and closing
movements according to a metronome tempo of 116 BPM. This is the highest
rate that can be achieved before clipping of the gyroscope signal (2000 deg/s)
occurs. The PIP angle of the index finger was evaluated during the repeated
flexion-extension movement. The subject was asked to keep the thumb joints
extended such that the range of the PIP joint is constrained by the subject’s
minimum and maximum PIP flexion angle.

Repeatability

The reliability of the system was assessed by determining the repeatability of
the finger joint orientations in a defined hand posture. A standardized data-
glove evaluation protocol, proposed by Williams et al [211] and frequently
applied to evaluate datagloves [43, 210] was partly adopted. The protocol
includes a gripped and flat hand position test respectively. For both tests
Williams distinguished between with and without donning and doffing be-
tween the measurements. The donning- doffing tests were excluded in our
study as the current hardware is not integrated in textile and the non donning-
doffing tests mimic the proposed applications sufficiently over a short and
long measurement duration.

Five healthy male volunteers, aged 21-53 years, with no known hand disor-
ders participated in this experiment. All tests were performed with the sub-
ject’s left hand, and depending on the size of the hand, either a small or large
instrumentation set was fastened. The difference between a small or large in-
strumentation set lies only in the length of the flexible PCB structure.

In the first test subjects placed their hand flat on a table top within a des-
ignated area. This area is indicated by the contours of the subject’s hand and
used as a guideline to securely maintain hand position during the flat phase.
Then the subjects were asked to raise their hand, flex all finger and thumb
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joints, maintain this posture for 6 seconds and finally return back to the flat
phase position for 6 seconds. This flexion / flat cycle was repeated 10 times.

The second test comprised a hand posture where a plaster mold was clenched.
Prior to the start of the experiment the subjects moulded a heated thermoplas-
tic material (ProtoPlast ®) which returned to a solid state upon cooling.

During the experiment the participant clenched the mold for 6 seconds and
subsequently released for 6 seconds. This clench/ release cycle was repeated
10 times. Subjects were allowed to maintain the hand in any orientation during
the clench phase.

For both tests the subjects were asked to repeat the measurement 10 times,
where a pause of 1 minute was included between each measurement.

The repeatability of both tests is indicated by the range and Standard Devi-
ation (SD) of all joint angles over all trials and subjects during the flat phase
(test 1) and during the clench phase (test 2).

2.3 results

2.3.1 Finger tip position comparison

As mentioned in the methods section, two movement conditions were per-
formed and compared to an optical tracking system. Prior to the start of the
experiments a required calibration trial was conducted to firstly align the hand
coordinate frames of optical and inertial sensors, secondly to obtain the posi-
tion of the MCP joint expressed in the hand coordinate frame and finally to
obtain the position of the tip LED expressed in the distal coordinate frame.

On the left, Fig. 2.5 shows the position of the finger tip with respect to the
back of the hand for a representative trial of the first experiment where the
index finger was flexed and extended repeatedly. The error in tip position
is defined as the absolute distance difference between estimated tip position
by our inertial sensor system and optically measured tip position. It can be
seen that the largest error contribution is caused by an error in the z-direction
during maximum flexion (up to 10 mm).

On the right, Fig. 2.5 shows a representative trial for the second movement
type where circle shaped movements were performed with the index finger. A
large error is mainly visible in the minima of the z-direction which corresponds
to the maximum abduction angle of the MCP joint.

Table 2.2 shows the RMS differences between both measurement systems
of both movement types. Mean and SD values over 10 trials are given. The
finger tip position correspondence was within 5.0±0.5mm for the index finger
during flexion movements and 12.4± 3.0mm during circle shaped movements.
For both movement types the largest contribution of the total error was due to
the difference in the z-direction. This is presumably caused by a misalignment
of both sensor coordinate frames and the accumulation of errors caused by
joint model imperfections and an incorrect estimation of segment lengths.
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Figure 2.5: Reconstruction of the index finger position (x,y,z) during a flexion-
extension (left) and circle drawing movement (right) measured by the opti-
cal system (solid) and estimated by the inertial sensors (dashed). The lower
plots show the absolute index finger tip position difference.

2.3.2 Index finger and thumb pinching motion.

In the third, so called pinching test, the distance difference was calculated
during each contact phase of the thumb and index finger tips. In order to
minimise reconstruction errors due to the rather coarse ball-socket model used
for the thumb’s Carpometacarpal (CMC) joint, the subject is instructed to avoid
rotations of this joint as much as possible. However, this constraint did not
hinder the ease of movement. The average RMS distance difference over all
pinched movements is 6.5± 2.1 mm which is 3.7± 1.2% of the maximum tip
distance difference, obtained during the maximum extension phases.

The average distance displacement of index finger and thumb was 65.6±
2.2 mm and 15.7± 2.5 mm, respectively.

2.3.3 Dynamic range

A representative trial of the rapid flexion motion of the index finger is depicted
in Fig. 2.6. Shown are the estimated PIP angle along with the corresponding
angular velocities of the index finger.

As can be seen, the total transition time was approximately 0.5 s for a full
extension-flexion-extension cycle corresponding to the 116 BPM rate of the
metronome. The difference in helical angles between minimum and maximum
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Table 2.2: RMS differences in estimated (inertial) and measured (optical) index finger tip
position during a flexion/extension movement and during a more complex
circle-like movement. Both movement types were repeated 10 times.

Flexion Extension Circles

mean std. dev. mean std. dev.

pd,x (mm) 2.2 0.4 5.7 2.2

pd,y (mm) 2.0 0.5 4.9 1.3

pd,z (mm) 3.3 0.6 9.7 2.1

||pd|| (mm) 5.0 0.5 12.4 3.0

flexion was about 80 degrees, being determined in an independent static trial.
Please note that the range of approximately 80 degrees is reconstructed each
cycle with the derivative of the angular velocity approaching zero before the
movement changes directions in several of the cycles, while the angular veloc-
ity stays within the range of the gyroscope (+/- 2000 deg/s). The bandwidth
of the filter is apparently large enough to track these fast movements through
the whole range.

2.3.4 Repeatability

Fig. 2.7 shows two representative reconstructions of one subject during the
repeatability tests. On the left figure the flat hand phase is depicted, whereas
on the right the flexion phase is depicted. Table 2.3 shows the average range,
which is the mean difference between maximum and minimum angle of each
trial, and SD of all joint angles during the flat hand phase (test 1) and during
the clenching phase (test 2) for each subject. In addition, mean range and SD

values over all subjects are listed (1.1± 0.4 deg) and (1.8± 0.6 deg) as well as
the mean values obtained from other studies with different data gloves.

2.4 discussion and conclusion

Small scaled inertial and magnetic sensors combined with a biomechanical
model of the hand, embodied in an EKF framework, result in a promising tool
to assess 3D kinematics of the human hand in a quantitative manner.

In addition to existing glove systems which are often restricted to measuring
a maximum of 2 DoF per joint, full 3D angles can be measured. This allows, for
example, assessment of pronation-supination of various MCP joints.
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Figure 2.6: Helical angles (upper) and corresponding angular velocity (lower) of the
index’ PIP joint during 30 repeated flexion-extension movements of one sub-
ject.

To our knowledge existing glove systems have only been validated in static
situations using repeatability tests described by Williams et al [211]. Assess-
ment of actual tip positions and dynamic range have never been examined but
are of great importance when the glove is to be used for daily-life manipula-
tion tasks and therefore have been evaluated as well.

We have observed that the estimation accuracy strongly depends on the
sensor to segment calibration procedure. In contrast to our approach, most of
the existing data gloves measure across the joints and therefore give an output
which is a direct function of the joint’s angle. Calibrating such gloves might
be easier but also tend to be more error-prone after long utilisation periods, as
the sensor’s axis should be aligned perfectly with the anthropomorphic joint
axis.

The current system requires palpation measurements to determine phalangeal
segment lengths and position of MCP joints centres with respect to a com-
mon hand reference frame. Accurate determination of functional joint position
(MCP) and the axis of rotation (PIP, DIP) would improve the accuracy and de-
crease time and effort needed for sensor to segment calibration. The current
filter can be extended such that those parameters are included and estimated
online. In addition, the dominant functional segment axes are found by per-
forming dedicated movements. However, if a certain neuro-muscular patient
group may not be able to perform such movements, customized sensor to seg-
ment calibration procedures may be required.
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Figure 2.7: Representative hand posture reconstruction for both flat (left) and flexed
fingers (right).

Likewise, the optical reference system requires a proper sensor to segment
calibration. Independent segment orientation measurements require at least
three rigidly connected markers attached to each finger segment. With a speci-
fied position accuracy of 0.5mm RMS, markers should be separated sufficiently
(> 6 cm) to obtain an orientation accuracy less than 1 degree. Hence, this is al-
most impossible to accomplish for each finger segment due to either mounting
space, occlusion difficulties or limitation of movement freedom. Therefore, we
chose to compare finger tip positions calculated by both systems. However,
this approach has a limitation because the error introduced in either the es-
timated orientation or measured segment length accumulates to an error in
the estimated finger tip position, which makes localisation of the exact error
source much more challenging. As the largest uncertainty is caused by deter-
mination of segment origins we expect that the primary contribution to the
position difference is due to misalignments of both measurement systems.

All joints are considered to be perfect ball-socket hinges with 3 DoF. Joint
dimensionality is soft-constrained by adding uncertainty to non-natural rota-
tion axes which allows some joint laxity and imperfections. It should be noted
that the soft-constrained updates assume that the rotational axes of multi DoF

joint are intersecting and orthogonally directed. However, these assumptions
are not valid and result in erroneous reconstructions [16]. This is for exam-
ple visible in Fig. 2.5, where the reconstruction of the index finger position is
much worse when the ab-adduction angle is maximal. This could be caused
by disregarded pro-supination rotations, non-orthonormal rotation axes, or a
translation of the joint’s origin. Likewise for the thumb’s CMC, a perfect ball
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Table 2.3: Results of repeatability analysis. Mean range (difference between maximum
and minimum angle during one trial) and SD is given for all joint angles of
each subject during the hand flat phase and during clenching of a custom
plaster mold. In addition, mean values of this study and mean values from
others studies are given.

Subject Flat Hand Plaster mold

range std. dev. range std. dev.

(deg) (deg) (deg) (deg)

1 1.4 0.5 1.9 0.6

2 0.7 0.2 1.9 0.6

3 1.2 0.4 1.8 0.6

4 0.9 0.3 1.8 0.6

5 1.3 0.4 1.7 0.5

Mean Value 1.1 0.4 1.8 0.6

Dataglove Wise et al. [211] 4.5 1.6 6.5 2.6

Humanglove (Dipietro et al. [43]) 3.8 1.2 7.5 2.4

Shadow monitor (Simone et al. [175]) 1.5 0.5 5.2 1.6

WU glove (Gentner et al. [58]) 2.6 0.9 6.1 1.9

socket joint is considered, which is obviously not the case. Mitigating those
errors demands improved, and more complex, biomechanical joint models [16,
26]. Adaption of such models is the next step to improve the overall perfor-
mance.

The described method uses six Kalman filters, one for each finger and one
for the hand. This decoupled approach neglects some existing synergies within
the hand, which means that not all available and relevant information is used
in the model. However, it keeps the filter manageable in terms of computa-
tional resources, tuning and prevents unwanted coupling between states due
to modeling errors. Alternatively, one could choose for a centralized structure,
with one large state vector. This approach allows inclusion of synergies and
therefore improve the kinematic estimates. However, the state will have ap-
proximately 100 elements and might require alternative, more sophisticated,
filtering methods.

The current filter assumes a perfect homogeneous magnetic field through-
out the hand. When interacting with ferro-magnetic object this assumption
is easily violated. It is therefore necessary to extend the filter such that local
magnetic field disturbances are tracked during operation and don not affect
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the estimated kinematics. Nevertheless the magnetic field is only required for
observability in long static posture periods.

For this study sensors were both mounted directly on the subject’s skin as
well as on a glove fabricated by an elastic textile. Movement artifacts caused
by skin and textile deformations have not been investigated thoroughly. We
expect that those artifacts are negligible with respect to errors caused by im-
perfection of the biomechanical joint model. Moreover, since the applied PCBs

are light-weighted and have a flexible structure, visual inspection and feedback
from the subjects confirmed that the sensors can be worn unobtrusively with-
out hampering hand and finger movements. Nevertheless, a donning- doff-
ing study should be performed whenever a suitable textile has been selected
wherein the sensors can be integrated.

Our repeatability study showed similar (flat hand test) to slightly better
(mold test) results compared to existing studies of different dataglove systems.
It should be mentioned that those studies only evaluated the sensor variabil-
ity over time. Simone et al [175], evaluated the "Shadow Monitor" which has
a simpler approach and showed a comparable reliability. However, only a re-
duced set of joint angles could be measured. This is in contrast to our approach
where all joint angles were estimated and evaluated using custom filters.

Although the repeatability studies are promising, additional testing of the
absolute accuracy using an independent reference system is necessary. These
studies should include multiple subjects in which all joint angles should be
evaluated, especially during arm movements in which the hand is oriented in
different poses.

It is shown in various studies that the accuracy of orientation estimates us-
ing inertial sensors is higher than joint orientation estimation shown in this
study [154, 161, 225]. Hence, the tracking accuracy of hand kinematics is
most probably not limited by inertial sensor accuracy nor the Kalman filter
approach.

conclusion

The first results of our sensing system are favourable compared to existing
datagloves. It is able to adequately reconstruct finger tip movements (<13mm),
high dynamic range (116 full range finger movements per minute) and ad-
equate repeatability (< 2 degrees). This makes the inertial sensor approach
promising, especially, when bearing in mind that consumer-grade inertial sen-
sors are getting smaller and less expensive, whereas the quality vastly im-
proves. This study showed the possibilities and challenges to be faced when
inertial sensing technology is applied for kinematic analysis of the human
hand and fingers.
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2.5 appendix

2.5.1 Derivation error angle dynamics

Derivative of the parameterized orientation:

q̇= ˙̂q� δq+ q̂� ˙δq (2.35)

gives:

1
2q�ω= 1

2 q̂� ω̂� δq+ q̂� ˙δq (2.36)

rearranging:

q̂� ˙δq= 1
2q�ω− 1

2 q̂� ω̂� δq (2.37)

2 ˙δq=
[
0 ˙δθ

]T
= (δq�ω− ω̂� δq) (2.38)

=Ω(ω)δq− Γ(ω̂)δq

=

[
0 −(ω− ω̂)T

(ω− ω̂) −[ω+ ω̂]×

][
1
1
2δθ

]

WhereΩ(ω) and Γ(ω̂) are the left and right quaternion product operators [100].
Subsequently, by taking the second row and neglecting second order terms
gives:

˙δθ=−[ω̂]× δθ+ δω (2.39)

with:

δω=ω− ω̂ (2.40)

Now we can calculate the dynamics originating from angular velocity differ-
ences measure:

δω
j
ij =ω

j
ij − ω̂

j
ij (2.41)

=
[(
y
j
Ω −bjΩ − ejΩ

)
− Rji

(
yiΩ −biΩ − eiΩ

)]
−
[(
y
j
Ω − b̂

j
Ω

)
− R̂ji

(
yiΩ − b̂

i
Ω

)]
=−δbjΩ − ejΩ + RjieiΩ − R̂ji

[
I3 +

[
δθji

]
×

](
yiΩ −biΩ

)
+R̂ji

(
yiΩ − b̂

i
Ω

)
=−δbjΩ − ejΩ + RjieiΩ − R̂ji

[
δθji

]
×

[
yiΩ −biΩ

]
+ R̂jiδbiΩ

= R̂ji
[
yiΩ −biΩ

]
×
δθji + R̂jiδbiΩ − δbjΩ − ejΩ + RjieiΩ
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Non stationary gyro bias can be modeled by a random walk process:

˙bΩ = eb (2.42)

The error bias process is given by:

˙δbΩ = ˙bΩ − ˙̂bΩ (2.43)

= eb
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abstract

Objective analysis of hand and finger kinematics is important to increase un-
derstanding of hand function and to quantify motor symptoms for clinical
diagnosis. The aim of this chapter is to compare a new 3D measurement
system containing multiple miniature inertial sensors (PowerGlove) with an
Optoelectronic (OE) marker system during specific finger tasks in three healthy
subjects. Various finger movement tasks were performed: flexion, fast flexion,
tapping, hand open/closing, ab/adduction and circular pointing. 3D joint an-
gles of the index finger joints and position of the thumb and index were com-
pared between systems. Median RMS differences of the main joint angles of
interest ranged between 3.3 and 8.4 deg. Largest differences were found in fast
and circular pointing tasks, mainly in range of motion. Smallest differences
for all 3D joint angles were observed in the flexion tasks. For fast finger tap-
ping, the thumb/index amplitude showed a median difference of 15.8 mm.
Differences could be explained by skin movement artefacts caused by relative
marker movements of the marker system, particularly during fast tasks, large
movement accelerations and angular velocities which exceeded the range of
the inertial sensors, and by differences in segment calibrations between sys-
tems. The PowerGlove is a system that can be of value to measure 3D hand
and finger kinematics and positions in an ambulatory setting. The reported dif-
ferences need to be taken into account when using the system to study hand
functioning and quantifying hand motor symptoms in clinical practice.

Published as:
J. C. van den Noort, H. G. Kortier, N. V. Beek, D. H. E. J. Veeger, and P. H. Veltink, "Measuring 3D Hand
and Finger Kinematics-A Comparison between Inertial Sensing and an Opto-Electronic Marker System"
PLoS ONE, vol. 11, no. 11, p. 1-16, 2016. [192]
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3.1 introduction

The human hand is important in many daily life activities and fine motor tasks.
Performance of these tasks can become compromised with age and disease.

With aging, the biomechanical function and neurophysiological character-
istics of the extrinsic hand muscles, which are responsible for individual fin-
ger coordination, may change and result in less finger-independency and a
change in muscle interactions (passive coupling between muscle structures
and neural control) [32, 104, 105]. To further increase our understanding of
these phenomena, studying the finger-interdependency during various finger
movement tasks in healthy young and aged subjects is important [7].

In clinical practice, assessment of hand motor symptoms and performance
of hand motor tasks are of relevance in neurodegenerative diseases, such
as Parkinson’s disease (PD) to assess the neurological state of a patient [50],
rheumatoid arthritis of the hand [232], arthritis of the carpometacarpal joint
(in the thumb) [140] or evaluation of surgery after e.g. tendon transfer [181].
For this purpose clinicians often use clinical rating scores. However, assess-
ment is highly dependent on experience which makes it hard to interpret the
outcomes [142, 149]. An objective and reliable quantification of the hand mo-
tor symptoms could improve the clinical scoring to support clinical decision
making and objective evaluation of treatment.

Several systems have been developed to measure hand and finger kinemat-
ics, such as camera-based marker systems and instrumented gloves (e.g. piezo-
resistive bend sensors or optical fiber sensors) [42]. The disadvantages of most
of these systems are limited accuracy, need for complex calibration, line of
sight problems (OE markers), crosstalk due to misalignment of sensors, poor ro-
bustness, or limited usability during functional tasks or in clinical practice [97,
129, 174].

Recently, a measurement system to assess 3D hand and finger kinematics
based on multiple miniature inertial and magnetic sensors has been proposed:
the PowerGlove [97]. It enables a 3D reconstruction of all finger joints and ori-
entation of the hand by using an extended Kalman filter algorithm that fuses
all sensory inputs and a biomechanical hand model. The PowerGlove might
enable an accurate measurement of finger dynamics and objective quantifica-
tion of hand motor symptoms, which are of interest in elderly and patient
populations.

To apply the PowerGlove for quantitative functional evaluation of hand and
finger coordination, a validation for specific movement tasks is required. Prior
evaluations of accuracy have been limited to the index and thumb fingertip-
positions during flexion, circular and pinch motions (RMS difference with OE

markers: 5.0-12.4 mm), and to repeatability tests for total joint angles in flat and
flexed hand position (range difference: 0.7-1.9 deg), in which also a compari-
son in outcome measures with other data gloves has been made [97]. However,
evaluation of the performance of the PowerGlove in a wider range of move-
ments, especially focused on the 3D joint angles of the fingers, is necessary.
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The aim of this study is therefore to evaluate the PowerGlove for the accu-
rate measurement of various finger motor tasks in terms of flexion of the MCP,
PIP and DIP joints of the index finger and position of the tip of the thumb and
index finger. Additionally, index finger ab/adduction movements and circular
pointing movements are included to evaluate measurement out of the sagit-
tal plane, i.e. ad/adduction and rotation angles. 3D joint angles and fingertip
positions measured with the PowerGlove are compared to kinematic data mea-
sured simultaneously with an OE marker system, a system that is often used
for quantification of movement.

3.2 methods

3.2.1 Subjects

Three healthy subjects participated (age 29.3±3.1 years, BMI 25.4±7.4 kg/m2).
The experiment was performed at the movement laboratory of the department
of Human Movement Science of the VU University Amsterdam, Netherlands.
The ethical board of the faculty approved the study protocol. The medical ethi-
cal committee of the Medisch Spectrum Twente (Enschede, NL) confirmed that
no further ethical approval concerning the Medical Research Involving Human
Subjects Act (WMO) was required, due to the nature of the study (technical).
Written informed consent was obtained from all participant included in the
study.

3.2.2 PowerGlove

Eleven inertial sensor units, each containing a 3D gyroscope and a 3D acceler-
ometer (ST LSM330DLC) [97], were attached to the dorsal side of the left hand
(2 sensors), on the metacarpal, proximal and distal phalanges of the thumb (3
sensors) and the proximal, middle and distal phalanges of the index (3 sensors)
and middle fingers (3 sensors) using small Velcro straps (Fig. 3.1).

An anatomical calibration procedure was performed to determine the sensor-
to-segment coordinate systems of the PowerGlove. This calibration procedure
included several steps. First, the hand was placed on a flat horizontal surface
(i.e. a table) for a few seconds, in such a way that the gravity vector was per-
pendicular to the palm of the hand, the fingers in neutral position with the
phalanges aligned to each other, and the thumb in abduction (without over-
stretching [60]). Secondly, the thumb was placed on the table for a few seconds
with the dorsal side of the thumb and the nail positioned horizontally, in such a
way that the gravity direction was perpendicular to the long axis of the thumb.
Then, the thumb was flexed three times in the IP, followed by three flexions
of the finger MCP joints (fingers stretched, hand still), and three flexions of all
finger joints (MCP, PIP and DIP; hand still). In between each movement the hand
was placed on the table. The z-axes of the hand and finger segments were de-
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Figure 3.1: Set-up of the validation experiment: 23 OE markers (Optotrak) (A) and 11

inertial sensor units of the PowerGove [97] (B) were placed on the hand and
finger segments of the thumb, index and middle finger. Sensor units on the
ring and small fingers were not applied in this study. The arm was placed
on a custom-made arm-rest with a palmar position of the hand of 45 deg.
The directions of the segment axes are described as: 1) z points dorsally,
obtained from static posture on horizontal flat surface, 2) x points radially
obtained from flexion movement, 3) y= z× x, points distally.

termined from the static postures of hand and thumb, pointing dorsally. The
x-axes were determined from the flexion/extension movements and pointed
radially. The y-axis followed from the cross-product of z and x and pointed
distally (Fig. 3.1). Finally, the hands were placed together and moved in an
eight-shaped movement for five seconds. Angular velocity measured on vari-
ous hand segments were assumed equal during this movement but measured
in different coordinate frames. Relative orientation was deduced, to express
the signals of both units on the hand (thumb and index/middle) in a common
reference frame [97].

To obtain joint orientations and segment positions from the actual movement
trials, data of the PowerGlove were processed in an algorithm (custom-made,
MATLAB-based) applying the anatomical segment calibration described above
and information from gyroscopes, accelerometers and magnetometers from
the movement trials. Primary inputs were angular velocities obtained from
the gyroscopes, which were integrated to relative orientations and continu-
ously corrected using biomechanical information (joint constraints in which
the joints have limited degrees of freedom), common accelerations and angu-
lar velocities, and inclination information obtained from the accelerometers.
To determine the positions and orientation of various joints and fingertips
forward kinematics were applied using the length of the finger segments of
the subjects as additional input. These segment lengths were measured using
measurement tape (long fingers: mid of the MCP joint to the PIP joint, PIP to DIP

joint, DIP joint to the tip of the finger; thumb: mid of the CMC to the MCP joint,
MCP to IP joint, IP joint to tip of the finger) [97].
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3.2.3 Optoelectronic system

Twenty-three active markers of an OE system (Optotrak 3020, Northern Digital
Instruments, Canada) were attached to the lower arm (data not used in this
study), hand and metacarpal of the thumb (clusters of three markers), and to
the proximal, medial and distal phalanges of the index and middle fingers
and proximal and distal phalanges of the thumb (Fig. 3.1). For the index and
middle finger, markers were placed on the dorsal-radial side of the joints (MCP,
PIP, DIP and tip of the finger) aligned in longitudinal finger direction. For the
index finger one additional marker was placed on top of the inertial sensor
unit resulting in three markers per segment. For the thumb, besides the cluster
on the metacarpal, markers were placed on the MCP and IP joint and on the
fingertip.

Small finger segment size and limited space due to the placement of the
inertial unit caused the use of three separate markers per segment instead of
one rigid cluster with three markers on the phalanges.

To estimate segment coordinate systems for the hand and fingers a few cali-
bration steps were taken comparable to the calibration procedure of the Power-
Glove: static hand posture with forearm (mid-pronation) and hand on the table,
and a flexion/extension movement in all finger joints. From the static posture,
the vertical z-axis was determined for all segments, pointing dorsally. From
the flexion movement, the instantaneous helical axis [37, 60] was calculated
for each joint (x-axis, pointing radially) (Fig. 3.1). In this way, the anatomical
coordinate systems of the OE marker system were closest to the anatomical
coordinate systems of the PowerGlove, however not measured simultaneously.

3.2.4 Protocol

Subjects were asked to perform the finger movements as listed in Table 3.1.
During the flexion tasks, the arm was placed on a custom-made arm-rest with
a palmar position of the hand of 45 deg for a correct inclination angle necessary
for the hand accelerometer unit (Fig. 3.1). Data were recorded with a sample
frequency of 100 Hz.
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Table 3.1: Finger movement tasks

Flexion tasks (0.5±0.1 Hz; max 0.9 Hz)

1 MCP flexion of the index finger

2 PIP/DIP flexion of the index finger

3 MCP/PIP/DIP flexion of the index finger

4 MCP flexion of the middle finger

5 PIP/DIP flexion of the middle finger

6 MCP/PIP/DIP flexion of the middle finger

7 MCP flexion of the index and middle finger

8 PIP/DIP flexion of the index finger

9 MCP/PIP/DIP flexion of the index finger

Fast tasks (1.3±0.9 Hz; max 4.2 Hz)

10 MCP/PIP/DIP fast flexion of the index finger

11 finger tapping with index and thumb without wrist flexion

12 finger tapping with index and thumb with wrist flexion movements

13 hand open/close movements

Ab/adduction task (0.5±0.0 Hz; max 0.5 Hz)

14 MCP ab/adduction of the index finger

Circular pointing task (1.6±0.2 Hz; max 1.8 Hz)

15 circular pointing of the index finger (movement in MCP joint)

Similar tasks (1-10) are of importance in the study of finger interdependency
in the aging population [7, 104, 226]. Tasks 11-13 are examples of clinical tests
in diseases such as PD [50]. Finger ab/adduction and circular pointing (tasks
14 and 15) were included since accurate measurement of ab/adduction and
rotation is also important for application of the PowerGlove (i.e. measurement
of 3D joint angles).

Most tasks (1-9 and 14) were performed at a movement frequency of 0.5Hz
using a metronome. Fast flexion, tapping and hand open/close tasks were per-
formed as fast as possible. Movement velocity of pointing was not instructed.
Each task was performed 3 times (i.e. 3 trials), with 10 repetitions within a trial
for tasks 1-9, 14 and 15. Tapping and hand open/close tasks were performed
for a duration of 30 seconds.
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3.2.5 Data analysis

To compare the PowerGlove with the OE system, 3D angles of the MCP, PIP and
DIP joints of the index finger measured with both systems during all tasks as
listed in Table 3.1 were analysed. In addition, the position of the tip of the
thumb with respect to the tip of the index finger (i.e. an amplitude) was anal-
ysed for the finger tapping tasks (tasks 11 and 12). Data of the middle finger
could not be analysed due to limited visibility of the markers, but the small
movements of the index finger during middle finger flexion were included in
the analyses. Rotation matrices describing the relative joint orientations were
decomposed in 3D joint angles following the Grood & Suntay sequence (flex-
ion/extension; ab/adduction; exo/endorotation).

Posthoc cross correlation of joint angles and fingertip positions was used to
synchronize data of the PowerGlove with data of the OE markers. For each joint
angle of each task, the Root Mean Square difference (dRMS), offset (mean dif-
ference), RMS minus offset (dRMS-offset) and range of motion difference (Range
of Motion difference (dRoM)) were calculated between the two systems over the
MCP, PIP and DIP joint angles. The same outcome parameters were calculated
for the amplitude between the thumb and index finger tips.

To explain possible differences between the both systems, additional anal-
yses were performed by evaluation of internal consistency of movement re-
construction. First, relative marker movement of the three OE markers with
respect to each other on a single finger segment were calculated (distance in
mm). These three markers were assumed to represent a rigid body, although
not rigidly connected by a cluster due to the limited space on and small size of
each finger segment. However, skin movement artefacts or noisy spatial mea-
sures due to use of multiple cameras or marker occlusion may have caused
slight movements of the markers with respect to each other [159, 178]. This
could have affected the coordination system of the rigid body, especially when
the markers were placed on small segments. In this study, the markers were
placed with a maximal distance of 45 mm (proximal phalanx), 24mm (medial
phalanx), and 20mm (distal phalanx). To analyse the effect of marker move-
ment on the segment coordinate systems of those phalanges, a method based
on singular value decomposition (SVD, described in [178]) was applied. The
relative movement of the markers on the segment was calculated with respect
to its starting position (i.e. hand flat), assuming no movement of markers with
respect to each other during a movement task (i.e. assuming a rigid body).
The new rotation matrix derived from the newly determined marker move-
ments was then compared to the actual rotation matrix derived from the ac-
tual marker movements by calculating the angles between the individual axes
that were determined by the markers (smallest angle between the vectors), as
described in [203] and [60]. The mean marker movements and their effect on
segment orientation were calculated for all trials and all index finger tasks,
averaged over the three finger segments in all planes.
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Second, to quantify errors in the processing algorithm of the PowerGlove [97],
angular velocity measured directly by the gyroscope (expressed in segment
axes) was compared to angular velocity derived from the relative segment
orientation after sensor fusion filters were applied. The dRMS of the norm of
3D angular velocity was calculated with respect to maximal angular velocity
measured for all trials and all tasks, averaged over the three finger segments.

3.3 results

Examples from data of the PowerGlove and the OE marker system during the
various tasks are shown in Fig. 3.2.

The median dRMS of the main angles of interest of the index finger ranged
between 3.3 and 8.4 deg over all subjects and tasks (Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.3; some
movement trials had to be excluded from analysis due to marker occlusion).

Largest differences in the main angles of interest were found in the fast tasks
and in the circular pointing task. Smallest differences in the main angles of in-
terest were found during the MCP ab/adduction angles of the ab/adduction
task (3.3 deg, which is 13% with respect to the total RoM of 24.7 deg), how-
ever this task showed high differences in exo/endorotation angles (10.6 deg).
The PIP flexion angle during the fast task showed the smallest difference with
respect to the total RoM, i.e. 9% (7.7 deg dRMS and 80.2 deg RoM as measured
with OE marker system (OT) ). On average, the smallest differences in 3D joint
angles were found in the flexion tasks (1.3-7.3 deg), particularly in subject 2

(Fig. 3.3).
Differences in RMS of the joint angles were mainly caused by a dRoM, partic-

ularly in the fast tasks. An offset (i.e. a mean difference) >5 deg was observed
for the DIP flexion angle of the flexion tasks and for the MCP ab/adduction
angle of the circular pointing task (with a small RoM of 26 deg this results in a
difference of 21% max RoM).

The thumb tip position showed a dRMS of 15.8 mm, also mainly caused by a
difference in RoM (Table 3.2, dRoM 10.4 mm)

Mean marker movement between the OE markers on a segment was largest
for the circular pointing task (1.1-8.4 mm) and the fast tasks (1.5-5.3 mm)
(Fig. 3.4). This also resulted in the largest effect on segment orientation and
joint angles (Fig. 3.3) for these two tasks, particularly for the fast tasks (about
10 deg) in subject 1.

Angular velocity measured directly by the gyroscopes of the PowerGlove
showed a median dRMS below 7% max compared to the angular velocity de-
rived from the segment orientations for all tasks (Fig. 3.5). Largest median
difference was found in the pointing task (median 6.8% max), whereas the fast
task also showed some individual differences >10% max.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of finger kinematics and positions during various finger tasks,
measured simultaneously with the PowerGlove (solid lines) and OE mark-
ers (Optotrak system, dashed lines): (A) index PIP/DIP flexion task with the
largest joint flexion in the PIP joint; (B) fast task: index MCP/PIP/DIP flexion
task with the largest joint flexion in the PIP joint; (C) thumb/index tapping
task with wrist flexion, showing the index finger joint angles with the largest
joint flexion in the MCP joint; (D) thumb/index tapping task without wrist
flexion, showing the amplitude between the tip of the thumb and index fin-
ger; (E) index MCP ab/adduction task, showing the MCP joint ab/adduction
angle; and (F) index circular pointing task showing both MCP joint flexion
and ab/adduction angles.
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Figure 3.3: Boxplots of dRMS for index finger kinematics (MCP/PIP/DIP joint angles) be-
tween the PowerGlove and the OE marker system of all 3 subjects separately
per task (1,2,3). Flexion task boxplot includes 15-23 trials per subjects (A),
fast task boxplot includes 5-9 trials per subject (B), ab/adduction task box-
plot includes 1-2 trials per subject (C) and circular pointing task boxplot
includes 2-3 trials per subject (D).
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3.4 discussion and conclusion

This chapter compares inertial sensing (the PowerGlove) as an instrument for
measurement of various finger movement tasks to an OE system. Tasks like
these are relevant for the assessment of finger-interdependency in elderly and
for assessment of hand motor symptoms in clinical practice. On average dRMS

between the PowerGlove and an OE marker system used as reference system
(Optotrak) ranged between 3 and 8 deg. Larger differences observed in fast
tasks such as tapping and in circular pointing tasks were mainly expressed
in differences in measured range of motion. Therefore, finger kinematics mea-
sured by inertial sensing is most comparable to an OE system during perfor-
mance of slow flexion tasks.

To explain the differences, the internal consistency of movement reconstruc-
tion of both the OE marker system and the PowerGlove have been evaluated.
First, an important factor that explains differences between the systems is high
relative marker movement (up to 8.4 mm) of markers of the OE system on one
segment that is assumed to be rigid, causing inaccurate segment orientation
measured by the system which is used as a reference [60, 159]. This indicates
that the OE system has its own limitations. Particularly in fast tasks, skin move-
ment artefacts caused marker movements largely influencing the segment ori-
entation (about 10 deg), which resulted in inaccurately measured joint angles
by the OE system. Therefore, differences between the PowerGlove and the OE

system cannot be explained by inaccuracy of the PowerGlove alone. Optimal
validation of a movement analysis system would only be possible by measur-
ing the movements of the bones itself, e.g. using fluoroscopy [80]. However, the
OE system is currently used in many movement laboratories worldwide and a
comparison against such a system provides good insight in the performance
of the PowerGlove.

Second, by evaluating the internal consistency of movement reconstruction
of the PowerGlove algorithm [97], using a comparison of the angular velocity
directly measured with the gyroscope and angular velocity obtained from the
segment orientation after processing, the highest inconsistency was found for
the pointing tasks and fast tasks. Therefore, the PowerGlove also seems to be
less accurate for these tasks, although differences were relatively small. Simi-
lar to the OE marker system, skin movement artefacts might have been present
and affecting the orientation of the inertial sensor units. Besides, fast move-
ment may lead to clipping of measured signals of the gyroscopes (i.e. reaching
its maximum of 2000 deg/s), which will result in differences in RoM and off-
sets. This is mainly seen in DIP flexion angles. Furthermore, in fast movement
tasks with large relative angular velocity differences (rapid flexion/extension
or tapping), the algorithm does not benefit from any filter correction steps,
i.e. estimated orientation does almost completely rely on integration of the
gyroscope signals. Integration is started from an estimated initial which can
be deteriorated as the static orientation might be partly unknown. Moreover,
inclination information from the hand accelerometer, used to update the ori-
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entation, could not always be used since the hand was not continuously in a
correct inclination angle (i.e. at least 45 deg as supposed using the arm-hand
rest (Fig. 3.1)). In circular pointing and ab/adduction, use of joint constraints
(biomechanical model imposed by hand morphology [97] including limited de-
grees of freedom) still allowed measurement of ab/adduction in the MCP joint.
Depending on the hand’s acceleration, angular velocity and inclination angles
of different finger segments, parts of the ab/adduction and flexion/extension
angles could be updated.

Third, joint angle estimation is dependent on the anatomical segment cali-
bration. Although the same approach was used for both systems, i.e. use of the
helical axis method, a static reference posture and comparable segment axes
definitions, data for the anatomical calibrations of the two systems were not
simultaneously recorded (due to problems with marker visibility during the
PowerGlove calibration). Therefore, differences could have occurred at joint
axes orientation. Measurement of finger kinematics by different calibration
methods and different systems have been studied in several other papers.
However, although inertial sensors have been used in different applications,
like clinical gait analysis [133] or upper extremity movements [40, 203], com-
parisons of performance of inertial sensors with respect to OE markers for
measurement of finger kinematics have not been studied previously. A few
studies used OE marker systems to evaluate anatomical calibrations for fin-
ger kinematics. Coupier et al. [37] showed a deviation up to 4 deg in joint
angles between examiners when using the helical axis method, with a higher
reproducibility for the MCP and PIP joints than for the DIP joint. Another study
showed that different definitions of anatomical coordinate systems (helical ax-
is/functional movement, reference posture and bony landmark based) resulted
in total deviations between different segment axes between 14 and 22 deg [60],
comparable to the effect we found of relative marker movement in the fast
task (Fig. 3.4). The choice of anatomical coordinate system highly affected the
ab/adduction and rotation angles of the joints during flexion tasks (mean dif-
ferences 4-11 deg) [60]. Although we have been using the same definitions of
anatomical coordinate systems for both systems, part of the differences in joint
angles between systems could be explained by the performance of the segment
calibration. For example, the difference in ab/adduction angles during circular
pointing tasks in subject 2 (Fig. 3.3) could not be explained by relative marker
movement alone, but might have been caused by the segment calibration. A
third study used a minimal set of markers (only on hand and distal phalanges
of thumb and index) in combination with a mathematical model, to compare
MCP, PIP and DIP angles with data obtained from a complete set of markers
on all the individual segments [129]. The mean differences they found in joint
angles between the two methods (8-17 deg) exceeded the differences we found
between the PowerGlove and the OE system.

In addition to joint angles of the index finger, the position of the tip of the
thumb with respect to the tip of the index finger was evaluated, expressed as
an amplitude, showing a dRMS of 15.8 mm. Previously, a dRMS of 5 mm and
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12.4 mm for index finger tip position was reported in respectively flexion and
circular pointing tasks [97]. The somewhat larger difference observed for the
thumb/index amplitude in our study might be caused by involvement of two
fingers with their own position errors summing up. Any differences between
the two systems in thumb positions and index positions can be related to the
measurement accuracy of the finger segment lengths using measurement tape,
needed for the forward kinematics in the data processing of the PowerGlove,
biomechanical modelling of the thumb using inertial sensors based on orienta-
tion of the CMC joint in combination with the anatomical segment calibration,
the fast movement of the thumb and index during tapping reaching the maxi-
mum of the range of the gyroscopes, or accuracy of OE marker position meas-
urement and skin movement artefacts. Due to the many degrees of freedom
and the skin tissue movement in and around the CMC and MCP joints of the
thumb, this finger remains the most difficult to measure using systems that
are based on orientation only, like inertial sensor. Whether the reported differ-
ence is considered to be large or not depends on the application and measure
of interest.

3.4.1 Application

The PowerGlove is a system that can be of value for measurement of various
finger movement tasks in a variety of conditions and population. In finger
movement tasks relevant for the study of finger-interdependency in elderly,
small movements that occur in the non-instructed finger(s) are of great interest
in addition to large movements in instructed finger(s) [104]. Small and slow
flexion movements can be measured accurately by the PowerGlove (Fig. 3.3).
Larger differences found (in fast tasks in all subjects and in flexion task in
subject 1) can be explained by the relative marker movement during the finger
movements, having the largest effect on the segment orientation (Fig. 3.4).

By not having to use a complete lab-based camera set-up with all its lim-
itations like occlusion of markers, the PowerGlove is a flexible 3D measure-
ment system that may facilitate the measurement of finger-interdependency
in elderly or the measurement of hand motor symptoms in clinical practice
very well. In particular in PD patients, the evaluation of tasks like finger tap-
ping are part of the neurological exam in which for example the thumb/index
amplitude and the MCP joint angles are important [50], whereas finger inter-
dependency can be studied using finger flexion tasks with a focus on all three
finger joints [7]. Objective measurements can be easily performed at home, in
the hospital or even in the operating room.

For interpretation of the PowerGlove data in assessment of hand motor func-
tion the results as reported in this chapter need to be taken into account. Fur-
thermore, one needs to be aware of the optimal condition of application of
the PowerGlove, such as a correct inclination angle of the hand for orientation
estimated from the acceleration, or change in movement to optimally use the
gyroscopes [97].
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3.4.2 Limitations of the study

The current study concerned a technical assessment of the performance of
the PowerGlove in comparison to the conventional OE marker system. There-
fore, in our opinion the three subjects included were sufficient to draw conclu-
sions, since inter-subject differences are of less importance. Even, the evalua-
tion could have been performed in only one subject such as has been done in
other finger kinematic studies comparing systems or methods [37, 60, 97]. In
addition, the variety of tasks show a wide range of applications of the Pow-
erGlove. However, the multiple subjects show that performance of anatomical
calibration, an individual procedure, might affect the accuracy of the results.

In this study we were not able to analyse the movement of the middle finger
due to marker occlusion problems. During the measurement, three cameras
were used to track the markers, however due to the hand position and the
index finger being in the way, the middle finger could not be tracked very
well. Using more cameras or a different marker set-up with e.g. small tripods
with markers on the finger segments might have overcome the occlusion prob-
lem, although the latter could have impeded the finger movements. It could
be expected though that measurement of the middle finger movement with
the PowerGlove is comparable to the index finger, since a similar set-up and
calibration of inertial sensor units is applied.

In literature, the CyberGlove (piezo-resistive technology) [42, 85], WU-glove [58]
and NeuroAssess Glove [136] (resistive bend sensors) are considered as accu-
rate instrumented glove systems currently available, although calibration and
fitting do influence the accuracy [42]. A direct comparison between those sys-
tems and the PowerGlove for the specific movement tasks included in this
study could not been made, since these systems were currently not available
for the authors and results on measurement of 3D angles per each individual
joint were hard to find in literature. Previously, repeatability outcomes for total
joint angles (i.e. sum of individual joint angles) in flat and flexed hand posi-
tion have been reported [97], showing a similar or better repeatability for the
PowerGlove.

conclusion

Median differences in finger joint angles between the inertial sensor units
(PowerGlove) and an OE marker system ranged between 3 and 8 deg. Small-
est differences were observed in the flexion tasks. Larger differences observed
in fast tasks such as tapping and circular pointing tasks were mainly differ-
ences in measured range of motion, due to skin movement artefacts caused
by relative marker movements of the OE marker system, high velocity of the
movement which exceeded the range of the inertial sensors or differences in
segment calibrations between systems. For fast finger tapping, the thumb/in-
dex amplitude showed a median difference of 15.8 mm.
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The PowerGlove is a system that can be of value for measurement of various
finger movement tasks in a variety of conditions and population in an ambula-
tory setting. For interpretation of the PowerGlove data in assessment of hand
motor function the results as reported in this chapter need to be taken into
account.
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abstract

Inertial sensors have shown to be a proven technology for human motion cap-
ture. Their size, cost and accuracy led to the development of many algorithms
for the estimation of orientation and position of body parts. However, most
of the approaches still suffer from typical problems inherent to inertial sen-
sors. Among them is the heading estimation which requires additional sen-
sory modalities like magnetometers, and the calibration of both intrinsic sen-
sor parameters as well the sensor to segment parameters. We propose a new
method to solve both problems using a comprehensive stochastic optimization
framework. The method assumes a kinematic chain like the human hand and
fingers and makes use of the constraints available. Writing the sensor and kin-
ematic models with corresponding uncertainties also allows for the inclusion
of errors due to skin artifacts and joint imperfections. We repeatedly tested the
method on an artificial finger setup. The average differences between estimated
sensor to segment positions and a reference measurements were found to be
0.8± 2.0%, −0.4± 7.0%, 0.0± 4.3%, −1.4± 3.4% for hand, index, medial and
distal segment respectively. Good visual agreements were found for the sensor
to segment orientations. Other estimated parameter values include sensor bi-
ases and proximal and medial segment lengths. In addition, the pose, which is
relative segment orientations and positions, was estimated over time. Finally,
we tested the method on the humans index and middle finger during arbi-
trary hand and finger movements. Good correspondence was visible for the
estimated segments lengths compared to manual measurements, and the rela-
tive orientation of the sensors to underlying skeletal structure. The proposed
method has therefore high potential for the automatization of calibration tasks
related to inertial motion capturing and as an offline motion capturing system
using only 3D gyroscope and accelerometers.

Submitted (2017) as: "Assessing hand kinematics using inertial sensors: Simultaneous calibration and
pose estimation"
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4.1 introduction

Capturing human body motions is of wide interest in application areas, such
as rehabilitation, sports and the entertainment industry. Traditionally, body
motions are measured using environmental sensors which are often based on
optical principles [125].

With increasing popularity inertial sensors are used to capture body motions.
These, small sized and light weighted sensors, especially when fabricated in
MEMS, can be attached to the skin or integrated in textile clothing enabling
on-body measurements. A major advantage is that such measurement systems
operate in a self-contained manner. There is no need for environmental sensors,
which avoids line-of-sight problems and enables measurements at any place
outside instrumented environments.

Inertial sensors measure the 3D angular velocity (gyroscope) and 3D acceler-
ation (accelerometer) expressed in the sensors’ coordinate frames. Integration
of angular velocity yields the change in orientation. The accelerometer mea-
sures the sum of gravitational, which is commonly used to to estimate part of
the orientation, and inertial accelerations. The former is known in the global
reference frame and can be used as an absolute reference for the inclination.
Often those sensors are combined with a 3D magnetic sensor for an estimate of
the sensors’ heading with respect to the earth magnetic field. Each sensor has
its own imperfections but the individual sensors are complementary to each
other. By processing these inertial and magnetic signals using a proper fusion
algorithm, one can obtain a full 3 DoF drift free orientation estimate. Such sen-
sors are widely known as an inertial and magnetic measurement unit (IMU or
IMMU) and resulted in many scientific publications in which a large variety of
estimation algorithms are described [51, 152, 161, 225].

By placing various IMUs on articulated body parts and transforming the
sensor orientations to body segment orientations using a proper calibration
method yields the relative orientation or angles between body limbs [113].

Not only for estimating human body postures but also in robotics, IMUs

have been widely adopted. Kinematic linkages within mechatronic systems
are known a-priori and allow for improved estimation of the end-effector’s
pose and sensor to segment calibration [9, 10, 137, 189].

Popular, yet relatively easy, full body sensor to segment calibration proce-
dures include the N-pose and T-pose [156]. Those procedures use the static
accelerometer and magnetometer readings as a reference and combine the sig-
nals with a predefined biomechanical model. These methods are prone to er-
rors since the possibly distorted static measurements of the accelerometer and
magnetometer are directly used to determine the calibration.

However, it is possible to find the position and direction of joint rotation axes
by performing predefined rotations around functional rotation axes. Unfortu-
nately, this is often a long and difficult procedure that requires the involvement
of a movement specialist.
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If sensor to segment orientations and lengths are known for articulated seg-
ments one could apply forward kinematics to obtain the pose of the total kin-
ematic body structure at any time [143, 156]. Such systems are also known as
MoCap system but do intrinsically not offer an absolute position with respect to
an inertial frame as a camera based MoCap system would do. In addition, errors
in the orientation estimates of individual sensors directly affect the segment
orientation yielding inconsistent performance.

The accuracy of commercial motion capture and MoCap systems is tested
in various studies in which the estimated pose trajectory is compared to an
optical reference system [227]. Several factors limit the accuracy of commonly
used MoCap systems which will be described below.

First, during indoor usage the earth magnetic field is disturbed by the vicin-
ity of metallic structures. Often the field deflections can be detected in time and
mitigated on short time intervals by some filtering means [108, 152]. However,
long term disturbances cause heading drifting effects that eventually result in
erroneous limb orientation estimates.

Second, estimates of joint rotations and end-effector positions require an ac-
curate model of both segments and joints. Segmental lengths can be estimated
by regressing on repeated measures of a similar subject group or measured
directly by palpating bony landmarks. The former method is often inaccurate
whereas the second approach is very time consuming. Single DoF anatomical
joints can be modeled accurately but for multi DoF joints this is much more
cumbersome due to the anatomical imperfections of human joints. The most,
mathematically sound, convenient way to model these joints is a ball / socket
joint. Methods have been developed to extract this information from raw accel-
erometer and gyroscope signals [163, 170, 171]. However, joints within the hu-
man body can often not be described by simple, mathematically sound, joints
like hinges or ball-socket joints. This especially holds, for example, for the
shoulder joint and CMC thumb joint of which the rotational freedoms are a
function of a certain displacement of the rotation axes.

Third, placing sensors on soft tissue layers causes difficulties in reconstruct-
ing the underlying skeletal pose, because it deforms whenever the skeletal
pose is changing. In various studies, the influence of position and orientation
errors, or in general, sensor to segment calibration errors is addressed with
respect to the estimated pose [124, 231].

Instead of modeling joint kinematics as a function of the measured data,
one could choose for a much weaker assumption in which the measured data
is a function of all unknown parameters and state variables of the applied
kinematic model. This allows state and parameter estimation of more complex,
non-linear, models in which the error sources cannot be assumed to be additive
noise.

Todorov proposed such a probabilistic framework for estimation of human
body kinematics using goniosensors and optical markers [185]. A generative
model based on the residuals measured by orientation and position sensors at-
tached to an articulated body chain was presented. This general approach has
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the appealing property of including biomechanical constraints and allows for
simultaneously estimating states variables such as joint angles and estimating
model parameters such as joint locations and sensor positions. An EKF is used
as an optimal filtering method to estimate the time varying parameters. Gabic-
cini et.al. modified this approach to handle non-linearities and Gaussian noise
sources more accurately [57]. Subsequently, Wu et.al. improved this approach
by alternating between estimating states and parameters and using an numer-
ical optimisation algorithm [219]. Now, updating the state prediction is not
only restricted to a single point in time but spans an arbitrary time window.
This approach is less prone to divergence of the iterative estimation method,
either occurring due to a bad initial estimate or the inclusion of erroneous
measurements over a long time.

Kok et.al. developed a new optimization framework which is similar as the
inference framework from Wu et.al. but now applied to an inertial sensor
system, which has appealing properties regarding the avoidance of diverging
problems and badly chosen initials [90].

The computational complexity of solving such problems grows both with
measurement length and with the number of sensors and body segments con-
sidered. In a follow up article, Kok et.al. presented a scalable and distributed
solution to this problem by exploiting the structure that is inherent in the
problem [93]. This strategy would eventually allow for the development of
online estimators. Similarly, Taetz et. al. [182] focused on estimating the pa-
rameters, simultaneously with the states using a sliding window Weighted
Least Squares (WLS) optimization. Besides inertial sensor information, they in-
cluded various information sources, like segment lengths, body shapes and
joint ranges, as part of the cost function that is to be optimized.

In our previous study we developed a new hand and finger tracking sys-
tem using inertial and magnetic sensors. The estimation algorithm assumes
coupled segments by ball-socket joints. Using an a-priori sensor to segment
calibration it was possible to apply forward kinematics to derive the position
of finger tips with respect to the hand [97]. In a follow up study, the system
and accommodating methods were applied to a larger subject pool and evalu-
ated against an optical reference system [192]. Positional differences up to sev-
eral millimeters were measured. However, the errors encountered could not be
appointed solely to the inertial sensing system but also the optical reference
method.

Various studies have shown the potential of including kinematic constraints
to improve pose estimations using IMUs. Such aiding information makes the
magnetometer superfluous for heading information [44, 153, 223], can be used
to mitigate sensory drift [208] and does not require alignment and calibration
procedures beforehand [128].

The objective of this chapter is to derive an optimization framework for
the estimation of finger joint variables, the underlying biomechanical model
parameters and the parameters of inertial sensors being attached to the skin of
a finger.
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Finger tracking systems based on inertial sensor measurements have gained
popularity over the last years due to the small footprint of these sensors. An-
other trend can be found in tracking methods based on computer vision. This
field is primary focused on sensing devices that are not strapped to the human
hand or arm but placed somewhere close to the subject’s working environment.
The quality of depth cameras, increasing processing power and accessibility of
machine learning principles resulted in an enormous burst of publication in
this field [173, 184].

This chapter follows the ideas and propositions as mentioned in Todorov [185],
Kok [90] and Taetz [182]. Therefore, it pursues the descriptions that can be
found in those articles. However, our method differs from those, in the sense
that all biomechanical unknowns, which are the sensor to segments poses and
segmental lengths, are included as estimation parameters and assumed to be
unknown a-priori. In addition, the biases of gyroscopes and accelerometers
have been added as unknown parameters.

Inclusion of various parameters in a single framework avoids the need for
different explicit calibration procedures, and hence, improves the general sys-
tem utilization and reduces the risk of incorrect calibrations.

Another difference is the way segment connections enter the cost function.
We do not include constraints in the cost formulation which gives the ability
to use, more matured, unconstrained WLS solvers. Finally, the method is tested
on the human hand and finger and therefore assumes no zero velocity points
which can be applied to the feet during stance for example.

The proposed hardware and methods should eventually result in an plug-
and-play glove that can be used for the assessment of hand and finger kine-
matics which does not require manual, often tedious and inaccurate, calibra-
tions procedures before conducting the pose estimation measurements. Fur-
thermore, by exploiting joint accelerations and angular velocities of segments,
relative heading information can be extracted. Therefore, magnetometers can
be excluded from the system, which is desirable as hands often handle mag-
netic objects.
Several aspects have to be considered to reach the goal of this chapter:

• Express a biomechanical model of the human finger that contains 4 seg-
ments which are, soft, connected via one 2 DoF joint (MCP) and two single
DoF (PIP/DIP) joints.

• Derive a measurement model of various 3D accelerometers and gyro-
scopes which are placed on different finger segments.

• Derive an offline parameter and state estimator by fusing the biomechan-
ical (process) model with inertial sensor measurements.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, in the method section, the op-
timalization framework is introduced. Next, various models will be outlined
which eventually results a general cost function that is to be optimized for
all variables. Subsequently, in the experimental method and results sections
two experimental setups are introduced and used to evaluate the proposed
method. The setup is a 3D printed artificial finger of which the segmental
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(a) Four rigid bodies illustrating the phalanges
(metacarpal, proximal, medial and distal) of one fin-
ger. The origin and coordinate frame of each rigid seg-
ment is indicated by a coordinate frame. To all seg-
ments an IMU was attached of which its position is in-
dicated by a coordinate frame. It should be noted that
the metacarpal and proximal origin share the same po-
sition.
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(b) Two rigid bodies illustrating two articulated finger
segments. The origin and coordinate frame of each rigid
body segment and each sensor is indicated by B{i,j}

and S{i,j} respectively. The global reference frame is
indicated by L. Various positions vectors (p) and ori-
entations (q) are indicated. The uncertainty of the joint
connection, as well as to sensor to segment calibrations,
are indicated with grey areas.

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustrations of the biomechanical finger model in which all rele-
vant variables are indicated.

lengths and sensor to segment positions are known. In a second setting the
sensors are applied to a human index and middle finger. The chapter ends
with the conclusion and some remarks for discussion.

4.2 method

Figure 4.1 illustrates the inertial sensor hardware attached to a human finger.
The left figure shows the positions of the sensors and the origins of the segment
coordinate frames. Segment coordinate frames are defined such as they are
displayed, the y-axis pointing along the segment’s bone in the direction of the
tip, and z-axis upwards and perpendicular to the y-axis. The sensors can be
placed at an arbitrary position. Because the footprint of the PCB is relatively
flat it is assumed that the sensor’s z-axis, which is directed orthogonally to the
PCB footprint, is directed perpendicular with respect to the underlying and
longitudinally directed segment’s y-axis. In the right figure, two rigid bodies,
{Bi,Bj} ∈ B, are displayed which corresponds to the articulation of two finger
segments. It is assumed that the entire kinematic chain, as depicted on the
left, consists of multiple articulations and can be translated and rotated with
respect to a global reference frame (L).

Each rigid body contains an IMU sensor (3D gyroscope and 3D accelerome-
ter), Si ∈ S, which is positioned at pBiSi and orientated at qBiSi with respect to
body it has been attached to. The position and orientation of the sensor with
respect to this body can be expressed as the sensor to segment calibration. The
segments are supposed to be connected via a joint (Jk ∈ J). However, contrary
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to Kok [90] and Miezal [182], joints connections are not incorporated as hard
constraints in the framework. Instead, joint connections will be implemented
as measurement functions with a relative low covariance. This allows for joint
imperfections as well as using an unconstrained optimization algorithm.

The uncertainties in positions and orientations due to joint laxity, soft tissue
artifacts, sensor to segment calibration errors and biomechanical model errors
are indicated as grey ellipses. The origin of each segment frame is positioned
in the most proximal joint of that particular segment. Yet, the hand segment
origin coincides with the most proximal (metacarpal) joint. The position of a
succeeding segment expressed in the actual segment is given by pBij . Now,
the length of the particular segment is defined as the Euclidean norm of that
particular position vector ||pBij ||.

Finally, the pose (pLB{i,j}
,qLB{i,j} ) of each segment with respect to a general,

inertial frame L is illustrated.
Orientations are expressed as either unit quaternions or as a rotation ma-

trix [78]. Segment lengths are expressed as a scalar values. The remaining
states and parameters are expressed as 3D vector values.

The following set of parameters (θ) are included in the optimization frame-
work and are to be estimated:

1) Gyroscope and Accelerometer biases:{
b

Si
g ,bSi

a

}
∀Si ∈ S (4.1)

2) Sensor to body segment pose (calibration):{
p

Bi
Si

, qBiSi
}

∀Si ∈ S (4.2)

3) Segment lengths of the proximal and medial phalanx:

lBi = ||p
Bi
j ||2 ∀Bi ∈ {Bprox,Bmedial} (4.3)

In addition to the parameters, the following states (xt) are included:

4) Sensor’s position, velocity, acceleration, orientation, and angular velocity:{
pL

Si,t, v
L
Si,t, a

L
Si,t, q

LSi
t , ωSi,L

Si,t

}
∀Si ∈ S,∀t ∈T (4.4)

5) Segment’s pose:{
pL

Bi,t, q
LBi
t

}
∀Bi ∈B,∀t ∈T (4.5)

The following sections will explain the optimization framework and all cost
functions that are involved within the framework. This can be divided in state
initializations, parameter priors, dynamic models and measurement models.
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4.2.1 Optimization framework

The problem of estimating the variable z consisting of the state vector xt∈T

and parameter vector θ can be formulated as a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
problem. We denote all the measurements, either real or virtual, by yt∈T. Now,
the joint PDF is given by the product of the measurement’s conditional density
and the prior density. Considering the densities as being Normally distributed
(N ) one can write:

p(y,z) = p(y|z)p(z) =Ny(0,V)Nz(ẑ−,P−) (4.6)

The MAP results in the estimate of z that maximizes this function. Knowing that
the logarithm is monotonically decreasing we can write the optimal estimate
ẑ as:

ẑ=argmax
z

p(y,z) (4.7)

=argmin
z

− logp(y,z)

=argmin
z

− logp(θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
parameter prior

−

N∑
t=1

logp(yt|xt,θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
measurement models

− logp(x1|y1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic initialization

−

N∑
t=2

logp(xt|xt−1,θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamic model

The solution of the MAP problem (4.7) coincides with the unconstrained
Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) [64] or WLS estimator. An elaborate
explanation for the stochastic formulations and least squares solution is given
in Appendix 4.7.1.

4.3 modeling

This section discussing the various terms that enter the total cost function (4.7).
It should be noted that the covariances associated to each term do not enter
the cost function and need to be set a-priori. Details on the values that have
been used will be given in the experimental setup section.

4.3.1 Parameter prior:

All parameters are assumed to be unknown and therefore initialized with zero
mean and unit covariance eSi

prior ∼N (0,ΣSprior). The sensor to segment orien-
tation priors are initialized with unit quaternions.
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4.3.2 Measurement models:

Various measurement models enter the cost function. Each will be described
in the following section.

4.3.2.1 Gyroscopes

The output of a gyroscope can be modeled as an angular velocity measured in
sensor frame Si with respect to an inertial frame L that is contaminated with
a constant bias bSi

g and Gaussian noise eSi
g,t:

y
Si
g,t =ω

Si,L
Si,t

+ bSi
g + eSi

g,t, e
Si
g,t ∼N (0,Σg) (4.8)

4.3.2.2 Accelerometers

The output of an accelerometer can be modeled as the sum of its experienced
linear aL

Si,t
and gravitational acceleration gL expressed in the sensor’s coordi-

nate frame Si. In addition, a local bias bSi
a and Gaussian noise eSi

a,t term are
included:

y
Si
a,t = R

SiL
t

(
aL

Si,t + g
L
)
+ bSi

a + eSi
a,t, e

Si
a,t ∼N (0,Σa) (4.9)

It should be noted that the accelerometer bias of the hand sensor has not
been included as it is unobservable due to the lack of an absolute position
or velocity reference. Therefore, accelerometer bias estimates should not be
considered as absolute sensor estimate but rather as a relative estimate with
respect to the accelerometer placed on the hand.

4.3.2.3 Sensor to segment calibration

The pose of each sensor with respect to the body on which it has been attached
is assumed to be constant over time. These parameters are known as the sensor
to segment calibration poses.

q
LSi
t = qLBi

t � qBiSi � exp
(
1
2e

qBiSi

t

)
,eqBiSi

t ∼N (0,ΣqBS
) (4.10a)

pL
Si,t = p

L
Bi,t + R

LBi
t

(
p

Bi
Si

+ e
p

Bi
Si
t

)
, e

p
Bi
Si
t ∼N (0,ΣpB

S ) (4.10b)

where eqBiSi

t and e
p

Bi
Si
t denote an error angle and error position caused by any

skin artifact in time corresponding to the pose calibration (4.2).
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4.3.2.4 Segment articulation

To ensure that segments are connected, a common position should be shared
between articulated segments. This position defines the joint between both
segments and can be modeled by:

pL
Bj,t = p

L
Bi,t + R

LBi
t

(
p

Bi
j + e

Jp
k
t

)
, e

Jp
k
t ∼N (0,ΣJp

) (4.11)

where e
Jp
k
t denotes an error in the position difference between the two joints

(whose magnitude determines the segment’s length, 4.3), and effectively mod-
els the laxity of joints.

4.3.2.5 Joint velocity

The difference in acceleration between two particular points on a rigid body is
determined by the lever arm, angular velocity and angular acceleration of the
particular body. Due to the articulated structure of the hand it is possible to
exploit the accelerations at the interconnecting joints which gives information
of segment lengths and the relative heading between segments [208]. The mea-
sured joint acceleration should be equal for both rigid bodies independently
of the coordinate frame. In order to obtain angular accelerations one needs to
differentiate the angular velocities by numerical means. Alternatively, this rela-
tion can be written in integrated form which gives the joint velocity constraint:

0 = vL
Si,t + R

LSi
t

(
ω

Si,L
Si,t
×
(
RSiBi

(
p

Bi
j − pBi

Si

)))
(4.12)

−
(
vL

Sj,t + R
LSj
t

(
ω

Sj,L
Sj,t
×
(
−RSjBjp

Bj
Sj

)))
+ e

Jv
k
t

where: eJv
k
t ∼N (0,ΣJp

) denotes the difference of the joint velocity error.

4.3.2.6 Joint dimensionality

The PIP and DIP joints can be modeled with a single DoF, and therefore consid-
ered as hinge joints.

The following model constrains rotations around axes other than the hinge’s
rotation axis:

0= hBi − R
BjL
t R

LBi
t hBi + eJ

D

t , eJ
D

t ∼N (0,ΣJd
) (4.13)

where hBi is a unit vector describing the direction of the rotational axis of that
particular joint, and eJ

D

t describes an error angle.

4.3.2.7 Segment surface model

Finger segments can be modeled as conic frustums [25]. Knowledge of the frus-
tum’s radii and the assumption that the IMU sensor is placed somewhere on
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the frustum’s surface gives the ability to constrain the IMU position [182]. Con-
trary to Taetz, we do not assume any knowledge of finger dimensions, hence
no radii or segment length is known. We only take into account that the sensor
is placed such that its z-axis directs radially with respect to an unit vector ySi
that directs along the surface of the body segment in the distal direction. This
can be modeled by ensuring that the inner product of the sensor’s z-axis, given
by the third row of the sensor to segment orientation matrix zBiSi = R

BiSi
[3,:] , and

the vector ySi is zero.

0= zTBiSi ySi + e
Sq
i , eSq

i ∼N (0,ΣSq
) (4.14)

where eSq
i denotes an error angle.

4.3.2.8 Zero acceleration

We assume that the body segment accelerations have zero mean [114]:

0= aL
Si,t + e

Si
a0,t, e

Si
a0,t ∼N (0,Σa0) (4.15)

where aL
Si,t

is the linear acceleration and eSi
a0,t is a Gaussian error term.

4.3.3 Dynamic initialization:

The position (pL
Si,1

) and velocity (vL
Si,1

) states are initialized with zeros. The

orientation (qLSi
Si,1

) states are initialized with a unit quaternion. The initial pro-

cess errors of translations w
XL

S
i,1, and orientations wq

LS

i,1 , are assumed to be iid

Gaussian noise terms:

w
XL

S
i,1 ∼N (0,ΣX1), X ∈ {p,v} , wq

LS

i,1 ∼N (0,Σq1) (4.16)

4.3.4 Dynamic models:

Given the linear acceleration aLSi and angular velocity ωLSi
Si,t

for each sensor
Si ∈ S at a certain time point t. Now, the discrete kinematic equations describe
the sensor’s pose and velocity at t+ T , with sampling time T :

pL
Si,t+T = pL

Si,t + Tv
L
Si,t +

T2

2 a
L
Si,t +w

pL
S
i,t (4.17a)

vL
Si,t+T = vL

Si,t + Ta
L
Si,t +w

vL
S
i,t (4.17b)

q
LSi
t+T = qLSi

Si,t
� exp

(
T
2ω

Si,L
Si,t

)
+wq

LS

i,t (4.17c)

with the process noises being described by:

w
XL

S
i,t ∼N (0,ΣX), X ∈ {p,v} , wq

LS

i,t ∼N (0,Σq) (4.18)
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4.4 solving

The total cost function is found by rewriting the individual stochastic mod-
els such that each is a function of the particular noise variable e or w. After
neglecting the constant terms of the measurement function and summing all
individual terms, this eventually results in the following cost function:

ẑ=argmin
z

∑
Si∈S

(∣∣∣∣∣∣wpL
S
i,1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σp1)−1

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣wvL

S
i,1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σv1)−1

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣wqLS

i,1

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σq1)−1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Initialisation of the dynamics (4.3.3)

+
∑
t∈T

∑
Si∈S

(∣∣∣∣∣∣wpL
S
i,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σp)−1

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣wvL

S
i,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σv)−1

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣wqLS

i,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σq)−1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dynamics (4.3.4)

+
∑
t∈T

∑
Si∈S

 ∣∣∣∣∣∣eSi
g,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σg)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Gyroscopes (4.3.2.1)

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣eSi

a,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σa)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Accelerometers (4.3.2.2)

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣eSi

a0,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(Σa0)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zero acc. (4.3.2.8)


+
∑
t∈T

∑
Si∈S

∣∣∣∣∣∣eqSiBi

t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣqSB

)−1
+

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣epBi

Si
t

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2

(ΣpB
S )−1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Sensor To Segment calibration (4.3.2.3)

+
∑
t∈T

∑
Jk∈J


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣eJp

k
t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣJp)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Joint pos. (4.3.2.4)

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣eJv

k
t

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣJv)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Joint vel. (4.3.2.5)

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣eJd
k
t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣJd)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Joint dim. constr. (4.3.2.6)



+
∑

Si∈S


∣∣∣∣∣∣eSq

i

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣSq

)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2B constr. (4.3.2.7)

+
∣∣∣∣∣∣eSi

prior

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
(ΣS

prior)
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Priors (4.3.1)

 (4.19)

For convenience reasons all parameter priors, except for the gyro biases, have
been captured under a single cost term.

The solution to this non-linear least squares problem can be found by us-
ing an iterative WLS solver like a trust region (e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt) or
linesearch method (e.g. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno). The covariances
matrices determine the weighting between different cost function components
and eventually determine the success of convergence when minimizing the
cost function.

The accelerometer and gyroscope covariances are determined empirically
using a static measurement. Other covariances are somewhat chosen arbitrary
as they did not have significant influence on the convergence. Yet, covariances
that do have a significant influence are outlined in the next section.
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4.5 experimental methods and results

The functionality, accuracy and repeatability of the proposed algorithm were
tested using two different measurement setups.

The first setup uses a 3D printed, manually tendon actuated, finger whereas
the second setup comprises an experiment on a real hand, see Fig. 4.2.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 4.2: Experimental setups: Artificial finger (a-c): consisting of four segments
made of 3D printed material. A thread is pulled through all segments and
attached to the most distal one. Together with internal springs the wire mim-
ics the tendon actuation of a human finger. Sensors are strapped along the
top surface of the finger (small rectangular white boxes) and sideways on
the Plexiglas board (larger white square box). The sensor PCB’s are electri-
cally connected with flexible PCB material. 2nd setup). In the second setup
(d-e) the same system has been strapped to a human hand, index and mid-
dle finger using adhesive tape.

Both setups use the same data acquisition hardware as being used in for-
mer studies [97, 192] and is referred to as the PowerGlove system. The only
difference are the inertial sensors being used, which in this study have been
updated to Invensense (MPU9250). Inertial data of four sensors was sampled
at 100 Hz and acquired via USB. Custom Python scripts and C++ programs
were developed and used for importing, processing, analysis and visualizing.
A major role is devoted to the optimization framework of which its details
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will be outlined in the next subsection. Experimental setups, procedures and
results of both experiments will be reported subsequently.

4.5.1 Signal processing software

The optimization algorithm is in written in the C++ language and incorpo-
rates some specific libraries. First, the Eigen matrix library [46] was used to
perform fast and easy matrix manipulations. In addition, this library allows
proper handling of 3D orientations using quaternions and rotation matrices.
The quaternion is a 4D parameterization of a 3D orientation, which is appeal-
ing because it circumvents singularities as one would have when using a 3D
parameterization like Euler angles (famous gimbal lock problem), and its rep-
resentation is minimal (and therefore fast) compared to rotation matrices.

The second library, named Ceres [2], is a large scale numerical optimization
library targeting on solving bundle-adjustment problems [190]. This library
has several properties that makes it very suitable for our purpose. First, it
allows different parameterizations, among which the quaternion parameter-
ization is most valuable. Least Squares solvers, like the ones used in Ceres,
cannot handle quaternions in a natural way because of their unit norm con-
straint. Ceres applies a common solution by letting the solver operate on a
local, tangential, space of the particular quaternion. This, so-called boxplus
method allows for proper linearization of the quaternion [71]. Typical opera-
tions within the solver, like additions, are now correctly performed without
violating the norm constraint. The second appealing property of the Ceres
solver is its support for automatic differentiation. Gradient based optimiza-
tion algorithms depends on evaluations of some objective (cost) function and
their derivatives. Automatic differentiation is a technique to compute analytic
derivatives of such objective functions with almost the same effort one would
need for numerical derivatives.

Finally, Ceres supports large and sparse matrices which is crucial as our
optimization problem easily contains over 100K variables As mentioned in the
previous section, the algorithm depends on various covariance parameters. For
both experiments those initial parameters were set to the following values:

• Dynamics: Σa = 10−6 (m/s2), Σq = 10−6 (rad)

• Sensors: Σω = 10−3 (rad/s), Σa = 8× 10−2 (m/s2)

• Sensor Bias Prior: Σb = 10−6 (rad/s)

• S2B calibration: ΣqSB = 10−6 (rad), ΣpB
S = 10−6 (m)

• Biomech. contsr. : ΣJp
= 10−6 (m), ΣJv

= 1(m/s),
ΣJd

= 10−3 (rad), Σa0 = 1× 101 (m/s2), ΣSq
= 10−3 (−)

All covariance matrices, except ΣSq
which is a scalar, are diagonal R3x3 matri-

ces with identical values on the diagonal.
Instead of entering the joint positions (ΣJp

) as a hard constraint in the frame-
work we chose to include them as a soft constraint with relatively low covari-
ance. This is justified by the fact that some joints, like the MCP, do have im-
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perfections that makes the position of the joint’s center depends on the joint’s
angle. Hence, small position changes are possible as the joint angle changes.

It should be noted that the algorithm is most sensitive for the soft constraint
on this joint position, the sensor to segment calibration, and velocity.

The sensor to segment parameters are directly coupled to the joint position
constraints and therefore require also a relative low covariance. The velocity
constraint covariance should be set to a relatively large value because the joint
velocity error is rather large as it is an accumulation of biomechanical model
and sensor errors. This was also mentioned in the studies by Kok and Taetz.

4.5.2 Artificial finger: experimental method and result

The first experiment is conducted using an artificial finger that has been con-
structed using 3D printing material, see Fig. 4.2. The finger consists of three
single DoF (MCP, PIP, DIP) joints. Joint flexion rotations are enabled by tendon
means. By pulling a string the finger joints flexes until each individual joint
reaches its end stop. Internal rotational springs apply a counter force during
flexion such that joint extensions are enabled when the tendon string is re-
leased.

IMU sensors were embodied in small 3D printed housings and attached to
the underlying segments using fixation straps.

The distance between the origins of the hand and distal sensor was mea-
sured using a divider tool. The value for this distance was 140mm during
maximum joint flexion. It should be noted that this reference measurement
error is uncertain up to several millimeters.

Due to the 3D printed structures, it was impossible to determine the 3D
position of the sensor with respect to its segment accurately. Therefore, it was
chosen to measure the distance between of the sensor chip origins and the
segment’s origins (||pB

S ||). The distances values were 75, 18, 19 and 24 mm for
the hand, proximal, medial and distal segments respectively.

The proximal and medial segments were the same and have therefore a
similar longitudinal distance, referred as to the segment length (||pBi

j ||), which
was 30 mm.

The orientation between sensor and segment could not be measured reliably
and was therefore not given for comparison. However, the sensors are placed
flat and almost aligned with the proximal, medial and distal segment as can be
seen from Fig. 4.2. In addition, by visual inspection it is known that the sensors
have been rotated approximately 90 degrees with respect to the segment.

The segment orientations were defined such that extensions about the joints
axis defines the x-axis, perpendicular to that axis directed to the next segment
defines the y-axis, and perpendicular to both axes defines the z-axis. Because
this setup only has single DoF joints an ambiguity exists with respect to the
origin’s position of the first segment frame. This has been resolved by defining
the segment’s frame such that sensor’s origin coincides with the x= 0 position
of the segment’s frame.
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4.5.2.1 Procedure

The setup was rested, with PIP and DIP joints extended, on a table top for a
couple of seconds. The entire setup was operated manually by hand. First the
setup was lifted, then the base was moved in arbitrary directions under arbi-
trary orientations. Simultaneously, the tendon was pulled repeatedly, such that
multiple flexion and extensions were performed while moving the base. This,
somewhat arbitrary movement, was continued for about 40 seconds when
the setup was placed on the tabletop again. This experiment was repeated
15 times.

4.5.2.2 Results

Estimates of the kinematic calibrations parameters (sensor to segment pose
and segments length) obtained after data processing can be found in Table 4.1.
Mean and standard deviation are reported for each parameter over 15 trials.
Differences between reference measurements are given when reference data
was available. In addition, the distributions are graphically depicted in Fig. 4.3.

Distributions of estimated accelerometer and gyroscope biases are depicted
in Fig. 4.4. A reference of the gyroscope bias is determined by averaging the ini-
tial gyroscope signals prior to lifting the entire setup. The difference between
reference and estimate were found to be −2.1± 22.4%.

Finally, an example reconstruction of the distance between hand and tip IMU

over time is given in Fig 4.5a. The true distance (140mm), as being measured
using the divider tool when the tendon was maximally pulled, is indicated
by dashed black traces. Each trial consisted of a static and dynamic phase.
During the static phase (indicated with a grey shaded area) the finger was fully
extended. After this static phase the tendon was repeatedly pulled referred to
as the dynamic phase. The distances during the static and dynamic phase
(representing full extension) were labeled and averaged. Distributions of both
are depicted in Fig. 4.5b.

4.5.3 Human finger: experimental methods and results

An additional experiment was conducted by one subject to illustrate the po-
tential of the proposed method.

The subject’s index and middle fingers were equipped with same sensor
hardware as in the previous experiment. The sensors were donned along the
phalanges, whereas the hand segment was equipped with a single IMU and
shared by both fingers, see Fig. 4.2. Segment lengths of both fingers were es-
timated by palpating the bony landmarks and using anthropometric data to
estimate joint centers from the bone lengths [23]. The lengths of the index
finger segments were 45 and 24 mm for the proximal and medial segments
respectively. For the middle finger the measured values were 46 and 30 mm
respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Artificial finger results: Estimated distance between the origins of the sensor
and corresponding segments (left), estimated proximal and medial segment
lengths (top right) and the estimated helical angles between sensor and cor-
responding segment (bottom right). Manually measured values available are
indicated by the horizontal lines. The violin plots illustrate the sample dis-
tribution which is based on 15 measurements. Inside the violin plot are the
first and third quartiles (thick black vertical line) and median value (white
dot) depicted.

The subject was instructed to place the hand down on the tabletop with the
palm facing upwards. Then, after some seconds, the subject was instructed to
lift the hand and subsequently move and rotate its entire hand in arbitrary
positions and directions. While moving the hand, the subject was asked to
repeatedly flex and extend the fingers, and when possible, also perform ab-
adduction movements with its MCP joint. Each movement period lasted for
about 30 seconds when the hand was placed down on the table top again. The
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Figure 4.4: Artificial finger results: Estimated biases of the gyroscopes (left) and acceler-
ometers (right). It should be noted that the accelerometer biases are relative
with respect tot the accelerometer placed on the hand. Manually measured
bias values available are indicated by the horizontal lines. The violin plots il-
lustrate the sample distribution which is based on 15 measurements. Inside
the violin plot are the first and third quartiles (thick black vertical line) and
median value (white dot) depicted.

entire measurement was repeated 3 times with the same subject and without
doffing the setup.

An example 3D pose reconstruction is depicted in Fig. 4.6. The pose reflects
a snapshot during a flexion of the subject’s middle finger.

The estimated sensor to segment positions of both index and middle finger
are depicted in Fig. 4.7. The sensor that was placed on the hand segment was
used in both linkages. From Fig. 4.2 (d) it is visible that this sensor is placed
between the hand phalanges of both fingers, hence the difference in the x-
direction of the hand sensor position for both fingers visible in Fig. 4.7.

The estimated helical angles of the sensor to segment orientations are de-
picted in Fig 4.8. Again, sensors were orientated such that they were rotated
approximately 90 degrees about their z-axis. Hence, this is the largest contri-
bution to the helical angle between sensor and segment coordinate frames.

The estimated segment lengths of the proximal and medial phalanx for both
index and middle finger are depicted in Fig. 4.9. Reference lengths are indi-
cated by horizontal lines.
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Figure 4.5: Artificial finger results: Estimated tip distances in static and dynamic situa-
tions. An example reconstruction of the estimated distance between the sen-
sor placed on the hand segment and the sensor placed on the distal segment
(left). The distance during maximal flexion being estimated using a divider
tool is indicated (black dashed line). Two distinct phases are indicated: the
static phase (grey shaded area) and dynamic phase (peaks indicated by red
markers). Distributions of maximum distances during those two phases are
visualized using the violin plots (right).

Finally, an exemplary estimate of the distance trajectory over time between
the sensor placed on the hand and tip sensors is visualized in Fig. 4.10. The
distances between hand and tip sensors was measured when the hand was
placed flat on the tabletop and indicated as a reference by the dashed line.

4.6 discussion and conclusion

This chapter proposes a new method to calibrate various inertial sensor and
model parameters of an inertial hand MoCap system. The algorithm assumes
a biomechanical chain of linkages (like the human hand and finger) and has
been constructed by stochastic means such that it accounts for sensor errors,
joint imperfections and errors due to tissue deformations.

Sensor parameters include the bias parameters of gyroscopes and acceler-
ometers. Model parameters include the poses of the sensor with respect to the
segments it has been attached to and the lengths of the segments that have two
joints (proximal and medial).

The algorithm is able to, simultaneously with the parameters, estimate the
pose of the hand and the fingers over time. However, our method targets the
parameter estimation part because the algorithm requires an a-priori dataset
of inertial hand movement data and is therefore not suitable for online pose
estimation. Nevertheless, other studies have already shown that batched opti-
mization methods have the potential to be used for online MoCap [93, 182]. Yet,
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Proximal

Hand

Medial
Distal

Figure 4.6: Human finger results: Snapshot of the 3D middle finger pose in global
reference frame during a full flexion. Visible are the orientations (x=blue,
y=green, z=red) of both sensors and segments, the position of the sensor
with respect to segment (yellow) and segment lengths (black).

further research is required as those studies do assume a-priori model param-
eters which require calibration interventions by either user or assistant. Small
data batches cause a decrease in movement richness as a certain minimum
amount of movement is required to ensure convergence in a global minimum.
The approach we proposed uses all data available and could replace those
intensive calibrations procedures. Alternatively, the method could be used to
find proper initials for a batched optimization method which would ease the
search for a global minimum.

Two experiments were conducted in this study. The first experiment has
shown that the algorithm is robust in its convergence (15 of 15 trial converged
correctly) and its ability to accurately estimate model parameters. The artifi-
cial finger mimics an ideal situation as the joints can be considered as perfect
hinges. Good agreements were found in the position estimates as the errors
in sensor to segment distances were 0.8± 2.0%, −0.4± 7.0%, 0.0± 4.3% and
−1.4± 3.4% for hand, proximal, medial and distal phalanx respectively. In ad-
dition, good agreements were founds in estimating the segment lengths of the
proximal and medial phalanx, proven by a difference of −1.7±4.8%, 0.8±4.1%,
respectively.

Our algorithm highly depends on inertial acceleration and angular velocity
measurements. Hence, any errors in the accelerometer or gyroscope propa-
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Figure 4.7: Human finger results: Sensor to segment positions. Estimated values (3) for
each segment and axis is given for the index finger (left) and middle finger
(right). In addition distances values (norm) are given.

gates in the estimates of other variables. Most of the sensor model parameters
like internal misalignments and gains can be considered as time invariant and
estimated during an onetime sensor calibration procedure. However, others
parameters, like the biases are time dependent and should be known prior to
usage for correct functioning. Therefore, accelerometer and gyro biases have
been included in the framework and could be estimated without the need to
be completely still. Good correspondences were found between the reference
values (during a no movement period) and estimated values of the gyro biases.
Contrary to the gyroscope, the bias of the accelerometer is only observable
when some aiding system provides the absolute position or velocity or the
sensor is held static under, at least 6, exclusive orientations. However, in kine-
matic chains, the relative biases become observable again under the influence
of any movement and therefore using for the correction of joint accelerations.

In addition, joint velocity constraint enable the observability of the relative
heading between segments which makes usage of magnetometers superfluous.
Finally, velocity constraints enable the estimation of segment lengths which is
traditionally, especially for human body segments, a difficult and time con-
suming procedure if done manually.

It is inevitable that further research is required regarding the movement de-
pendency of the algorithm. Sensitivity to the amount and type of input move-
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Figure 4.8: Human finger results: Estimated helical angles between sensor and corre-
sponding segment for the index finger (left) and middle finger (right).

ments as well as the excitability of movement with respect to various model
parameters are topics that need to be addressed to justify the methods and to
demonstrate the potential for clinical, virtual reality, sports or rehabilitation
applications.

In addition to the estimation of calibration parameters, our approach also
yields the finger’s pose over time. During maximal extension of the artificial
finger, the distance between hand and most distal sensors showed good corre-
spondence within millimeter level. Therefore, our approach is useful for MoCap

applications that require a good accuracy but does not required real time esti-
mates.

Further research topics that could be addressed include the testing of sen-
sor data validity. Clipping of gyroscopes can happen fairly easily during sport
activities as most of those sensor have only a range of±4000 (deg/s). The infor-
mation obtained from the accelerometer could be used to reconstruct angular
velocity information when the positions to rotational points are known.

Secondly, depending on the target application, more contextual information
could be added to the cost function. Joint angle inter-dependencies, range of
motions, contact detection and the finger thumb pad opposition are possible
examples which are applicable for the human hand and could improve or
facilitate the proposed method.

Furthermore, the priors of various parameter could be adjusted to the spe-
cific applications. This could include gyro biases, segmental lengths and sensor
to segment orientations. Proper chosen initials with corresponding confidence
could improve the eventual processing time.
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Figure 4.9: Human finger results: Estimated proximal and medial segment lengths of
index (left) and middle finger (right). The measured reference lengths are
indicated by the horizontal lines.
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Figure 4.10: Human finger: Example reconstruction of the distance between hand and
tip sensor for index (left) and middle (right) finger. The reference distances
for the flat hand situation were measured with a ruler and indicated with
a dashed black line.

To conclude, this chapter describes a method to automatically calibrate for
various parameters which are necessary for the kinematic estimation of the
human hand and fingers using inertial sensors. The method has many poten-
tials and makes manual calibration procedures of both sensors and segments
superfluous.
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4.7 appendix

4.7.1 Probabilistic modeling

It is the objective to infer knowledge about the state vectors x1:N and param-
eter vector θ captured bij z using the measurement vectors y1:N. This can be
expressed by the conditional probability function:

p(x1:N,θ|y1:N) (4.20)

Expanding this function using Bayes’ theorem yields:

p(x1:N,θ|y1:N) =
p(y1:N|x1:N,θ)p(x1:N,θ)

p(y1:N)
(4.21)

Now we are interested in the point estimate, and corresponding uncertainty
of that estimate. By stacking the state and parameter vector as z= {x1:N,θ} we
define this estimate as:

ẑ= argmax
z

p(z|y1:N) (4.22)

= argmax
z

p(z,y1:N)

p(y1:N)

= argmax
z

p(z,y1:N).

Where, argmax denotes the operator that returns z for which the argument
attains its maximum. The transition from the first to the second row in [4.20]
uses the probability relation:

p(z,y1:N) = p(z|y1:N)p(y1:N) (4.23)

whereas the transition from the second to third row is allowed because y1:N
is independent of z. Hence, we seek for the value of z for which the joint PDF

p(z,y1:N) attains its maximum. This estimate is known as the MAP value.
Using Bayes’ rule and the Markov property we can reformulate the joint PDF

p(z,y1:N) as:

p(z,y1:N) = p(θ,x1:N,y1:N) (4.24)

= p(θ)p(x1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
priors

N∏
t=2

p(xt|xt−1,θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamics

N∏
t=1

p(yt|xt,θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
measurements

were we distinguish between priors, dynamic and measurement PDFs.
Because the logarithm is a monotonic function, finding z for which p(z,y1:N)

is maximal, will be similar as finding z for which logp(z,y1:N) is maximal. In
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addition, for ease of use, we rewrite [4.24] such that we seek for a minimum
instead of a maximum:

ẑ= argmax
z

p(z,y1:N) (4.25)

= argmin
x1:N,θ

− logp(θ) − logp(x1)

−

N∑
t=2

logp(xt|xt−1,θ) −
N∑
t=1

logp(yt|xt,θ)

Various approaches exists to solve such problem, among which optimization
methods [216] are interesting as they allow flexibility in the models being used.

We assume all terms in [4.25] as Gaussian distributions. Now, let’s consider a
general problem which consists of the product of Gaussian PDFs p(ei(z)).Where
the Gaussian variable ei(z) is function of z and has length P. Subsequently, its
distribution is given by:

p(ei(z)) =
1√

(2π)P det(Σi)
e(−

1
2ei(z)

TΣ−1
i ei(z)) (4.26)

Hence, we can write write the opimization function as:

ẑ= argmin
z

−

M∑
i=1

logp(ei(z)), (4.27)

after omitting all terms which are independent of z, this function reduces to:

ẑ= argmin
z

1

2

M∑
i=1

||ei(z)||
2
Σ−1
i

(4.28)

which is known as the WLS estimate [64].
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abstract

Tracking human body motions using inertial sensors has become a well-accepted
method in ambulatory applications since the subject is not confined to a lab-
bounded volume. However, a major drawback is the inability to estimate rela-
tive body positions over time because inertial sensor information only allows
position tracking through strapdown integration, but does not provide any
information about relative positions. In addition, strapdown integration in-
herently results in drift of the estimated position over time. We propose a
novel method in which a permanent magnet combined with 3D magnetome-
ters and 3D inertial sensors are used to estimate the global trunk orientation
and relative pose of the hand with respect to the trunk. An EKF is presented to
fuse estimates obtained from inertial sensors with magnetic updates such that
the position and orientation between the human hand and trunk as well as
the global trunk orientation can be estimated robustly. This has been demon-
strated in multiple experiments in which various hand tasks were performed.
The most complex task in which simultaneous movements of both trunk and
hand were performed resulted in an average RMS position difference with an
optical reference system of 19.7± 2.2 mm whereas the relative trunk-hand and
global trunk orientation error was 2.3± 0.9 and 8.6± 8.7 deg respectively.
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Fusion of Inertial and Magnetic Sensing Aided by a Permanent Magnet" IEEE Trans Neural Syst Rehabil
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5.1 introduction

Human body motion tracking is of wide interest in various areas, like sports,
rehabilitation, ergonomics and entertainment industry [207, 228]. Traditionally,
optical tracking systems are used to capture human body motions. However,
they suffer from line of sight issues, non-portability, and therefore, operating
such devices is often constrained to the volume in which they have been cali-
brated.

In the last decade, MEMS based inertial sensors became increasingly popular
to employ on the human body and formed an alternative for motion tracking
purposes [113, 225]. Besides the advantages compared to optical systems, iner-
tial sensors introduce large estimation errors, for both orientation and position,
due to integration of inertial signals.

For the estimation of drift free body orientations, several research groups
proposed an IMMS which is a filter framework to fuse inertial and magnetic
information [154, 162, 230].

However, contrary to estimating 3D orientations, drift free estimates of 3D
position over long measurements intervals is much more challenging. This is
especially important if non rigid segments as trunk and shoulder are involved.

An example is the assessment of reaching and grasping tasks which are
frequently performed in rehabilitation programs to address the severity of a
certain disease. Outcome measures include the position accuracy, duration and
smoothness of the hand’s trajectory which are often determined manually by
a physician. Those parameters could be determined using an on-body sensing
system which eventually results in a quantitative assessment. This assessment
can be carried out in the rehab centre or even at home in daily life situations,
for instance in stroke patients [188].

For short time intervals in which the velocity of a certain limb can repeat-
edly be considered as negligible, for example the foot during walking, suitable
initial and final conditions can be applied to mitigate integration drift of the
estimated position [165, 176, 194].

Applying forward kinematics for articulated bodies seems to be a suitable
method for estimation of positions when the orientation of each segment can
be estimated and segmental lengths are known [156, 229]. However, the po-
sition error of the end effector accumulates along the articulated chain due
to uncertainties in measured segmental lengths, sensor to segment calibration
and joint models.

The only robust solution is to fuse inertial sensors with a position aiding sys-
tem such as optical [155], acoustical [55], Global Positioning System (GPS) [54],
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) [75] or visual [76]. A magnetic tracking aiding system
offers advantages compared to the other approaches, as indoor environments
do not cause a degraded signal and there are no line of sight issues since the
human body is transparent for magnetic fields [150].

However, magnetic fields easily get distorted in the vicinity of ferro-magnetic
materials. Again, a possible solution is sensor fusion with an aiding system,
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which eventually mitigates deviations from the correct state vector during mag-
netic field disturbances. A solution using an optical system was proposed by
Vacarella et al. [191] and a solution using an inertial aiding system was pro-
posed by Roetenberg et al. [154].

Latter method used actuated coils with inertial sensors embodied in a loose
fusion filter using a magnetic dipole model. Schepers et al. [166, 167] proposed
a similar method but improved the system such that many drawbacks, like coil
constellation, energy consumption, loss of stochastic information and short
distance measurements were tackled.

Those methods resulted in an accurate position tracking system that can
be used in an ambulatory setting. However, some drawbacks still exist. First,
energy consumption can be large, especially when large distances are to be
covered, and therefore limit the measurement time when the system is used in
an ambulatory setting. Second, the coils can be rather large and heavy, which
might result in an impaired movement or it could hinder the attachment of
the source to specific body locations. Finally, it was impossible to track rapid
movements due to the inability of actuating the coils, at a sufficient high rate,
in parallel.

The idea of using a permanent magnet for localization and tracking was
proposed by Birsan [11]. Using a permanent magnet as a source is beneficial
compared to an active source as it can be kept small, works passively and is
therefore more suitable for attachment on various body parts. A dipole model
of a ferromagnetic object for the detection and tracking of metallic targets,
particularly cars, is described by Wahlstrom et.al. [204]. Based on this model
Gustafsson and Wahlstrom developed a method to track 3D positions and 2D
orientations using a grid of magnetometers and a permanent magnet acting as
a source [65].

In this study we propose a new method which combines tracking of a perma-
nent magnet using 3D magnetometers with inertial sensing. Hence, magnetic
tracking results in drift free position estimates over long intervals (>1 minute)
which is impossible by solely using commercial grade inertial sensors, whereas
inertial sensing allows for a robust 3DoF global and relative orientation esti-
mate. In addition, inertial sensing gives pose information during short periods
in which magnetometer information is lacking, for instance when the magnet
is out of reach.

The aim of this study is to track 3D orientation and 3D position of the hand
with respect to the trunk as well as the global orientation of the trunk. This is
done by attaching a permanent magnet and an inertial sensor to the hand, and
attaching multiple 3D magnetometers and an inertial sensor to the sternum.
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5.2 methods

Figure 5.1 shows the measurement setup which consists of two parts, first the
base (Ψb), comprises a constellation of one or more rigidly connected 3D mag-
netometers. In addition, inertial information of this constellation is obtained
using a 3D gyroscope and 3D accelerometer.

Ψb

Ψt

ptb

qbt

Ψg

qgb

Figure 5.1: Tracking instrumentation attached to trunk and right hand. Visible are four
IMMS’s (orange) attached to the trunk, each containing a 3D magnetometer.
The IMMS that is positioned closest to the right shoulder acts as the primary
one and is therefore designated as the trunk’s reference frame (Ψb). Fur-
thermore, accelerometer and gyroscope data is acquired from this IMMS. On
the hand, a single IMMS together with a neodymium magnet (silver grey) is
visible. The position of the hand (ptb) and orientation (qbt) with respect to
the trunk is being estimated. Furthermore the orientation of the trunk with
respect to a global frame (qgb) is estimated. For each coordinate frame the
X (black), Y (white) and Z (dashed) directions are indicated.

Secondly, the target (Ψt), contains a rigidly connected 3D accelerometer, 3D
gyroscope and a permanent magnet. It is the objective to track the position pbt ,
orientation of the target with respect to the base qbt, and the orientation of
the base with respect to a global frame qgb.

A general schematic layout is depicted in Fig. 5.2. One can see that it is
necessary to have prior knowledge about the constellation. More specifically,
the relative position and orientation of all magnetometers with respect to the
base frame, as well as the position and orientation of the magnet with respect
to the local inertial sensor must be known.
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Ψm

mm
Ψg

ωtgt

att

ptm

Ψt

Ψb

pbt
pbm

ωbgb

abb

pbl2
pbl3

pbl4

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the global frame Ψg, base frame Ψb and
the rigidly attached target frame Ψt and permanent magnet frame Ψm. The
relative position pbt and orientation qbt as well as the global orientation qbg

are estimated by the filter. The base is constellated by l 3D magnetometers
of which position and orientation with respect to the first magnetometer is
invariant and known priorly. In addition, the local magnetic moment (mm),
inertial acceleration and angular velocity of target (att, ω

t
gt) and base (abb,

ωbgb) are given.

The following sections will describe the filter structure, the measurement
models, the process model and finally the experimental methods which are
used to validate the accuracy of the proposed system.

5.2.1 Filter structure

An EKF has been deployed in order to estimate relative positions as well as
relative and absolute orientations [38, 64], see Fig. 5.3.

Inertial measurements are primarily used as input for the process dynamics
whereas the magnetic measurements are used for state correction. The state
space equations are given by:

xk+1 = f(xk,uk) +wk (5.1)

yk = h(xk) + vk

where f(xk,uk) denotes the process model, yk the measurements, and h(xk)
the measurement model. Process and measurement noise are assumed to be
iid Gaussian noise, denoted by wk and vk.
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INITIALIZE

MAG
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ZUPT

ORIENT UPDATE

k= k+ 1

TIME UPDATE

MEAS UPDATE

q+k

y
{b1...bl}
mag,k

y
{b,t}
acc,k

y
{b,t}
acc,k

x0

y
{b,t}
gyr,k

q0

x+k

P0

P+k

xk+1 Pk+1

x−k P
−
k

qk−1

Figure 5.3: Topology of the implemented EKF. After initialisation of both state x0 and
orientation q0 and corresponding covariance P0, a measurement update is
performed. This step includes a magnetic update (MAG), acceleration up-
date (ACC) and, when applicable, a zero velocity update (ZUPT). The mag-
netic update uses information obtained from l magnetometers expressed in
base frame Ψb. The acceleration update step uses accelerometer information
of both base and target. Finally the zero velocity update applies an update
when either the target velocity is zero with respect to the base or when the
target exceeds a pre-defined measurement volume. After the measurement
update, the orientation estimates q of both trunk and target are updated us-
ing the estimated error angles δθ. Subsequently, a time update is performed
which includes propagation of the state with corresponding covariance.
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The measurement vectors at time k includes l magnetometers y{b1..bl}
m,k and

two accelerometers y{b,t}
a,k . In addition, the accelerometers are used together

with two gyroscopes y{b,t}
ω,k as an input uk.

The state vector includes the following elements:

x=
[
pbt vbt δθbt Bg btg bta δθgb bbg

]T
(5.2)

where pbt and vbt are the position and velocity of the target expressed in the
base frame, respectively, Bg is the environmental magnetic field experienced
by the base expressed in global frame, btg and bta are the gyroscope and accel-
erometer bias of the target sensor, respectively, and bbg is the gyroscope bias
attached to the base.

Both orientations are expressed as a unit quaternion (qbt, qgb), and there-
fore require the unity norm constraint. Because an EKF is not suitable to handle
such constraints properly, the true quaternion is parameterised using a nomi-
nal q̄ and error part δq [38]. Under the assumption that the error part is small,
we can approximate the error quaternion using an error angle representation
δθ:

q = q̄� δq (5.3)

≈ q̄� [1 1
2δθ]

T

where � is the quaternion product operator [100]. The error angles can be
handled properly by the EKF filter and therefore included in the state vector
(δθbt, δθgb). The corresponding quaternions are adjusted (Fig. 5.3: ORIENT
UPDATE) after each measurement update step using the error angle estimates.
Because propagation of the error angle (see section 5.2.3) is a function of the
gyroscope’s error bias, a similar approach for the gyro biases is taken:

bg = b̄g + δbg (5.4)

where bg is the true gyro bias which is modeled by a nominal (b̄g) and error
part (δbg). The latter is included in the state vector and used to update the true
bias after the measurement updates. Finally, the error angle and gyro error bias
estimates are set to zero before propagated by the process model.

The measurement model is divided in a magnetic update hmag, acceleration
update hacc and zero velocity update hzupt. The magnetic update provides
information of the relative hand position, 2 DoF of the relative orientation
and heading information of the trunk. The acceleration update is required to
ensure observability of target and trunk inclination. Finally, the zero velocity
update is used to provide additional information in specific conditions. All
measurement models will be discussed in detail in section 5.2.2.

The a-posteriori state (x+k ) and corresponding covariance estimate (P+k ), given
the a-priori state and covariance, is determined using the measurement func-
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tion (h(x−k )), its corresponding linearization (Hk) and calculated Kalman gain
(Kk) [64]:

x+k = x−k +Kk
(
yk − h(x

−
k )
)

(5.5)

P+k = (I−KkHk)P
−
k .

Propagation of position and orientation change is obtained by integration of
the relative angular velocity and double integration of the relative acceleration,
which is described in section 5.2.3. The uncertainty of the corresponding state
is propagated according to:

P−k+1 = FkP
+
k F
T
k +Qk (5.6)

where Fk the linearized process model f(xk,uk) and Qk the covariance ma-
trix of the process noise. The initial covariance P0 is chosen large for all states
except for the relative velocity and orientations because the movement is ini-
tiated from rest at an arbitrary position. The process noise covariance Qk is
experimentally determined by estimating the standard deviation of the iner-
tial sensors.

5.2.2 Measurement models

Magnetic model

A dipole model is used to track 2 DoF orientation and 3 DoF position of the
target [4, 204], and heading information of the trunk. The output of each mag-
netometer attached to the base is modeled as:

ylm = hlm(x) + em (5.7)

= B+ J(rl)ml + em

where the superscript l indicates the particular magnetometer and rl its po-
sition with respect to the permanent magnet. The measured field exists of a
common component B and a position dependent component J(r) which is
given by a magnet dipole model:

J(r) =
1

||r||52

(
3rrT − ||r||22 I3

)
. (5.8)

The position of the target expressed in the base frame is given by (see Fig. 5.2):

pbt = pbm − Rbtptm

where ptm is the position of the magnet with respect to the local inertial sen-
sor and Rbt the orientation of the target with respect to the base expressed
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as a rotation matrix. Subsequently, the position of the magnet measured by
magnetometer l expressed in the frame Ψb is given by:

rb = pbm −pbl (5.10)

= pbt + R
btptm −pbl

where pbl is the position of magnetometer l with respect to the primary mag-
netometer expressed in the base frame. The relative orientation between the
permanent magnet and local target frame is given by Rtm. This magnetic mo-
ment vector mm expressed in the base frame is given by:

mb = RbtRtmmm . (5.11)

The global magnetic field Bg, which is assumed to be homogeneous within the
measurement volume, expressed in the base frame is given by:

Bb = RbgBg (5.12)

Substituting the parameterized orientation 5.3 into the equations (5.10), (5.11),
(5.12) and using the assumption that the magnetometers are equally orientated
(Rbl = I3) gives:

rb = pbt + R̄
bt
(
I3 + [δθ]bt×

)
ptm −pbl (5.13)

mb = R̄bt
(
I3 + [δθ]bt×

)
Rtmmm (5.14)

Bb = R̄gb,T
(
I3 − [δθ]gb×

)
Bg (5.15)

where the time indices k have been omitted for clarity and []× is used to denote
a skew symmetric matrix.

In order to construct the Jacobian Hmag, the partial derivatives with re-
spect to the state vector are required. A detailed derivation can be found in
appendix 5.5.1.

Acceleration model

The accelerometers on both base and target can be used to obtain a local in-
clination estimate. This is only valid in a static situation where the inertial
acceleration is negligible. Large deviations, i.e. the norm of the measured accel-
erometer signal is not close to the gravitation constant and the angular velocity
norm is not close to zero, can be detected using a Generalized Likelihood Ratio
Test (GLRT). This concept has been described by Skog et.al. [176] and has been
implemented such that for the "in movement" hypothesis the measurement
covariance is adjusted accordingly. The threshold parameters of the GLRT are
chosen such that accelerometer measurements are only included if their norm
is within five percent of the gravity vector norm.
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The measurement model is given by:

h
{b,t}
acc,b = y

{b,t}
acc − R̄{b,t}g

(
I3 − [δθ]

g{b,t}
×

)
gg + ea (5.16)

where gg is the known gravitational acceleration vector expressed in the global
frame, and ea is the iid Gaussian noise.

However, if both base and target frame experience the same inertial accel-
eration, additional information about the relative heading can be provided.
Therefore a different measurement model is used for the target:

htacc,t = y
t
acc − R̄

tb
(
I3 − [δθ]bt×

)
ybacc + ea . (5.17)

The difference in magnitude of both measured accelerometer signals is used
to test whether this update is applicable.

Zero velocity update

In order to mitigate position diverging, zero velocity updates are applied:

hbzupt = v
b + ez (5.18)

Two different conditions are tested. First, whenever the target or base does
not experience an inertial acceleration it is assumed that either is held still
which is tested by the same GLRT used for the inclination update. Second, if
the target position with respect to the trunk exceeds a predefined cubic volume,
the estimate will be kept in this volume by setting the velocity to zero. Latter
is used to make the filter more robust such that velocity and position do not
drift to infinity when no magnetic information is available for long periods.

5.2.3 Process model

The velocity vbt and orientations {qgb, qbt} are obtained by integration of the
difference in measured acceleration abt and angular velocity ωtbt. The dif-
ference in acceleration abt can be expressed as a function of the measured
accelerometer signals (ytacc, ybacc):

abt = Rbtat −ab (5.19)

= Rbt
(
ytacc −b

t
a,t − R

tggg
)
−
(
ybacc −b

b
a,b − R

bggg
)
+ ea

= Rbt
(
ytacc −b

t
a,t
)
−
(
ybacc −b

b
a,b

)
+ ea

where bta,t is the accelerometer bias of the target and bba,b the bias of the base
accelerometer which is assumed to be negligible.

The difference in angular velocity expressed in the target frame is given by
the difference in measured gyroscope signals of the target ytgyr and base ybgyr:

ωtbt =ω
t
gt − R

tbωbgb (5.20)

=
(
ytgyr −b

t
g,t
)
− Rbt,T

(
ybgyr −b

b
g,b

)
+ eg .
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Propagation of the hand and trunk orientation is given by:

qbtk+1 = q
bt
k �

(
1
2Tω

t
k,bt

)
(5.21)

q
gb
k+1 = q

gb
k �

(
1
2Tω

b
k,gb

)
where k indicate the sample, T is the sample period and � is the quaternion
product operator [100]. Subsequently, the linearized state propagation equa-
tions which eventually constitute the state transition matrix Fk are stated as:

pbk+1 = p
b
k + Tv

b
k +

1
2T
2abk,t (5.22)

vbk+1 = v
b
k + Ta

b
k,t

δθbtk+1 =

(
I3 −

[
Tωbk,bt

]
×

)
δθbtk − T(δbtg − δb

b
g) + eθ

B
g
k+1 = B

g
k + eB

bta,k+1 = b
t
a,k + eba

δbtg,k+1 = δb
t
g,k + ebg

δθ
gb
k+1 =

(
I3 −

[
Tωbk,gb

]
×

)
δθ
gb
k − Tδbbg + eθ

δbbg,k+1 = δb
b
g,k + ebg .

A derivation of the error angle propagation δθ is given in the appendix 5.5.3.
The local magnetic field Bg, gyroscope error biases, δbtg δb

b
g, and acceler-

ometer bias (bta) are modelled as random walk processes to account for their
low pass behaviour.

5.2.4 Experimental methods

AMR magnetometers (Honeywell HMC5883L), each embodied in an IMMS (Xsens
Technologies B.V. MTw), were rigidly attached to a PMMA panel and strapped
to the subject’s trunk, see Fig. 5.1. One of the IMMS’s was appointed as the pri-
mary sensor and designated as the origin of the trunks reference frame (ΨB).
In addition to the magnetometers, inertial sensor signals are obtained from the
primary IMMS’s accelerometer and gyroscope.

The target, which was placed on the hand, comprises a rigid plaster piece
on which a magnet (neodymium rod, length: 2 mm, radius: 7 mm SuperMag-
nete.de) and IMMS were attached. The position and orientation of the magnet
with respect to the local accelerometer was estimated using a ruler beforehand.

All IMMS data was sampled at 60 Hz and transmitted wirelessly to the PC
(Xsens Technologies B.V. Awinda). The sensors contain a rechargeable lithium-
ion battery which will run for about 4 hours during measurements [221].

Prior to the experiments all magnetometers were calibrated in the volume,
in which the experiments was performed, using the magnetic field mapping
procedure. All magnetometers were rigidly attached and rotated in any direc-
tion, subsequently the magnetic field vectors are mapped onto a unit sphere
using a Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach described by Kok et al. [91].
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As the magnetometer output is normalized during this calibration proce-
dure, we will define the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of each magnetometer as:

SNRl = 20 log
(∣∣∣∣∣∣ylmag∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

)
. (5.23)

Also both trunk and target accelerometers were calibrated using a fairly
simple least squares approach [13]. It should be noted that the bias of the base
accelerometer has not been included in the state vector as it is not observable.
Finally, the relative position and orientation between magnetometers attached
to the plexi panel is required. Because the magnetometer housing also contains
inertial sensors of which the position with respect to the local magnetometer is
known, it is possible to solve for the relative position and orientation between
the rigidly connected magnetometers by expressing the local acceleration as
function of the orientation, angular velocity and acceleration and the relative
position for each inertial sensor with respect to the other rigidly connected
inertial sensors. Now, the required parameters can be obtained if the rigid
body is sufficiently accelerated around each axis. A modified version of this
algorithm described by Parsa et al. [141] was applied for this purpose.

Both rigid pieces on trunk and hand were accommodated with optical mark-
ers (PTI VisualEyez VZ-4000), such that position and orientations could be
calculated and subsequently compared to our system.

The inertial sensor system and optical system were synchronized by max-
imising the correlation between the estimated angular velocities of the hand
obtained from both systems.

Possible gaps of the optical system were spline-interpolated with a maxi-
mum size of 30 samples.

During the measurement the subject performed various hand tasks while
seated at a desk. The total experiment included the following measurements:

1. Static trunk, varying hand: The position and orientation of the trunk
were (pseudo) static whereas the position and orientation of the hand
were varying cyclically. The subject was asked to maximise the reaching
area while seated and minimizing trunk rotations.

2. Varying trunk, static hand: The position and orientation of the trunk
were varied by repeated rotations of the trunk around the longitudinal
body axis. The subject was asked to keep the hand in a constant relative
position and orientation with respect to the trunk.

3. Varying trunk and target. The subject was asked to mimic repeated pick
and place actions which required him to change orientation of trunk
and hand and relative position between trunk and hand simultaneously.
There were no constraints with respect to either trunk or hand movement.

Each measurement lasted 70 seconds, was performed 5 times and were con-
ducted by a single subject. The first 10 seconds of each trial were not taken
into account for comparison between our estimates and the optical reference,
because this time was required for the filter to recover from an incorrect initial
estimate.
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5.3 results

A representative trial corresponding to the first measurement condition is de-
picted in Fig. 5.4. This figure represents the estimate of both distance and total
orientation angles (axis-angle representation, [100]) of the hand with respect to
the trunk, and the trunk with respect to the global frame. The axes of the trunk
are defined such that X points vertically upwards (cranial), Z points in anterior
direction (ventral) and Y is chosen such that a right-handed coordinate frame
is formed (see Fig. 5.1). The position error is defined as the difference between
relative position as estimated by the proposed system and the optical reference
system. Similarly, the orientation error is defined as the smallest angle about
which the relative orientation of the sensor estimated by the ambulatory sys-
tem has to be rotated to coincide with the relative orientation estimated by the
reference system.

The subject started with the hand far away from the magnetometers, and
therefore a low SNR of the magnetic signal induced by the permanent mag-
net was obtained. In addition, the initial distance estimate was set to zero.
For these reasons, the distance and relative orientation estimate up to approxi-
mately 5 seconds is unreliable. Periods in which the SNR was above 0.5 dB are
indicated using a grey shaded background.
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Figure 5.4: Distance (top) and total angle (axis-angle representation) (middle) of the rel-
ative orientation (hand with respect to trunk) and global orientation (trunk
with respect to the static environment) (bottom) during the reaching task
(condition 1). The plots show the estimated values (red), optical reference
(grey dashed) as well the corresponding differences (black). A SNR above
0.5dB induced by the permanent magnet is indicated (grey background).
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From Fig. 5.4 it is noticeable that in many periods minimal information
from the permanent magnet was obtained because the magnet was too far
away from the trunk. This is certainly the case in the first experiment where
the SNR was below 0.5 dB for 50.1± 10.0% of the time compared to the second
(0.1± 0.0%) and third experiment (8.6± 8.7%).

A representative trial of the third, and most complex, movement condition
is presented in Fig. 5.5a and 5.6. The former figure shows the estimated posi-
tion of the hand with respect to the trunk together with the optical reference
whereas the latter figure shows both the orientation of the trunk with respect
to the static global frame and the hand with respect to the trunk. The orienta-
tion is represented using Euler angles, in which pitch, roll and yaw represent
an angle around the X, Y and Z axis, respectively.

In addition, an estimate of those three kinematic variables using the same
measurement trial was made by using only one magnetometer (the one closest
to the right shoulder, see Fig. 5.1) instead of four. The position is depicted in
Fig. 5.5b and the orientations in Fig. 5.7. Compared to the estimates using four
magnetometer it is noticeable that the reconstruction of both position and ori-
entations is worse when a single magnetometer is used, especially in low SNR

periods. Furthermore, the angle around the vertical is hard to estimate (global
yaw, trunk pitch), which can be explained by the fact that is impossible to dis-
tinguish between variations in environmental magnetic field and the induced
magnetic field by the permanent magnet.
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Figure 5.5: Estimated position of a varying trunk and hand task (condition 3) using four
(left) or one (right) magnetometer. Visible is the estimated position (X,Y,Z)
together with the optical reference (grey, dashed). Time periods in which
the SNR induced by the permanent magnet exceeded 0.5 dB are indicated
(grey background).
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(a) Global trunk orientation (four magnetometers)
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(b) Relative hand trunk orientation (four magnetome-
ters)

Figure 5.6: Representative trial of a varying trunk and hand task (condition 3) with
four magnetometers. Reconstruction of the absolute trunk orientation (left).
Reconstruction of hand orientation with respect to the trunk (right). The
orientation are expressed in Euler angles (Pitch, Roll, Yaw) A comparison
with an optical system is made (grey, dashed). Time periods in which the
SNR induced by the permanent magnet exceeded 0.5 dB are indicated (grey
background).

In Fig. 5.8 the error distributions of relative positions, orientations and ab-
solute orientation are given for all measurements using box whisker plots.
The box plots illustrate that the errors in the position estimate for the sec-
ond movement condition (varying trunk, static hand) are smaller compared to
the other two movement conditions. However, the difference in relative orien-
tation (trunk hand) is larger for this condition, which can be explained by a
twice as large magnitude of the trunk’s angular velocity compared to the other
two conditions. The error in the global trunk orientation estimate is largest for
the third measurement condition. This is presumably caused due to the tight
filter structure and complexity of movement. Simultaneous trunk and hand
movements cause a degraded estimate of the global trunk heading.

5.4 discussion and conclusion

This chapter presents a method to accurately estimate the position and orien-
tation of the hand with respect to the trunk and simultaneously estimate the
global orientation of the trunk.

Change in position and orientation can be estimated using inertial sensors
for short intervals. We aided the inertial sensors by attaching a permanent
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(a) Global trunk orientation (one magnetometers)
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(b) Relative hand trunk orientation (on magnetome-
ters)

Figure 5.7: Representative trial of a varying trunk and hand task (condition 3) with
one magnetometer. Reconstruction of the absolute trunk orientation (left).
Reconstruction of hand orientation with respect to the trunk (right). The
orientation are expressed in Euler angles (Pitch, Roll, Yaw) A comparison
with an optical system is made (grey, dashed). Time periods in which the
SNR induced by the permanent magnet exceeded 0.5 dB are indicated (grey
background).

magnet to the hand and measuring the induced field using a set of magne-
tometers attached to the trunk which allows us to estimate drift free positions
and orientations in dynamic tasks over long periods.

The proposed tight filter approach (EKF) is able to compensate for both ori-
entation and position drift. In addition, a good kinematic estimate is still ob-
tained if magnetic information is temporarily unavailable as the filter will rely
more on inertial sensing.

The results obtained are promising and can be compared to studies in which
an actuated system was used to generate magnetic fields [154, 166]. However,
it should be noted that the movement bandwidth was much lower in those
studies (approximately 10 times) because the hardware did not allow to gener-
ate the magnetic pulses at an adequately high frequency (> 2 Hz). In addition,
under more complex movement conditions (varying trunk and hand) our sys-
tem was able to estimate the positions more accurately whereas the relative
orientations estimates were comparable. Finally, using a permanent magnet
instead of actuating coils does not require actuation energy, which is an impor-
tant advantage, bearing in mind that energy capacity is an important aspect
when signals must be measured ambulatory.
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(a) Difference in hand-trunk distance.
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(b) Difference in hand-trunk (RO) and global (GO) ori-
entation.

Figure 5.8: Box whisker plots of the estimated kinematic variables. The columns refer to
the three different measurement conditions. The box has lines at the lower
quartile, median and higher quartile values. The whiskers are the lines show-
ing the extend of the rest of the data. The difference in distance (left) and
total orientation (right) are given. The difference in orientation is given for
both global (GO) and relative orientation (RO).

The current setup allows for accurate kinematic estimates of hand reaching
tasks if the hand trunk distance is repeatedly (intervals less than 4 seconds)
below 30 cm. Hence, the accuracy of estimated position strongly depends on
the SNR which is proportional to the distance of the permanent magnet with
respect to the magnetometers. This is also demonstrated during the first move-
ment condition in which the subject was asked to reach their arm maximally.
The SNR dropped significantly during those maximum hand position phases
(50.1± 10.0%) which subsequently resulted in a relatively low position accu-
racy (19.6± 4.6 mm).

The accuracy of the relative hand trunk orientation strongly depends on
the movement complexity. As indicated by the box plots, a non moving trunk
(condition 1) results in the most accurate estimate of the relative hand trunk
orientation. Similarly, for the global trunk orientation, an increased movement
complexity results in a degraded orientation estimate. However, the first and
second movement condition show a similar global trunk performance which
can be explained by the fact that a substantial part of the error is contributed
by the angle around the global vertical.

Increasing the measurement volume is possible by either adding extra mag-
netometers or applying a stronger magnet. However, it should be noted that
the magnet dimensions become really big with respect to the size of the hand,
when a distance over 70 cm is to be covered, because the field strength de-
creases cubically over distance, whereas the magnet’s volume scales linearly.

Only one permanent magnet type was used in this study. Further research
should be performed to find the most ideal magnet geometry for the appli-
cation proposed. In addition, the dipole field approximation is optimal for
specifically shaped magnets [144]. Therefore, if the magnet’s geometry would
be confined, tracking accuracy could be improved presumably.
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Another solution to improve the SNR is using more sensitive magnetome-
ters. The next generation magneto resistive (MR) sensors include Giant (GMR)
and Tunnel (TMR) magneto resistive sensors which both have a higher sensi-
tivity compared to the AMR based magnetometers that have been used in this
study [83].

We used a constellation of four magnetometers, which were rigidly attached
to the chest via a Plexiglas plane. However, reducing the number of magne-
tometers needed would greatly improve the relevance of the proposed method
in an ambulatory setting. Wahlstrom et al. [204] demonstrated that only two
3D magnetometers are required to distinguish between changes in magnetic
field induced by the permanent magnet or due to environmental field changes.
That means the proposed configuration by Wahlstrom et al. obeys observability
of the position and orientation states without using inertial sensors. Moreover,
the potential of using a single trunk magnetometer aided by inertial sensing is
demonstrated and shown in Fig. 5.5b and Fig. 5.7. However, reducing the num-
ber of magnetometers requires further research as the accuracy of estimated
kinematic variables with a single magnetometer was low compared to a four
magnetometer configuration.

If the magnetometers are directly attached to the body, for instance on the
sternum, soft tissue artefacts could occur resulting in estimation errors. This
could be mitigated when a single trunk magnetometer is used or when the
filter is modified such that calibration parameters are estimated online.

Still, further research is required to see the effects of both spatial and tem-
poral magnetic disturbances, soft tissue artefacts as well as the optimal strap
location of magnetometers, especially if only one or two magnetometers are
used.

Robustness could be further improved by adding biomechanical knowledge
of the consecutive links. If the orientation of the shoulder, upper and lower
arm is known, forward kinematics can be used to predict the position of the
hand with respect to the trunk [156].

The trunk orientation is estimated using the common field component mea-
sured by each magnetometer and inclination information measured by the
local accelerometer. If environmental magnetic disturbances affect only a part
of the magnetometer grid an erroneous trunk heading and eventually relative
pose is obtained. Hence, the filter could be improved such that those local
disturbances are detected for each magnetometer and discarded if needed.

A final suggestion is to modify the filter such that various parameters can be
estimated online. This includes the magnet dipole moment, magnet position
with respect to the local inertial sensors and the relative magnetometer poses.
A suggestion would be to use an Expectation Maximisation (EM) approach
which is able to estimate parameters and states in parallel.

In conclusion, the proposed wearable measurement configuration of inertial
and magnetic sensors, combined with a permanent magnet on the hand is able
to accurately estimate hand position and orientation with respect to the trunk
and the global orientation of the trunk.
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5.5 appendix

5.5.1 Partial derivative of the magnetic measurement function w.r.t the position (su-
perscripts are omitted for clarity):

∂ylk,mag
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5.5.2 Partial derivatives of the magnetic measurement with respect to state:
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5.5.3 Expression of the error angle propagation

One can find the following expression for the error angle dynamics [38] [97]:

˙δθ=−[ω̂]× δθ+ δω (5.33)
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where δθ is the error angle and ω̂ is the estimated angular velocity, and δω is
defined as:

δω=ω− ω̂ (5.34)

=
(
ygyr −b− e

)
−
(
ygyr − b̂

)
=−δb− e .

Discretizing (5.33) using a zero order hold assumption with sample period T
and neglecting the noise term e, gives:

δθk+1 =
(
I3 − [Tω̂k]×

)
δθk − Tδb . (5.35)
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abstract

Emerging MEMS based sensors become much more applicable for on-body
measurement purposes lately. Especially, the development of a finger tip-sized
tri-axial force sensor provides the opportunity to measure interaction forces
between the human hand and environmental objects. We have developed a
new prototype device that allows simultaneous 3D force and movement meas-
urements at the finger and thumb tips. The combination of interaction forces
and movements makes it possible to identify the dynamical characteristics of
the object being handled by the hand. With this device attached to the hand,
a subject manipulated mass and spring objects under varying conditions. We
were able to identify and estimate the weight of two physical mass objects
(0.44 kg: 29.3%± 18.9% and 0.28 kg: 19.7%± 10.6%) and the spring constant of
a physical spring object (16.3%± 12.6%). The system is a first attempt to quan-
tify the interactions of the hand with the environment and has many potential
applications in rehabilitation, ergonomics and sports.

Published as:
H. G. Kortier, H. M. Schepers, and P. H. Veltink, "Identification of Object Dynamics Using Hand Worn
Motion and Force Sensors" Sensors, vol. 16, no. 12, Nov. 2016. [96]
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6.1 introduction

A prosperous recovery of arm and hand function after a neuromuscular acci-
dent requires adequate training of reach and grasp tasks. It is in many applica-
tions desired to evaluate task performances in a quantitative manner. However,
the usual procedure is that patients visit the rehabilitation center on a regular
basis where either the physical therapist or rehabilitation specialist assesses the
patient’s performance using subjective measures. Furthermore, such an evalu-
ation is just a snapshot of the patient’s capabilities under specific physical and
environmental conditions. A continuous monitoring system that informs the
physical therapist with quantitative measures obtained in Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) would provide more detailed information about the patient’s re-
covery.

A full evaluation of motor task performance during grasp movements re-
quires, besides kinematic, also kinetic measures. Gathering both kinematic and
kinetic measures allows for a full dynamic evaluation of tasks in terms of, e.g.,
movement trajectory, exerted forces, power exchange and the identification of
load and body dynamics. In fact, such measures give much more detailed infor-
mation of the subject’s performance compared to solely movement registration
and, thus, allow for more specific clinical outcomes.

Previously, we demonstrated the principle feasibility of estimating power
exchange by handling passive spring and mass loads [194]. Subsequently, we
were able to identify and, moreover, estimate the load characteristics of a sys-
tem by manipulating its position [94]. However, the instrumentation being
used was rather bulky and, therefore, not suitable for on-body attachment.

Measuring interaction forces, tactile information and haptic perception is of
interest in many domains [183]. Haptic robots, like DaVinci (Intuitive Surgical,
Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) or HapticMaster (Moog Inc., Buffalo, NY, USA), are
able to accurately render any kind of contact dynamics, which allow, e.g., sur-
geons to perform remote operations under minimally-invasive conditions [47].
Those haptic devices require an accurate measure of interaction forces, which
are preferably picked up as close as possible to the man-machine interface.

Tactile sensing is important when visual or auditory information is not avail-
able or disrupted. Hence, for both humans and robots, tactile information is
valuable for identifying and planning strategies during the manipulation of
loads [30, 160].

Measuring interaction kinematics and kinetics is essential in the field of
neuromuscular modeling [164, 168] and estimation of muscular skeletal load-
ing [218]. Identification of the neuromuscular system in interaction with the
environment is in essence a closed-loop identification problem. This imposes
several difficulties as most algorithms would estimate the lumped (environ-
ment and human body) dynamics. Separation requires known force or move-
ment perturbation signals, such that models can be deduced that represent
both active and passive body dynamics, as well as the environmental dynam-
ics. However, it is difficult to simulate situations that mimic ADL because the
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human body is able to adapt its internal dynamics for environmental changes
easily.

Various groups exploited different force sensing modalities. An in-depth
overview and comparison is given by Youssef et al. [224]. They concluded that
resistive sensors are still favourable compared to other modalities. However,
in the last couple of years, new advances were made for sensors that could be
attached to the skin, like strain gauges [139], elastomers [66] or capacitive lay-
ers (FingerTPS, PPS Inc., Glasgow, U.K.). A recent review article of Almassri
et al. [3] indicated that there is a transition from MEMS kind of solutions to-
wards polymer and piezoresistive solutions in order to improve the haptic
sensation. These sensing modalities have high potential, though it is still a ma-
jor concern to discriminate between different sensing directions. Kurillo et al.
[101] developed an isometric force measuring system to quantify grip forces of
two fingers and the thumb. Their system used a model to transform the mea-
sured tip forces to a total wrench applied to a virtual object. Corresponding
movements were subsequently determined by numerical integration. A multi-
directional sensitivity is advantageous as it enables one to distinguish between
different force components, which are attributed to the total measured force
during the grasp of an object. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no com-
mercially available sensor that allows measurements of interaction forces in
multiple directions and that is suitable for placement on small surfaces, like
finger tips.

Recently, Brookhuis et al. [18–21] developed a novel miniaturized six-axis
MEMS force/torque (FT) sensor. This sensor is specifically designed for biomed-
ical purposes, such as the measurement of contact forces.

Kinematic estimates can be obtained using widely-available MEMS-based in-
ertial and magnetic sensors. By applying a suitable sensor fusion algorithm,
they allow an accurate estimate of the sensors’ orientation with respect to a
global coordinate frame [152, 161, 220]. Subsequently, by applying forward
kinematics, an estimate of the finger and thumb tip positions, velocities and
accelerations are obtained, which is demonstrated in chapter 2. More recently,
this kinematic hardware (PowerGlove) was used in clinical tests for the assess-
ment of patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease and monitoring the hand
functioning of aging people [134].

The contribution of this chapter is two-fold. First, an experimental system
capable of measuring 3D hand and finger kinetics and kinematics is presented.
The system combines a small, commercially available, inertial/magnetic sensor
with a novel 6D force torque sensor, as described in the previous paragraph.
The sensors are attached to the human hand and allow the measurement of
interaction forces and movements simultaneously. Second, a method is pre-
sented to estimate the dynamic characteristic of a load being manipulated by
the user’s hand. The method uses a recursive parametric approach, which is
able to identify various properties of dynamic loads under time-varying con-
ditions.
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6.2 method

The instrumentation setup comprises 3D accelerometers and 3D gyroscopes
modules embodied in a single chip (ST LSM330DLC), which are distributed
along the dorsal side of the hand. On each of the index and thumb phalanges
a single inertial sensor module was attached. In addition, custom-made cuffs
(3D printed plastic material) are attached to tips of the index finger and the
thumb. Each cuff holds a 6D force/torque sensor on the palmar side of the tip,
see Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Force sensor instrumentation attached to the hand, index finger and thumb.
The inertial kinematic instrumentation (described in chapter 2) is attached
to the dorsal side of the hand, index finger and thumb (left). Flexible PCBs
allow the connection between the rigid sensor PCBs, which are placed on
every digit. Custom-made cuffs (white 3D printed material) secure the force
sensor attached to the tips and enforces a rigid connection to the local in-
ertial sensor (right). Applied forces are transferred to the MEMS 6D force/-
torque sensor via a cylindrical (height = 3 mm, �= 4 mm) glass stylus with
rubber coating (blue, origin of the coordinate frames). The force sensor coor-
dinate system is visualized with the x-axis (blue), y-axis (green) and z-axis
(red).

The force/torque sensor was developed and built by Brookhuis et al. [21].
Two silicon layers, suspended with a spring-like construction with a known
stiffness, can be displaced with respect to each other. Any displacement results
in a change of capacity, which gives a direct measure of the forces applied. Us-
ing a differential measurement approach, which is realized by comb structures,
one can discriminate between various sensing directions. Eventually, capacity
change is transformed via a modified martin oscillator to voltages, which are
further processed by an Atmel ATmega16 microcontroller.

The custom-made cuffs enforce a rigid connection between the dorsal (in-
ertial sensor) and palmar (force sensor) side of the tip. Hence, the relative
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orientation between the inertial and force sensor placed on the same tip is
known at all times.

The inertial sensors are used to estimate both the global orientation of the
hand and the hand’s internal pose (relative orientations of the phalanges).
These orientation estimates are used to express all measured signals in a com-
mon reference frame (coordinate transformation). In addition, the inertial sen-
sor outputs are used to estimate (relative) translational movements of finger
and thumb tips by applying forward kinematics.

Kinetic outputs are used to measure the interaction forces between fingers
and the object and to detect the contact between the finger and thumb with an
arbitrary object.

Eventually, both kinematic and kinetic estimates are used as an input of the
identification algorithm to estimate the dynamic characteristics of the objects
manipulated by the hand.

In the next subsections, system identification methods (Section 6.2.1) and
the methods for estimating all relevant kinematic and kinetic variables (Sec-
tion 6.2.2) will be outlined.

6.2.1 System Identification

It should be noted that the relation between interaction force and movements
at the interface of two bodies is, in general, determined by the dynamic charac-
teristics of both bodies. Identification of such a system is a typical closed loop
identification problem [53, 94]. However, if the following conditions are met
(a mathematical derivation can be found in Appendix 6.5.1), forces applied by
the human body divided by the common velocity yield an approximation of
the load’s impedance:

1. The human body is an active generator of force:
a) The force generated by the human body and applied to an environ-

mental object is minimally influenced by the joint movement of both
bodies and can, therefore, be considered as an independent input.

b) The force generated by the human body and applied to an envi-
ronmental object has a sufficiently high bandwidth, that is a larger
bandwidth than the load.

2. The load is passive with a relatively low bandwidth.
These conditions are often satisfied in our daily-life interactions with the

environment. We will demonstrate that identification of the load characteristics
is indeed possible under the above conditions.

Consider a load with unknown internal dynamics being pinched by the
index finger and thumb, see Fig. 6.2. According to Newton’s second law, the
sum of forces acting on the mass when the object is pinched between index
and thumb is given by:∑

f= fp + ff + fg =ma (6.1)
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where fp is the pinching force, ff is the friction force, fg the gravitational force,
m is the mass and a is the acceleration of the mass.

fpi

fpt

f f t

f f i

fg

Figure 6.2: Force diagram of a stationary unknown load configuration grasped by the
index finger and thumb. The index finger and thumb apply a pinching force
indicated by fp{i,t}. Friction ff{i,t} compensates for the gravity fg force act-
ing on the load’s mass.

In general, the load can be manipulated in two different ways:
1. Inertial and gravitational perturbations act on the load, referred to as

external dynamics; for instance, gravitational force (low bandwidth) or
inertial displacements introduced by the arm. In addition, viscous and
or elastic elements might be present. A non-zero net force would result
in an acceleration of the whole object.

2. Internal perturbations of the dynamics; for instance, grasping or pinch-
ing, are referred to as internal dynamics. The difference in pinch forces is
related to the load dynamics according to Newton’s third law. The object
exerts equal, but opposite forces.

In order to demonstrate the principle of load identification, rather simple
environmental loads will be used that can be manipulated by the index fin-
ger and thumb. These loads can be modeled as a mass, which is suspended
by a spring-damper pair, see Fig. 6.3. fi and ft are the measured forces at
the contact interface of index finger and thumb, respectively. It is assumed
that both springs (K1 and K2) and dampers (D1 and D2) have equal charac-
teristics and are only defined in one direction, corresponding to the shortest
vector between the application points of both tips. We assume that the inter-
nal dynamics obey a large bandwidth compared to the movement bandwidth.
That is, either the stiffness is assumed infinitely large or the mass’ inertia is
assumed to be negligible. Therefore, it is allowed to assume that the distance
of the mass is approximately equal to both tips.

||pt −pm||2 ≈ ||pm −pi||2 (6.2)
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M

K1 K2

D1 D2

fi ft

pi ptpm

fg

||pti||

Figure 6.3: Model of the load configuration grasped by the index finger and thumb. A
mass (M) is suspended by two spring (K{1,2}) and damper (D{1,2}) pairs.
The index finger and thumb apply forces indicated by fi and ft. The posi-
tions of the mass, index finger and thumb are indicated by pm, pi and pt,
respectively.

The total force exerted by springs and dampers is summed and modeled in
a simple linear fashion:

fs =−K(pti −p0) (6.3)

fd =−Dṗti (6.4)

Now, for the first situation, i.e., when the (mass)load is accelerated, we as-
sume that the relative acceleration of the mass with respect to the tips is neg-
ligible compared to the gravitational acceleration, see (6.2) (p̈tm = p̈mi ≈ 0).
The summed forces can be rewritten as:

f
g
i + f

g
t = fgtot =M(gg +ag) (6.5)

where g and a are the gravitational and inertial accelerations, respectively. The
superscript g implies that the vector is expressed in the global inertial reference
frame.

The second situation, i.e., internal force perturbations, requires the differ-
ence in tip forces, which can be expressed as:

fi − ft = fdiff =Dṗti +K(pti −p0) . (6.6)

Equations (6.5) and (6.6) can be written in a linear fashion for each time
instance k:

yk =Hkθ+ e, (6.7)
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where Hk is the measurement matrix, θ =
[
M D K

]T
the parameter vector

and e is an independent error term. Subsequently, Equation (6.7) can be stated
as a linear optimization problem:

θ̂= argmin
θ

N∑
k=0

(yk −Hkθ)
T RTk (yk −Hkθ) (6.8)

where we seek for the optimal parameter vector θ̂, such that the above func-
tion is minimized. Equation (6.8) can be solved easily using a weighted least
squares solver. The covariance R matrix defines the uncertainty of different
measured signals. Alternatively, equation (6.8) can be written as a batched
form, such that the parameter values are found recursively. This is advanta-
geous because not all input data has to be collected prior to the start of the
system identification process, and changes of the parameter values, which of-
ten occur in ADL tasks, can be estimated over time. A popular and robust algo-
rithm to solve for varying parameter values is the Recursive Least Squares (RLS)
solution [64] and has therefore been applied.

6.2.2 Kinematics and Kinetics

As mentioned in the introduction of the Methods section, the kinematics esti-
mates are necessary for two purposes.

1. Expressing all 3D sensor signals in the same coordinate frame. This al-
lows further processing during the system identification step, and re-
quires the relative orientation between different segments and the global
frame.

2. Having a kinematic estimate of both the finger and thumb tip.
An EKF approach was deployed to estimate the optimal orientation between

the sensor frame (Ψb) and global frame (Ψg) being expressed by an unit quater-
nion (qgb). Such an approach has a good reputation as a sensor fusion strategy
in terms of accuracy and computational load [38]. It uses the 3D gyroscope (yg)
as the primary input for the one step ahead predictor of the orientation:

q
gb
k+1 = q

gb
k �

(
T
2ω

b
k,gb

)
(6.9)

where T is the sample period, � the quaternion product operator and ωbk,gb
the angular velocity, which is directly derived from the gyroscope output:

ωbk,gb = ygk − eω (6.10)

where eω is an iid Gaussian noise source.
Next, using vector measures of the accelerometers, an independent orien-

tation estimate is obtained and can be used to correct for errors caused by
integration drift [152].
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Prior to transforming to the global frame, the force sensor output yf needs
to be expressed in the coordinate frame of the local inertial sensors Ψb, which
has been done by the knowledge of the finger cuffs’ geometry.

Summarizing, for the force sensor output (yff), the total transformation of
the force sensor output is given by:

y
g
f = R(qgb)R(qbf)yff (6.11)

where the orientations are expressed using rotation matrices R [100], and the
force sensor output is modeled as:

yff = f
f + eff (6.12)

where eff is modeled as an iid Gaussian noise source.
Besides orientations, the relative acceleration (p̈ti), velocity (ṗti) and posi-

tion (pti) between the thumb and index finger tips are required as input for
the system identification calculations. This is established using forward kine-
matics combined with the estimated orientation of different finger and thumb
segments, explained in the previous chapter 2, but with a slight modification
because the magnetometer readings are not used to estimate the relative head-
ing. Two different approaches have been used to ensure the observability of
the relative orientation during grasp.

1. Global force during manipulations: When an object is grasped with the
index finger and thumb and is not displaced by the hand or arm, only
a single external force, hence gravity, acts on the object. All other forces
cancel each other out, otherwise the object would be accelerated. This
gives the ability to perform an update of the relative orientation update
between both tip frames.
With the assumption that the horizontal components of the average net
force in the global frame are be negligible, the following equation holds:

yforce =AR
gh
(
Rhiyif + R

htytf

)
+ eforce (6.13)

with yf being the force measured on the tip of the thumb and index
finger and R the rotation matrix describing the relative orientation be-
tween either the hand (h), thumb tip (t), index finger tip (i) and global
frame (g). An iid Gaussian noise source is indicated with eforce, and A
are the directions of the horizontal force component:

A=

[
1 0 0

0 1 0

]
.
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2. Relative orientation obtained during movements: Under certain condi-
tions, for instance picking up an object after it has been grasped, it is
only the subject’s arm that is moving. That means that all digits are not
or only relatively slowly moving with respect to each other. This makes it
possible to use the relative accelerations and angular velocities as a meas-
urement update. Both signals are measured in a different sensor frame,
but have the same magnitude. This allows us to update the relative ori-
entation between segments during those pseudo static intervals.
This can be modeled as:

ymovement = R
12y2{g,a} −y

1
{g,a} + emovement (6.14)

where R12 is the orientation between two arbitrary frames and emovement
an iid Gaussian noise term. Hence, this update is only applicable under
strict conditions. Testing for these conditions can be done using a test
statistics on the measured gyroscope and acceleration signals. Large devi-
ations, i.e., the norm of the difference in measured acceleration or angular
velocity signals is not close to zero, are detected using a GLRT described
by Skog et al. [176].

A schematic overview of the implemented kinematic estimation algorithm is
given in Fig. 6.4. Hence, this approach is similar as described in chapter 2 with
the difference that: (1) there is no inclusion of magnetometers as their output
would have been distorted by the objects that have been grasped; (2) force and
gyroscope information is used to update relative orientations during specific
phases of the grasp.
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Figure 6.4: Topology of the kinematic estimation filter embodied in an EKF that oper-
ates on the error states (also knowns a MEKF [38]). The inputs consist of
the sensor data (yf, ya, yg) and the lengths of the finger and thumb seg-
ments (pSS+1). The output consists of the relative kinematics (p̈ti, ṗti, pti)
and inertial acceleration of the tips (p̈g

{t,i}). After initialization of both the
state (x), error state (δx) and corresponding covariances (P), a measurement
update of error states according to the measured forces, accelerations, angu-
lar velocities (yf, ya, yg) and biomechanical dimensionality information is
performed. Information of the force and movement updates can be found in
Section 6.2.2 and equations (6.13) and (6.14). Information of applying biome-
chanical constraints as a measurement update can be found in our previous
article [97]. The orientation states are subsequently used to perform the for-
ward kinematics. Given the set of segmental lengths (pSS+1) of the finger and
thumb, one can calculate the position, velocity and accelerations of the tips,
see also equation (2.1) from [97]. Subsequently, gyroscope information yg is
used as an input along with a motion model to predict the next state (time
update). Finally, the next iteration is initiated (k= k+ 1), and the described
procedure is repeated.
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6.2.3 Experimental Method

Two different experiments were conducted, each with a different load configu-
ration being handled by the subject.

A subject was seated at a desk with the PowerSensor hardware put on the
left hand using Velcro straps, see Fig. 6.1. The forearm and wrist were in a
position such that the palm was faced tangential with respect to the table top.

The PowerSensor hardware deploys three triaxial gyroscope (±2000 deg/s)
and accelerometer (± 4 G) pairs (ST LSM330DLC), one for each finger and
thumb segment. In addition, the tips of the index finger and thumb were
equipped with the force sensor. Sensor data are sampled (200 Hz for the gy-
roscope, 100 Hz for the accelerometer, 12 Hz for the force/torque sensors) by
a microcontroller (Atmel XMEGA), collected by a master microcontroller (At-
mel XMEGA) and subsequently transmitted via USB to the computer. After
collecting the sensor data, a sensor to segment calibration was performed as
described in chapter 2. Then, the kinematics filter and system identification al-
gorithm were executed consecutively. All algorithms are written and executed
in customized MATLAB and Python scripts.

In the first experiment, two cylindrical (radius of 3 cm) mass loads (with
different mass weights: 0.28 kg and 0.44 kg) were manipulated. The load was
initially resting on the table, then grasped by the index finger and thumb,
lifted for about 3 s at a height of 0.5 m and eventually placed on the table
again. It is assumed that this load corresponds to an infinite stiff internal load,
whereas the mass weight parameter is assumed to be finite. There is a change
in applied forces on the load as the table exerts a normal force to compensate
for the gravitational force at the start and finish of the experiment.

In the second experiment, a passive linear compression spring (spring con-
stant = 0.6 N/mm, zero force length = 4 cm, weight = 10 × 10−3 kg) was
handled. This load corresponds to a finite stiff internal load and a negligible
external mass load. The load was handled in a similar way as the mass load;
initially resting on the tabletop, picked up and lifted to a height of approxi-
mately 20 cm. Then, the spring was repeatedly compressed eight times by the
index finger and thumb. Finally, the subject placed the spring load back on the
table top. The total force applied by the fingers is assumed to be equal, but op-
posite (the weight and inertia of the spring are neglected) to the force exerted
by the spring. The spring offset position p0 was determined at the moment the
spring was grasped.

Each experiment was performed by a single subject and repeated 10 times.
The medical ethical committee of the Medisch Spectrum Twente (Enschede,
NL, The Netherlands) confirmed that no further ethical approval concerning
the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO) was required,
due to the nature of the study.
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6.3 results

An example reconstruction of the measured 3D forces during the first experi-
ment, i.e., lifting a mass load (0.44 kg), is depicted in Fig. 6.5. Visible are the
measured forces starting from grasping the mass load until releasing the load
back on the table top. The sum of measured forces expressed in the global
reference frame is visible in the right plot. The z-component is primarily de-
termined by the gravitational force exerted on the mass load because inertial
accelerations were not dominant compared to the gravitational acceleration
acting in the vertical (z) direction.
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Figure 6.5: Experiment 1: lifting a mass load (0.44 kg); the forces of the index finger (left)
and thumb (middle). In addition, the summed forces are displayed (right). All
signals are expressed in the global coordinate frame.

A time snapshot, at 11 seconds, of the same trial is used to reconstruct the
measured forces in 3D, see Fig. 6.6. Both measured force vectors are expressed
in a global reference frame. It can be seen that both vectors have opposite hor-
izontal and positive vertical components. This indicates that, besides normal
forces, also shear forces are present during the grasp.

The mass’s weight is estimated online using the RLS algorithm. A point es-
timate of the estimated weight value is determined at 0.5 s before the release
of the object, where it should be noticed that the grasp and release of the ob-
ject have been determined using a threshold detector acting on the sum of
measured forces. An example time series of the, recursively, estimated mass’s
weight is depicted in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.8 represents a trial of the second experiment (spring compressions).
The 3D forces of the thumb and index finger are depicted, as well as, the
total force magnitudes and relative distance between both tips. During the
experiment, the subject imposed minimal hand accelerations. This has been
empirically observed by testing for the difference in the norms of the measured
accelerations and the known gravitational acceleration.
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Figure 6.6: Experiment 1: lifting a cylindrical (radius = 3 cm) mass load (0.44 kg); the
force vectors for thumb (red) and index finger (blue) are displayed when the
load was grasped and held still in the air. Both vectors are expressed in the
global reference frame.
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Figure 6.7: Experiment 1: lifting the cylindrical mass load (0.44 kg). The estimated (blue)
and true (black) mass weight parameter value are displayed. The load has
been grasped at approximately t = 7 s. A point estimate of the mass value
used for further analysis is indicated by a red dot.

The estimation error is defined as the absolute difference between the es-
timated and true value of the mass weight parameter (first experiment) and
spring stiffness parameter (second experiment). The experiments were repeated
10 times for both mass weights loads and the spring load. Absolute differences
are given in box-plots (see Fig. 6.9) and were 0.13± 0.08 kg (29.3%± 18.9%) for
the large mass load (0.44 kg) and 0.06± 0.03 kg (19.7%± 10.6%) for the smaller
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Figure 6.8: Example reconstruction of Experiment 2 where a spring load was manip-
ulated. A force has been applied to the spring by index finger (top left)
and thumb (top right). The magnitude of both index finger and thumb
forces and the magnitude of the sum are depicted in the (lower left) graph.
The (lower right) plot depicts the relative tip position. All signals are ex-
pressed in the global coordinate frame.

mass load (0.28 kg). Like the first experiment, an RLS algorithm was used to es-
timate the spring stiffness online. A point estimate of the parameter value was,
arbitrarily, determined 0.5 s before the release of the spring object. The abso-
lute error values of the estimated spring constant are 8.9± 5.7× 10−2 (N/mm)
(14.8%± 9.6%). The variation of differences are visualized in the box-plot, see
Fig. 6.9.

6.4 discussion and conclusion

We have demonstrated a novel device that allows the simultaneous measure-
ment of thumb and finger movements and interaction forces with the envi-
ronment. The system was tested during fairly simple hand motor tasks and
was able to reconstruct the important dynamic characteristics of loads being
manipulated by the index finger and thumb.

Yet, the proposed device is a prototype and therefore in an experimental
status that copes with various, mostly practical, issues. Those issues reflect the
quality of the estimated parameters. It is our intention to show the feasibil-
ity of such a system. Further sensitivity analyses of different subsystems are
required to improve the quality of the output data.

First, attachment of the force sensors to the skin is a major concern. Human
tissue deforms easily, especially when it is in contact with external objects.
These deformations deteriorate kinematic estimates of MoCap systems, often
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Figure 6.9: Boxplots of the absolute difference measures of the mass parameter (kg) es-
timated during Experiment 1 for two different loads (left), and a boxplot of
the stiffness parameter (N/mm) estimated during Experiment 2 (right). The
median, upper and lower quartiles and outliers are visualized. All experi-
ments were conducted 10 times.

indicated as Soft tissue artifacts (STA) [28, 107]. Soft tissue artifacts can be re-
duced if forces induced by movement accelerations are small compared to the
forces causing skin deformations. This can be achieved by keeping the sensor
lightweight and small.

Second, measuring interaction forces requires a proper coupling between
the human tissue, force sensor and the environmental load. Force sensors are
inherently stiff, which makes a good skin to sensor attachment rather difficult
as the sensor easily tends to shift when forces are applied (STA). In our study,
custom-made cuffs were designed and used to attach both force and movement
sensors to the tips. The combination of cuff and stiff sensors results in the
loss of touch and causes major difficulties in proper handling of the load. In
this study, only two force sensors were used. Hence, grasping an object forces
the subject to pinch with the index and thumb finger tips. If the Center of
Mass (CoM) of the object is not positioned between the application points, an
undesired moment is applied around the force sensor’s normal sensitive axis.
Stability could be improved significantly when three or more fingers are used
for grasping.

Third, the electronic data acquisition circuitry requires improvements as it is
currently sensitive for power supply fluctuations, which especially affects the
daisy-chained force sensors. All force sensor data have been low pass filtered
prior to further processing in order to minimize this effect as much as possible.
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Further improvements can be made in the sampling rate of the force sensor,
which has been capped as the sensor used a 100-Hz clock to read each of
the 12 force channels serially. The effective sample frequency is restricted to
8.3 Hz, whereas the individual channels should preferably be sampled at a
much higher rate (>100 Hz). In our study, a cubic interpolator was used in
order to feed the Kalman filter with force updates at a sufficient rate.

Fourth, as mentioned in the Methods section, it is necessary to express both
force sensors in a common coordinate frame. The inertial sensors were used for
this purpose. Prior to using the inertial sensors for kinematic estimates, a map-
ping (sensor to segment calibration) is required. Obtaining a proper calibration
is a bit difficult because the subject is constrained in his/her movements due
to the apparatus being attached to the subject’s hand. Another drawback of
the inertial sensors is that the gyroscope and accelerometer pair provide only
the relative orientation during sufficient common movement. In the static sit-
uation, only the relative inclination is provided. A traditional IMMU provides
heading information using a magnetometer. However, large disturbances due
to the vicinity of magnetic materials make this approach challenging. In addi-
tion, the relative orientation between the rigid force and inertial sensor should
be known. An improved version of the kinematic estimator is currently under
development, which avoids the usage of the magnetometers, but still provides
robust heading estimates.

Any of the mentioned errors could have been accumulated, which resulted
in a fairly large mismatch between the true and estimated parameter values.

Two different loads, indicated as a mass and a spring, were manipulated.
They do not only differ in dynamic characteristics, but also in the way they
were handled; the mass was primarily perturbed by an external gravitational
force, whereas the spring was perturbed by internally-applied finger forces.
Those two distinct load types are common in ADL tasks where grasping and
releasing a load involves gripping forces and displacing a load involves one or
more external force sources. The way forces act differently on both loads could
also be an explanation for the relatively large errors of the spring’s constant
estimate compared to the mass’ parameter estimates. The estimation quality of
the spring relies heavily on the relative kinematics, whereas the mass estimate
only requires a good estimate of the inclination during static, that is minimal
movement, periods. The estimate of the relative orientation between the thumb
an index finger tips could be improved when heading information is available
during the complete movement and not only during the limited periods of the
contact.

In our study, the external dynamics were assumed to be rather simple,
as only the gravitational acceleration was dominant. Higher order dynamics
could be implemented fairly easily for various loads, like drag frictions and
inertial accelerations. The latter would be practically easy, but requires either
a fairly large mass or a large force sensor bandwidth, which are both trouble-
some for the current setup.
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Independent perturbations are required to identify parts of the closed loop
system. Depending on the type (movement or force) and location where the
perturbation enters the loop, different parts of the loop will be identified. Fur-
ther research is required to analyze the estimation validity using measures of
interaction forces and movement under such various conditions and excita-
tions.

A possible application in the rehabilitation field of the proposed device is
the classification and quantification of various hand motor tasks. Especially in
neurological diseases, it is often the case that the disease results in spasticity
of the arm and hand muscles. Not only the grasps (e.g., power grip, pinching,
span) could be assessed, but also the planning of the tasks and, hence, the
strategy of different subjects aimed at performing a single task could be moni-
tored using our device. Quantitative measures of not only the forces applied to
an environmental object, but also measures from the corresponding arm and
hand movements give much more information (e.g., power exchange) about
the efficiency with which the subject is performing the specific task.

Further application areas can be found in machine learning, like the clas-
sification of various handled objects. Obviously, a physical interpretation of
the quantitative outcomes might be impossible, but the requirements of the
sensing hardware could be less strict.

The current hardware has a large advantage, as it measures in multiple di-
rections and, therefore, might enable the estimation of complex load dynamics,
like a mug with a viscous or granular content.

conclusion

Body-worn unobtrusive sensing systems are of utmost importance for interac-
tion measurements in ADL tasks.

The development and preliminary validation of a hand-worn 3D force and
movement setup has been presented. The setup allows for measurements of
independent finger movements and forces using a custom-made hardware that
includes 3D MEMS-based force and inertial sensors, which can be worn on small
body surfaces, like finger tips.

Two loads were manipulated by the hand, and their dynamic characteris-
tics were estimated by simultaneously measuring kinematic and kinetic sensor
data, applying orientation filters and subsequently applying a recursive sys-
tem identification algorithm.

The system goes beyond pressure sensing and gesture recognition and, there-
fore, opens up the ability to gather profound insights into interaction optimiza-
tion between the human body and its environment.
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6.5 appendix

6.5.1 Closed Loop System Identification

Fig. 6.10 models the closed loop coupling between the human body (dashed
rectangle) and environmental load (P). The human body (dashed box) consists
of a set-point controller with reference position signal (r), dynamics (H) and
a independent force source (w). External force (n) and position disturbances
(m) and both inputs are assumed independent. Hence, this can be shown in
the frequency domain with the cross-spectral densities being zero:

Srn = Srw = Srm = · · ·= 0. (6.15)

+ H + + P +r e u y

w n m

−

HUMAN BODY

Figure 6.10: Closed loop representation of human (H) load (P) interaction. The human
body (dashed) is modeled as a setpoint controller, dynamics (H) and an
independent active force generator (w). Independent force (n) and position
disturbances (m) are given.

We measure both positions y and forces u. Now, the frequency response
function (FRF) of the load is given by:

P̂ =
Suy

Suu
(6.16)

The Fourier transforms of u and y are given by:

U(ω) =SHR+ SW − SHM− SHPN (6.17)

Y(ω) =SHPR+ SPW + SPN+ SM (6.18)

where the sensitivity S is given by:

S(ω) =
1

1+H(ω)P(ω)
(6.19)
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Now, the cross- and auto-spectral density are given by:

Suy =
1

T
U∗Y

=
|S|2

T

(
|H0|

2PSrr + PSww −H∗Smn −H∗ |P0|
2Snn

)
(6.20)

Suu =
1

T
U∗U

=
|S|2

T

(
|H0|

2Srr + Sww − |H0|
2Smn − |H0|

2 |P0|
2Snn

)
(6.21)

where the asterisk symbol indicates the complex conjugate and:

S∗S= |S|2 (6.22)

Finally, one yields the FRF estimate of the plant [110, 146]:

P̂ =
Suy

Suu

=
|H0|

2PSrr + PSww −H∗Smm −H∗ |P0|
2Snn

|H0|
2Srr + Sww − |H0|

2Smm − |H0|
2 |P0|

2Snn
(6.23)

If Sww dominates with respect to other noise sources, P̂ approximates P. How-
ever, if any other noise source dominates, the estimate P̂ approximates − 1

H .
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G E N E R A L D I S C U S S I O N

This thesis reports the findings according to the two research objectives. The
first objective, the development and validation of an inertial and magnetic sens-
ing system for the measurement of hand and finger kinematics is the topic of
chapters 2 to 5. The second objective, the assessment of the dynamic interac-
tion between the human hand and its environment using combined force and
movement sensing is the topic of chapter 6.

In the remainder of this chapter, specific aspects of each research objective
as well as future directions on associated research topics are discussed.

7.1 discussion and outlook

The hand is one of the most versatile and complex instruments of our body
and plays a major role in our daily life. It is in many ways involved with the
execution of a wide variety of tasks like grasping, holding and moving ob-
jects, pointing, reaching and touching. Furthermore, many labour and leisure
activities require the precise and gentle, yet powerful abilities of the hands.
Hand functioning is therefore an important factor to determine the quality of
life and conveyed by a growing number of devices and methods to asses the
functioning [45].

Manipulating objects usually requires a combination of different grip types,
which are predominantly a full hand grasp and a pinch involving fingers and
thumb. A successful performance requires an adequate RoM and grip strength
of both fingers and thumb.

However, RoM and strength assessments alone do not demonstrate how a
healthy person, or a patient with motor impairments, performs functional
tasks. In fact there is little direct correlation between hand RoM and the pa-
tient’s ability to perform functional activities [45].

In addition, activities like handwriting and instrument playing, rely more on
the dexterity of the hand and individual fingers and the thumb. Assessment of
these tasks requires a combination of RoM, speed and accuracy measures [145].

Therefore, it is desirable to have an assessment tool that provides the pose
of the hand and fingers for reconstruction of RoM, 3D finger and thumb tip
positions. Furthermore, it should provide information of the whole hand and
individual joint velocities, and finally, incorporate grip forces such that a dy-
namic assessment is possible. In addition, including knowledge about the task,
either by instruction or by estimation using an activity monitor, enables assess-
ment at a functional level.

133
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This thesis is the result of hardware and algorithm development of a system
that is able is to provide these measures using on-body inertial and force sens-
ing. In this section we will outline the strengths and weaknesses of the system
and propose some guidelines for future research.

7.1.1 Sensing the kinematics of the human hand using a non-obtrusive on-body sens-
ing system

The reconstruction of hand and finger kinematics using on-body sensing en-
tails multiple user interventions and processing steps. Sensors need to be cal-
ibrated and attached properly to the skin. Furthermore, an anatomical cali-
bration is required to ensure sensor outputs represent the motion of the un-
derlying skeletal bones. Finally, limits of the sensing system should be taken
into account to avoid disturbances and saturated sensor readings. Hence, the
reconstruction quality is in many aspects dependent on the establishment of
various processing stages.

Different studies already presented the clinical relevance of adopting iner-
tial sensors for gait analysis [12, 29]. It has been argued that inertial sensors
enable online calibrations, provide self contained measurements, are location
independent, and do not constrain mobility during complex functional motor
tasks.

In this thesis, we have focused on the development of a system for clinical
measurement purposes [132] which requires accurate and reliable full 3D pose
estimates of different fingers and the hand in an unobtrusive manner.

Chapter 3 concludes that our inertial hand sensing system has the potential
to be used in clinical practice, however care should be taken when consider-
ing such system for clinical use. The comparison with an optical system does
not provide adequate evidence about reliability and accurateness of our iner-
tial sensing system. We could only partly explain the, rather large, differences
found in the estimated angles and positions and therefore not attribute the er-
rors to a single element of the processing sequence mentioned. Comprehensive
experiments involving a larger subject group are necessary to test for both the
consistency in the anatomical calibrations and the reconstruction quality dur-
ing the execution of different functional tasks. In addition, the limited space
on the hand available for optical marker attachment compromises the refer-
ence orientation estimates and freedom of finger movements. It is therefore
also necessary to elaborate on the validity of using an optical system as an
evaluation tool for estimation hand and finger kinematics.

Different types of motion tasks have been evaluated, including individual
finger tapping, full flex/extensions, circular pointing motions and full hand
grasping tasks. The ability to pursue this large variety of motions has impli-
cations on the functionality and complexity of the inertial sensing system and
requires additional research and evaluations in different trial studies before
it is applicable in clinical practice. However, rather simple evaluation meth-
ods, like the tapping frequency or RoM analysis in 1 DoF flex-extension tasks
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could already benefit from the presented technology, meaning that parts of the
system could be adopted in clinical practice.

The inertial sensors used for the finger tracking system reported in chap-
ter 2, 3 and 6 differ from the one used in chapter 4, where the latter is more
state-of-the-art. This is manifested in better noise characteristics, which is pri-
marily devoted to the 16 bits Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) instead of the
12 bits ADC used in the former sensors. Both sensor models allowed flexibil-
ity by trading off sensing range and sensitivity. Especially the sensing range
should be taken into account when performing rapid dexterous finger tasks.
Not only the experienced angular velocities during such tasks could saturate
the gyroscope sensor but also the impact accelerations could cause saturated
accelerometer signals. It is therefore important to detect saturated sensor out-
puts to prevent the inclusion and processing of erroneous signals by the esti-
mation filter.

In addition, inertial sensor data was sampled at 100 Hz. This might be too
slow, especially during impact situations that cause large accelerations. There-
fore, capturing these high dynamic situations requires much higher sample
rates (> 1 kHz). Fortunately, inertial sensor data is usually integrated yielding
the difference in translational velocity from the accelerometer and orientation
difference from the gyroscope. Hence, sensor data can be sampled locally at
a high rate, integrated, and subsequently transmitted at a much lower rate
without losing kinematic information.

Anatomical calibration procedures

Pose reconstructions require a mapping from the sensor coordinate frame to
the anatomical coordinate frame such that the signals can be attributed to
the motion of the underlying segment. The ISB provides recommendations for
definitions of joint coordinate frames of various upper body segments. For
the hand (carpals, metacarpals) and fingers (phalanges), ISB recommends to
place the orthogonal triad at the axial centre or volumetric centroid of the
bones [217]. The axes for the metacarpal and phalangeal bones are defined
such that one of the axes is parallel to the line from the centre of distal head to
base of the bone. This makes it an impractical definition because it requires a
precise estimate of base and head centre positions, which can only be achieved
by radiological means. Goislard de Monsabert et.al. state that the estimation of
joint centres by palpation results in large discrepancies (up to 15 deg) for the
eventual coordinate frame definition [60]. Furthermore, the authors conclude
that an anatomical calibration based on rotations about the functional axes is
generally more consistent and therefore used in our studies.

Triaxial gyroscopes become particularly useful for an easy and practical de-
termination of the functional axes directions. However, using functional axes
is not always preferred or even possible. Rheumatoid patients for example
can have troubles with flexion movements due to joint deformities. Addi-
tional research is required for the development and adoption of more specific
biomechanical models. One of the directions is replacing ball socket joints by
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individual joint axes which are non-orthogonally directed and do not inter-
sect [171]. Incorporating these, less constrained, anatomical relations require
more generic estimation methods like an optimization framework.

Kinematic calibration and estimation using an optimization approach

The proposed anatomical calibration method in chapter 4 is based on the per-
formance of functional movements. The underlying model poses minimal re-
strictions on the anatomical joint composition as some joint laxity is allowed
by using a stochastic model for the joint position constraints.

In our opinion, optimization based methods are most promising whenever a
detailed and robust reconstruction of the hand and fingers is desired. Studies
that have performed a survey of algorithms for human motion of the upper
limb [51, 92, 124] also concluded that optimization-based systems have the
highest potential for inertial MoCap applications. It was concluded that these
methods offer a large flexibility, yet a great robustness against erroneous sensor
read-outs or biomechanical model inaccuracies.

We exploited the kinematic constraints, both temporal by including the
motion dynamics, and spatial by including position and dimensionality con-
straints, to correctly estimate parameter and state values. In addition, such
relations allow us to exclude the magnetometers for heading estimates, which
is advantageous as their outputs require extra processing steps because the
measured field could be disturbed unexpectedly [103].

Another big advantage is the inclusion of additional, non sensory, infor-
mation sources. For example, rather complex information like the shape of
the skin surface or custom skeleton rig models could be included [119, 182].
Hence, adding redundancies by using stochastic constraints is one possibility
to address unavoidable errors in the biomechanical model parameters.

The promising results we obtained are steps in the right direction, but not
yet the solution for every on-body MoCap application. The observability and
identifiability of parameters still requires attention, that is, do the estimates
converge to the correct parameter values given the measurement data. Espe-
cially, when convergence strongly depends on the excitation in terms of change
of positions and orientations. The choice initial values, number of included un-
knowns, and validity of models used, are some of the aspects that influence
the convergence behaviour. Simulation studies could assist in the examina-
tion [182] but a more legitimate understanding of the observability, preferably
as function of different motions, is desired.

Furthermore, it is questionable whether we should focus on a clear dividing
line between calibration and actual MoCap. A system that is able to perform
auto calibration, thus, taking into account changes of sensor behaviour over
time, location and temperature, movements of sensor position with respect to
the attached body segment, and pays attention to excitability would greatly
enhance the MoCap experience.

Obviously, every redundancy added to the optimization problem increases
the dimensionality of the problem and, hence, the computational complexity.
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In addition, our approach is an offline method which is suitable for calibration
purposes but less appropriate for pose estimation over time. Some studies
already investigated online methods, based on a sliding window approach or
message passing [93, 124]. Still, an investigation in terms of eventual real-time
behaviour, accuracy and robustness is necessary.

Challenges and questions remain, including the specificity, robustness, reli-
ability and validity of these algorithms. Additional research that goes beyond
technical evaluations, in a small subject pool performing simple movements,
is desired to close the gap from technical principles to practicable tools.

Using a permanent magnet for positions measurements

Many clinical assessments, but also other MoCap applications, desire a position
measurement of the hand with respect to the trunk. For instance, in stroke
survivors it is tested whether they involve their arm or trunk for directed
movements during the performance of reach and grasp tasks. Evaluations are
based on the determination of the RoM between hand and trunk and orienta-
tion changes of the trunk. Measuring these relative positions with only IMUs
requires additional information to correct for position drift. This could be done
either by restricting the performed motion, see e.g. Van Meulen et.al. [122], but
preferably by measuring relative positions with an aiding system. In chapter 5

we proposed a new method, using a permanent magnet, that can be used as a
time independent distance and position estimate. The proposed system is how-
ever limited in tracking range which could be mitigated by applying a magnet
with a larger magnetic moment. However, such modifications could obstruct
the freedom of movements due to the magnet’s weight and size. Alternatively,
one could rely more on IMU data during periods in which no magnetic infor-
mation is available and incorporate the kinematic articulations of the upper
body to reduce the set of position solutions in 3D space.

Our method uses a dipole model of the magnet, assuming that the distance
between the magnet and the point of measurement is large compared to the
magnets’ dimensions, which could be violated when the hand is close to the
chest. Further research could adopt more generic, but complex, models based
on Maxwell’s equations as already exploited for actuated coil systems [167].

Besides applications in measuring upper extremity movements, the system
could be used for estimating the relative foot position during gait as an alter-
native to optical or acoustic sensing principles [206].

Increasing the wearability

Reducing the number of sensors is an important aspect considering the wear-
ability of an on-body sensing system and possible usage during ADL tasks.
In chapter 5 we demonstrated the use of a single IMU attached to the chest
combined with a permanent magnet and an IMU attached to the hand to recon-
struct the pose of the hand with respect to the upper body. Hence, a reduced
set of magnetometers in combination with a tiny permanent magnet enables
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tracking of body part positions that have minimal space for attachment, like
the finger tips.

Furthermore, the reduction of IMUs in MoCap systems is steadily gaining
attention due to the computational abilities of computers and micro controllers.
Explorative studies apply machine learning methods to estimate the full body
postures with IMUs only attached to the extremities of the body [119, 126, 214].

Despite the potential, this approach is fundamentally different compared to
our algorithms as we infer kinematic relations from measured signals, whereas
machine learning methods are often focussed on finding a solution within the
user’s task space given the correlations found in the measurements. Neverthe-
less, this could be interesting for tracking hand motions, because the typical
movements in functional reach and grasping tasks are duly limited.

Not only the reduction of sensors, but also minimizing the dimensions of
sensors does increase the unobtrusiveness and eases the embodiment of sen-
sors in garment [8, 31, 118]. Still, the challenge will be in the definition, and
eventual estimation, of effective metrics such that relevant questions can be
answered within devised protocols.

7.1.2 Assessing dynamic interactions between the human hand and its environment

Force sensing between the human hand and environment

Friction and normal forces are what allows one to change an object’s con-
figuration and hold it against gravity and other disturbances. It is therefore
relevant to measure contact force in multiple directions to evaluate grip and
grasping strategies. We experienced that measuring these forces at the finger
tips imposes major practical difficulties. The skin of the hand and finger allow
relatively large deformations to provide us with the optimal grip whenever
fingers are in contact with irregular surfaces. Despite the diameter of less than
one centimeter, the presence of the force sensor at the finger or thumb tip does
affect the actual skin sensation.The force sensor we used was made of a silicon
chip that has been annealed to a PCB layer, resulting in a thickness of just a few
millimeters. Still, the rigidity and size of the force sensor deteriorate the actual
gripping performance. In addition, any additional thickening layer imposes
a moment arm to the finger tip, resulting in an even more unnatural feeling
and undesired force components. Further research is required to investigate
an optimal sensor layout for finger tip purposes.

Ideally, this sensor should be very flexible, such that it adapts to the compli-
ant contours of the skin whenever it is in contact with objects. Yet, the sensor
should be sufficiently stiff to prevent energy loss due to damping of the skin.
It is questionable whether the silicon material used could accommodate for
such adaptions, or that a sensor made from a different material, possible with
fewer sensitive measurement directions, would be more suitable. Many groups
already investigate potential materials to estimate interaction forces or, rather,
pressure from changes in material properties [8, 31, 109, 157]. Different kinds
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of stretchable sensors emerge from the development of smart garments ap-
plicable for the assessment of clinal outcomes in daily life [188, 205] or for
physical assistance during the rehabilitation of a particular disorder [148]. Yet,
those sensing systems are not comparable to the force and moment sensors
used in our study which allow for measurements in normal direction, shear
directions, and different rotational directions resulting in 6 DoF’s. It is, however,
questionable whether the measurements of moments is needed because any
possible induced moment will be decoupled in shear forces for the majority
of functional grip an grasping tasks involving multiple fingers. Nevertheless,
it is certainly important to have a decoupled measure of normal and shear
forces due to the mutual difference of holding objects by either applying nor-
mally directed tip forces or relying more on the friction characteristics of the
skin [209].

Besides the limitations of sensors’ mechanical properties, further develop-
ment of the data acquisition circuitry is required such that a higher sampling
rate (>12Hz) and an improved synchronisation with inertial sensors is possible
to accommodate for rapid or sudden changes in contact forces. Furthermore,
in our study we considered hand tasks with only index and thumb pinching
motions. An improved version of instrumentation should allow measurements
at additional contact points, e.g. at the various finger tips and palm of the hand,
to be able to examine the performance of a vast set of hand tasks.

Evaluation of hand tasks performances and the dynamic interaction

Assessment of hand tasks performances requires both the understanding of
underlying mechanisms that the human body applies before and during the
execution of a task, and the means to measure and quantify those tasks. In
many functional ADL tasks it is the dynamic interaction between hand and
environment that regulates eventual performance. The human body applies
different control strategies for task executions [212]. First, predictive or feed-
forward control make use of learned patterns and is the most important strat-
egy for fast and dexterous, hence, skilled actions. Second, our sensory (visual,
tactile, proprioceptive) system is used in a feedback control loop and allows
online adaption of our control strategy. Finally, our body is able to change its
biomechanical dynamics of our system. Both intrinsic or stiffness and reflexive
properties can be adapted or deployed to optimally accommodate for a certain
task.

On a functional level, humans aim at performing a task in such a way that it
can be explained by optimal feedback control principles [186]. Depending on
the context, a control strategy is selected, often based on a trade-off between
energy consumption (effort) and accuracy constraints[187, 213]. Task planning
includes the kinematic trajectories as well as the interaction with the environ-
ment by means of contact. For example, in manipulation tasks, besides the pos-
ture of the arm, friction is of great importance. Hence, appointed tasks can be
quantified when kinematic and kinetic measures of the trajectories and interac-
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tions are available. Postural estimates and trajectory smoothness measures can
be provided by the inertial and magnetic sensors, whereas interaction forces
can be measured by the force sensors we have introduced. In addition, the
product of velocity and movement at any time yields the momentary power
transferred between body and environment which, after integration over time,
results in the energy exchanged [194]. Hence, the kinematic sensing including
the pose of the finger and absolute hand position combined with 3D force
sensors enables the evaluation of functional, a-priori known, tasks.

Deeper understanding of sensory and biomechanical motor control paradigms
puts additional constraints on the task, and might, require additional sensors
and external perturbations. During interactions, measured forces and move-
ments at the interface of the human body and environment expose the lumped
dynamic characteristics of both bodies. A proper distinctive dynamic estimate
of both systems requires an independent perturbation signal, imposed at the
contact interface, and a proper method that allows the identification of systems
when measuring within a closed loop condition [169, 201]. These methods are
often based on assumptions that require the execution of fairly simple and
constrained tasks and therefore are not comparable with functional ADL tasks.

Nevertheless, it would be interesting to know what dynamic information
can be extracted when open loop system identification methods are applied on
signals measured during ADL tasks. During an interaction, where the human
body dictates the force and expresses a compliant behaviour, it is likely that the
force-movement relation provides information about the environmental load,
as shown in chapter 6. However, in our study it has not been investigated
whether this assumption is valid, nor what type and duration of excitation
signals are required for the identification of various properties. It is further-
more certain that information richness of interface signals during interactions
depend to a great extend on the instructed task. Therefore, it is necessary to
conduct research to investigate what characteristics under which specific con-
ditions can be estimated using the interface force and movement measures.

Besides identifying load characteristics, it is interesting to gain knowledge
of the exhibited motor control strategy. In particular, dynamic adaptions of the
body during the task execution, which could be interpreted as a conservative
control strategy, might give valuable information. Furthermore, by adding EMG

measurements for the assessment of muscular co-contractions, and having a
full posture estimate over time might enable estimation of the endpoint stiff-
ness ellipsoid parameters [61] and impedance control strategies in general [56].
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7.2 conclusion

The presented systems and algorithms in this thesis contribute to new meth-
ods for the assessment of human hand tasks. In particular, algorithms were
developed to accurately estimate various important kinematics quantities of
the hand and fingers. Furthermore, first efforts were presented to combine on-
body force and movement sensing on the hand for the assessment of dynamic
interactions. These principles do not require ambient measurement systems
and are therefore intended for use in daily life situations without impeding
natural task executions.
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D A N K W O O R D

Het is 06u16 en ik bevind me in de trein naar Schiphol voor een korte trip naar
Wales. Mijn plan is om in de komende twee uur het laatste, al dan niet meest
gelezen, deel van mijn proefschrift te schrijven. Echter vallen de oogleden dicht
en dwalen mijn gedachten af naar de periode die aan het schrijven van dit
proefschrift voorafging.

Aan het Zurriola strand, liggend met enkele huisgenoten niet ver van ons
appartement waar ik tijdens mijn stageperiode bivakkeer, gaat mijn telefoon
over. Je spreekt met Peter Veltink. Je sollicitatie voor een PhD plek binnen het
PowerSensor project is in goede orde ontvangen, we denken dat je een ge-
schikte kandidaat bent, en ik vroeg me af of je tijd hebt om even af te stemmen
over je aanvang. Dolblij werd mijn stranddag voortgezet in de verschillende
barretjes van Parte Vieja...

Feit is wel dat ik nog met mijn stage bezig was en dus nog aan het afstude-
ren moest beginnen. Dat afstuderen ging over het kwantitatief evalueren van
mensen die eenvoudige handtaken uitvoeren. We maakten gebruik van een
hippe haptische robot die ik, na veel werk, trots in C++ geprogrammeerd had.
Leuk om te doen, echter bleek het nabootsen, of renderen, van dynamische
lasten nog wel een dingetje en werd er uiteindelijk toch teruggevallen op het
gebruik van old school massa’s en veren.

Eind 2010 kon ik dan daadwerkelijk de aftrap van mijn promotietraject ne-
men. Een periode waarin ik veel nieuwe, zowel inhoudelijk alsmede de sociaal
culturele, ervaringen heb opgedaan. Het werd een lange periode... Nu zo aan
het eind terugkijkend ben ik erg benieuwd hoe veel het lood bij mij uiteindelijk
woog. Dit alles heeft er wel voor gezorgd dat ik veel mensen heb leren kennen
en zo doende een ontzettend leuke tijd heb gehad! Ik ben dan ook veel men-
sen dankbaar dat dit traject, uiteindelijk, tot een succesvolle afronding geleid
heeft.

Iedereen persoonlijk benoemen gaat in de papieren lopen, toch wil ik enkele
personen uitlichten.

Vanaf mijn bacheloropdracht tot en met de gehele promotieperiode was jij,
Peter, mijn begeleider. Ik wil je ontzettend danken voor al die tijd en energie
die jij in mij gestopt hebt. De kennis, enthousiasme en enorme toewijding
maken je een heel bijzonder persoon. Enorm dank!

Nadat Henk, Daniël en jij, Martin, bij BSS aan inertial sensing gewerkt hebben
mocht ik het stokje overnemen. Intussen had de vakgroep op dit vlak een
goede reputatie opgebouwd en was het dus een eer om hier vervolgstappen
in te mogen zetten. Jij als 2e begeleider, weliswaar extern bij Xsens, wist altijd
tijd voor me te maken, mee te sparren, en feedback op mijn zoveelste concept
paper te geven. Martin, veel dank daarvoor!
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Ik wil bovendien de overig betrokkenen bij Xsens bedanken voor de support
en nuttige bijdragen tijdens meetings en lezingen.

De goede, en vooral gezellige, tijd bij BSS heeft mede gezorgd voor het toe-
nemende gewicht van het loodje. Vanaf het moment dat ik startte waren de ge-
meenschappelijk lunchwandelingen, pauzes, donderdagmiddagborrels, pizza
momenten, sinterkerstborrels en vakgroepuitjes altijd erg gezellig en leuk om
aan deel te nemen.

In het bijzonder wil ik Wies, en later Sandra, danken voor de morele support
en de vele administratieve taken die ze voor mij uitgevoerd hebben.

Mijn ’langstzittende’ kamergenoten Dirk en Fokke wil ik danken voor de
goede sfeer die er altijd op de zaak heerste. De vele bakjes, de slechte muziek,
kansloze quotes, en het eindeloos geouwehoer en gezeur over van alles en nog
wat hoop ik snel te vergeten ;) Desalniettemin hoop ik dat we de vriendschap
en het contact nog lang in stand kunnen houden!

Het project zou nooit succesvol geweest zijn zonder de hulp van mensen met
goede praktijk skills. Victor, jou wil ik enorm bedanken voor de grote bijdrage
die je geleverd hebt in het ontwikkelen en fabriceren van hard en software. Nu
ik zo terugblik besef ik me hoeveel ik van je engineering skills wel niet heb
opgestoken. Dank daarvoor! Ook de overige technici: Ed, droog van karakter
maar altijd met veel tromgeroffel aanwezig. Gelukkig was er dan Marcel om
de boel een beetje te bedaren.. Heren, dank voor alle ondersteuning die jullie
gegeven hebben!

Binnen het STW PowerSensor project waren verschillende partners betrok-
ken die ieder zo hun eigen bijdrage geleverd hebben. Allen wil ik danken voor
de prettige samenwerking. In het bijzonder daarbij Josien en Robert. Josien,
jij als postdoc met vooral veel meten aan mensen ervaring, hebt mij veel bijge-
bracht op dit vlak. Ik wil je danken voor onze prettige samenwerking wat ons,
na veel tijd en energie, een mooie publicatie heeft opgeleverd. Robert, jij was
de ontwikkelaar van de nieuwe krachtsensor. Ik heb met veel genoegen van je
mogen leren op het gebied van sensor fabricage in MEMS. Mooi dat we de, door
jou ontworpen, sensor uiteindelijk ook echt in de praktijk konden brengen en
dit tot een mooie publicatie geleid heeft.

Van BSS wil ik verder Bert-Jan en Jan bedanken voor de bijdragen tijdens de
begeleiding en overleggen over de interessante toepassingsgebieden van ver-
schillende sensoren. Verder wil ik de gezellige club PhD studenten die ik heb
leren kennen danken: Eva, Heidi, Peter, Robert-Jan, Dirk, Frauke, Kees, Fre-
deriek, Fokke, Wendy, Lamia, Hossein, Thijs, Hendrik, Rick, Jan-Willem, Bart,
Nick en zo zal ik er vast nog 1 vergeten. Mooi om te zien dat, ondanks onze
grote verschillen in achtergronden en onderzoeksonderwerpen, er ook zo veel
overeenkomsten waren in onze ervaringen en belevingen tijdens het uitvoe-
ren van een PhD traject. Vooral de gezamenlijke Egmond BME weekendjes, de
culturele dagen in Edinburgh en het zeildagje zullen me blijven bijstaan als
enorm leuke uitjes. Dat de sfeer goed was blijkt wel uit het feit dat we met
enkelen jaarlijks nog afspreken om, onder bijzijn van Ralfy, nieuw levenswater
nosen en tasten. Tijdens de promotie heb ik vele bachelor en master studen-
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ten mogen begeleiden wat met eenieder van jullie altijd een leuke ervaring
was. Thijs, Stijn, Jacob, Marcel, Yusi, Diana, Michelle zijn enkele namen die op
welke wijze dan ook hebben bijgedragen aan dit onderzoek en waar ik jullie
dankbaar voor ben. Een speciaal, doch treurig, woord naar Thomas Dijkman
die zijn master niet heeft kunnen afronden doordat hij, na een kort ziekbed,
afscheid van het leven heeft moeten nemen.

Buiten de vakgroep BSS wil ik ook vele anderen danken. Allereerst had ik de
eer om als enig afgevaardigde binnen het BW/BSS futsal team zitting te nemen.
Super leuk om te doen maar vooral fijn om zo nu en dan de promotiefrustraties
er uit te kunnen zweten, dank oud teamgenoten!

Intussen ben ik alweer bijna 3 jaar actief als docent bij hogeschool Saxion bin-
nen de opleiding mechatronica. Geweldig om samen met een enthousiast en
uiteenlopend docententeam deze jonge opleiding tot één van de paradeplaatjes
van Saxion te maken. Daarnaast geniet ik van een superleuke combinatie door
samen met studenten onderzoek te doen aan relevante en maatschappelijke
mechatronische vraagstukken die vanuit het bedrijfsleven worden aangebo-
den. Eerst bij het lectoraat Ambient Intelligence maar nu ook bij het lectoraat
Mechatronica. Alle direct betrokken collega’s wil ik bijzonder bedanken voor
de leuke tijd die ik bij jullie heb en het feit dat mij de tijd en ruimte gegeven is
om ook wat aan mijn proefschrift te kunnen doen. Al was dat met een booming
opleiding als Mechatronica soms best lastig..

Ik wil mijn paranimfen Dirk en Anke danken dat ze mij bij willen staan
tijdens de ceremonie. Dirk, we kennen elkaar vanaf het moment dat we de
eerste cm bier dronken als BonomEL lid. Ondanks dat jij en Aniek naar De-
venter verhuizen ga ik er vanuit dat we nog regelmatig een tochtje met de
motor gaan maken of een whisky gaan doen. Anke, mijn enige zus waar ik
trots op neerkijk door haar vele werkzaamheden, bezigheden en ondertussen
het mooie gezinsleven samen met Koen, Krisse en Steffie.

De vele vrienden, kameraden en (schoon)familieleden ga ik allemaal niet bij
naam noemen. Om toch wat specifieker te zijn wil ik de bekenden uit Bentelo,
Rietmolen, Delden, Enschede, Groningen en Münster in het bijzonder danken!
Ik hoop verder dat eenieder zich aangesproken voelt!

Pa en ma, dank voor grootse ondersteuning en mogelijkheden die jullie, in
welke vorm dan ook, mij gegeven hebben!

Frauke, BSS heeft ons veel meer gebracht dan enkel wat kennis en kunde.
Ondanks dat we nog maar relatief kort samen zijn hebben onze belevenissen
mij een stuk rijker gemaakt. Ik zie een mooie toekomst tegemoet und HDGDL!!

Life is and will ever remain an equation
incapable of solution, but it contains certain known factors.

— Nicola Tesla
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